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General Introduction
Physics phenomena at surfaces and interfaces of solids have motivated intense research
activity, since works such as Grove’s in 1882 (1), who possibly traced the experimen-
tal beginning of “Thin Films” noting that metal films were formed by sputtering of
cathodes with high energy positive ions. Also as Tamm’s work in 1932 (2) with the
early predictions of specific electronic surface states. This field has given as results
applications that have changed our lifestyle. One of the most notable examples is
the metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect-transistor (MOSFET) which is the core of
every commercial electronic device. These technological successes in semiconductor
heterostructures came together with the discovery of new phenomena, such as the
quantum Hall effects.
Other kind of materials which are particularly fascinating, due to an incredible variety
of functional properties sometimes inaccessible for semiconductors, are the transition
metal oxides which are strongly correlated electronic systems. Many oxides crystallize
in simple lattice arrangements, such as the cubic perovskite structure Fig. 1.1. The
chemical formula is ABO3 with A typically a rare earth or alkaline element (Ca, Sr,
Ba), B a transition-metal, and O the oxygen. Their properties result from strong in-
teractions between spin, charge, orbital and lattice. The several competing states give
rise to complex phenomena and rich phase diagrams. Representative examples are the
high Tc superconductivity in Cuprates (3) or the colossal magnetoresistivity (CMR) in
manganites which have been studied in this work (4). Due to the strong correlations
in these systems, a small external perturbation leads to a huge response. The extreme
sensitivity of these properties to structural distortions and crystal chemistry provides
many ways to control and engineer new functionalities in these materials, therefore we
of course could expect that interfaces between different complex oxides should give rise
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to interesting and unexpected new behavior.
Thin films and multilayers may provide new degrees of freedom to control the proper-
ties and to design new ones, through strain, size and other effects at interfaces. Su-
perconducting, ferroelectric and magnetic tunnel junctions are only a few examples of
the active fields of research on perovskite heterostructures where interface effects play a
crucial role. Theoretical and experimental efforts have led, for instance, to the discovery
of ferromagnetic metallic states in superlattices composed of antiferromagnetic (AFM)
insulators (e.g. LaMnO3/SrMnO3) (5), a superconducting electron gas between two
dielectrics (6), enhanced critical temperatures in high-Tc superconductor heterostruc-
tures (7), and an unconventional type of ferroelectricity in paraelectric/ferroelectric
superlattices (PbTiO3/SrTiO3), which allows the tuning of the ferroelectric properties
to a very large dielectric constant, which is independent of temperature. This is dif-
ferent from the usual ferroelectricity in which the dielectric constant is typically large
but strongly evolves around the phase transition temperature (8).
In order to fully take advantage of strain and other effects at the interface, the growth
of heterostructures must be controlled at the atomic plane level. Tremendous progress
has been achieved in this field. Pulsed-laser deposition, sputtering, molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE), chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and atomic layer deposition are the
most used techniques for the growth of functional oxides. As far as the integration of
these oxides in devices (transistors, memories, sensors, actuators) is concerned, few of
them have now entered mainstream production. There is much evidence showing that
strain could be relevant on properties at interfaces in thin films and heterostructures.
Under this perspective, we have been motivated to improve our understanding of the
role of strain at interfaces and how this affects the properties of manganite systems. In
the first part of this work, we have analyzed the effect of the strain on homogeneously
strained epitaxially grown manganites in the (001) direction. I have focused on the
strain affecting the bulk manganite ground state of a half doped (0.5 electrons per
manganese) manganite and the strain influencing the electronic reconstruction at the
interface between a ferromagnetic metallic manganite and an insulator.
Some complex oxide compounds have been currently proposed to replace the Si based
2
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compounds in heterostructures for some electronic devices. For instance, recently Intel
and IBM have replaced the SiO2 gate dielectric in their latest processors with HfO2
due to the higher dielectric constant of this transition metal oxide (9); SrTiO3 has also
been also considered as a potential gate oxide for the replacement of SiO2 in transistors
(10). Despite this fact, the core technological platform for computation remains based
on Silicon due to the maturity of Silicon technology which has lead to an exponential
progress of microelectronics. These range from quantum computers to a wide spectrum
of spintronics applications.
Silicon is an excellent host material for an entirely new generation of devices based on
the quantum properties of charges and spins, because Silicon is an ideal environment for
spins in the solid state, due to its weak spin-orbit coupling and the existence of isotopes
with zero nuclear spin. Thus, the prospect of combining quantum spin control with
sophisticated fabrication technology has encouraged extensive efforts in Silicon-based
quantum devices, many of them trying to design and build a Silicon based quantum
computer.
The progress in deposition techniques such as ion implantation (top-down approach)
to realize the new generation of Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)
devices and scanning probe microscopy (bottom-up approach) to place dopants in Sili-
con has allowed the creation of atomic-scale electronic devices in Silicon. The ability to
control the matter at the atomic scale and build devices with atomic precision has lead
to the fabrication of a single-atom transistor (11) and ambitions to build a functional
solid-state quantum computer based in Silicon. In the design of these new devices,
the choice of a suitable interface (the two most common are Si/SiGe and Si/SiO2), as
well as it growth quality, play an important role to achieve the quantum mechanical
confinement of electrons in Silicon. For instance, the interface is relevant for single-
electron tunneling devices operation consisting of a Silicon potential well coupled to
source, drain and gate electrodes. However, the interface effects are complicated by the
fact that in real devices the quantum well interface is not perfectly smooth and oriented.
Interface effects are also crucial in the proposals for the physical implementation of
a Silicon based quantum computer. Among them, the 1998 original proposal by Kane
3
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(12) consists of an array of shallow donors Phosphorous in particular in Si. The design
corresponds to donor electrons in a Si host, separated by a barrier (SiO2) from metal
gates on the surface. The “A gates” control the resonance frequency of the nuclear spin
qubits; the“J gates” control the electron-mediated coupling between adjacent nuclear
spins. In this proposal, device parameters as the applied bias and the depth of the
donor from the interface affects the electron wave function at the position of the donor,
thus the hyperfine coupling. Further, the presence of the interface affects the donor
orbital states: Measurements in Si devices with dopants showed a significant deviation
of the donor orbital states from the expected bulk spectrum (13, 14).
It is important to highlight that Silicon has multiple degenerate valleys in its conduction
band. These valleys play an important role in both dopant and quantum dot devices
and they determine low-energy properties. In the second part of this work, we have
focused on the role of the valleys on the control of electrons bound to a substitutional
P donor nearby a Si(001)/SiO2 interface, inspired by the Si-based proposal. Using a
full six-valley model, we have analyzed the valley composition of the states involved in
the donor-interface shuttling process, opening here the possibility of manipulating of
the valley degree of freedom in the Si:P/barrier system.
4
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Effect of strain on the orbital and
magnetic ordering of manganite
thin films and their interface
with an insulator
Abstract
In this part, we have mainly studied the effect of the uniaxial strain on the ground state
electronic configuration of manganite thin films. Our model Hamiltonian for mangan-
ites includes the kinetic energy, the electron lattice coupling and the nearest neighbor
antiferromagnetic superexchange. We consider the uniaxial strain arising from the lat-
tice mismatch between a manganite and a cubic and insulating substrate and assume
(001) as the growth direction. In our model the strain effect on the system is twofold:
The strain modifies the hopping amplitude and introduces an energy splitting between
the Mn eg levels. We focused in two cases: The effect of strain (i) on the bulk magnetic
ground state of a half-doped manganite and (ii) on the electronic reconstruction of a
FM-metallic manganite interface with an insulator. The results show the strain plays
an important role on the properties of manganite thin films. In particular, the strain
drives an orbital selection which modifies the electronic properties and the magnetic
ordering of manganites and their interfaces.
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This part is organized as follows:
Chapter 1 introduces this work describing the main properties of transition metal oxides
and interfaces, prioritizing the manganite thin films and heterostructures, and shows
some experimental and theoretical results regarding the evidence of the strain affecting
the properties of manganites.
In Chapter 2 the model Hamiltonian for manganites including the relevant interactions,
which are the Double exchange, Jahn Teller effect and antiferromagnetic superexchange,
is described. Uniaxial strain is also included in the model.
Chapter 3 shows the results on the modifications produced by strain in the phase
diagram of half-doped (x = 0.5) bulk manganites and in the electronic reconstruction
at an interface.
We finish in Chapter 9 with a discussion on the light of reported experimental results
6
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1.1 Transition Metal Oxides: Strongly Correlated Elec-
tron Systems
The rich array of phenomena found in oxides is largely due to the oxygen. Oxygen
tends to pull electrons away from other atoms in the compound resulting in strong
electrical fields at the interatomic scale. These fields can give rise to substantial corre-
lations in behavior between the electrons of one atom and those of its neighbors. And
the correlations in turn can lead to effects such as ferromagnetism, in which a electrons
spontaneously line up and produce a magnetic field (15).
The correlations of electrons in a solid produce a rich variety of states, typically through
the interplay between magnetism and electrical conductance. That interplay has itself
been a long-standing research topic among condensed matter physicists. But, since the
discovery of copper-oxide high-temperature superconductors in 1986 a more general
interest in the Mott transition (16) (metal-insulator transition) in correlated electron
systems has been emerging. This interest led to a discovery in 1993 of the so called
colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) phenomenon in which a shift in the external mag-
netic field causes certain oxides to undergo an orders of magnitude change in electrical
resistance (17).
The transition-metal oxides are an interesting family of compounds that belongs to
correlated-electron systems in which electron interactions strongly determine electronic
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properties. In such systems, the dual nature of the electron and how it interacts with
its neighbors dispose which aspect predominates in a solid (wavelike or particlelike).
According to the Bloch theorem, for instance, an electron placed in a periodic lattice
behaves like an extended plane wave. However, when the number of free electrons in
a solid becomes comparable to the number of the constituent atoms and the mutual
electron-electron interaction becomes strong, electrons may lose their mobility, thus
they localize in sites (18). When an electron in a solid is localized it has three at-
tributes that determine its behavior: charge (e), spin (±1/2) and orbital symmetry.
Then, the charge, spin and orbital degree of freedom and their coupling would produce
complex phases, and phenomena such as electronic phase separation, among others.
Many oxides crystallize in simple lattice arrangements, such as the cubic perovskite
structure Fig. 1.1. The chemical formula is ABO3 with A typically a rare earth or
alkaline element (Ca, Sr, Ba), B a transition-metal, and O the oxygen. The active elec-
trons are usually the outer d-orbitals of the transition metals. Despite the chemical and
structural simplicity, transition-metal oxides display very different physical phenomena.
Consider a transition-metal atom in a crystal with perovskite structure, it is surrounded
by six oxygen ions, O2−, which give rise to the crystal field potential. Wave functions
pointing toward O2− ions (eg orbitals dx2−y2 , d3z2−r2) have higher energy than those
pointing between them (t2g orbitals dxy, dyz, dzx). As a consequence, the d-orbitals
are splitted and there is quenching of the orbital angular momentum. The orbitals are
illustrated in Fig 1.2. There is an energy gap between the eg and t2g orbitals which
acts like a spin or charge degree of freedom. As for spin ordering, there is an exchange
interaction among the electronic orbitals (pseudo-spin) on the neighboring transition
metal ions, which contributes to orbital order on the lattice sites at low temperatures.
As explained below, the transition metal in manganites parent compound is Mn3+
(B in the formula) with four electrons. If we start filling up orbitals from bottom up,
then, one orbital of the eg manifold will be empty. With doping the electrons may be
removed from the eg sector. On the other hand, the t2g electrons are not affected by
doping. Their population remains constant, and the well known Hund’s rule of atomic
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physics 1 enforces the alignment of the three t2g spins into an S = 3/2 state. Then,
the t2g sector can be replaced by a ‘’localized spin” at each transition metal atom.
The spin interaction between the two sectors is contained in the Hund’s coupling. The
total spin of the individual ions depends on the relative value of the Hund’s coupling in
comparison with the crystal field splitting. If the Hund’coupling dominates, the result
is a maximum total spin. However, not all the transitions-metal oxides are dominated
by the Hund’s term, and there are cases where the minimum spin configuration is the
ground state. In Fig. 1.3 a sketch representing the Hund’s coupling dominated and
crystal-field dominated states is provided.
The complex behavior of transition metal oxides make them potential candidates for
the development of novel technologies which involve the charge, spin and orbital degrees
of freedom to control and manipulate the electrical conductivity (18, 19, 20).
In the Mott-insulating state of a crystal, the d electrons are almost entirely localized
on the atomic sites, which makes the spin and orbital degrees of freedom combine to
produce versatile ordering patterns. Prototypical cases for perovskite oxides are shown
in Fig. 1.4 for LaVO3 (a t2g electron system, with two localized 3d electrons per V)
and LaMnO3 (an eg electron system). For instance, in LaVO3, the spins order in the z
direction as ferromagnetic chains, but in the xy plane as antiferromagnets, with neigh-
boring spins antiparallel. That spin configuration induces an orbital ordered state: dyz
and dzx occupy alternate lattice sites in every x,y and z direction. The spin-orbital
ordering makes the electronic structure highly anisotropic despite the materials nearly
cubic symmetry. On the other hand, in YVO3, a similar perovskite with a larger lat-
tice distortion, the staggered spin and orbital order are just the reverse of the LaVO3
(Although V oxidation states are 3+ in both materials, their magnetic structures are
different due to the different lattice distortion caused by the different ionic size of the
A-site atoms). In the manganites, for example LaMnO3, the Jahn-Teller effect (this
effect is described later in section 1.3), a local deformation of the MnO6 octahedron,
1Hund’s Rules for a given electronic configuration: (i) The lowest electronic term has maximum
spin S; (ii) The lowest term has maximum angular momentum L; (iii) The lowest term has the largest
total angular momentum J if the shell is more than half full, and the smallest J if the shell is less than
half full.
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A	  
TM	  
O	  
Figure 1.1: Undistorted perovskite unit cell structure. TM is a transition metal such
as Mn, Cu, Ru, Ti which is in a cubic arrangement. O is oxygen, and A can be different
combinations of alkaline elements, lead and rare-earth elements. The dotted lines mark
the axes of a regular octahedron formed by the six oxygens.
3z2	  –	  r2	   x2	  –	  y2	  
t2g	  orbitals	  
zx	   yz	   xy	  
eg	  orbitals	  
Figure 1.2: d orbitals. In the cubic crystal field, the fivefold degeneracy is lifted between
the two eg orbitals [(x
2−y2) and (3z2−r2)] and the three t2g orbitals [(xy), (yz) and (zx)].
Figures from Refs (18) and (19).
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JH	  >>	  CFS	   JH	  <<	  CFS	  
High	  spin	   Low	  spin	  
Figure 1.3: Sketch of the competition between the Hund’s coupling JH and the crystal
field splitting (CFS) leading either to high-spin or low-spin configurations.
elongates the crystal in the xy plane and compresses it along the z-axis. This Jahn-
Teller distortion lifts the orbital degeneracy and favors the occupation of a particular
combination of the dx2−y2 and d3z2−r2 orbitals. Thus, in LaMnO3, a local linear com-
bination of those orbitals produces the stable states d3x2−r2 and d3y2−r2 , alternating
on the manganese sites in the xy plane. The corresponding spin-order is denoted as
A-type AF, that is, ferromagnetic within the plane and AF between the planes. We
will use the standard notation for the A-type AF order throughout this document.
As mentioned before, the interaction between spin, orbital and lattice is strong, pro-
ducing a wide variety of complex phases. For instance LaTiO3 is a Mott insulator (21).
The intensively studied family of layered Cuprates, like La1−xSrxCuO4, presents an-
tiferromagnetism, high critical temperature superconductivity, and a conducting state
non-compatible with Fermi-liquid theory. Manganites, the subject of this work, show
different magnetic orders, orbital and charge ordering and CMR. TbMnO3 shows mag-
netic incommensurate phases that coexists with ferroelectricity. More exotic phases are
found, for example, in Titanates and Ruthenates (22, 23).
The transition-metal oxides share another interesting characteristic: an exceptional sen-
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(a)	  LaVO3	  	   (b)	  LaMnO3	  	  
Figure 1.4: (a) The orbital spin pattern in LaVO3: It consists of staggered t2g orbitals
(dyz and dzx). Here, the filled dxy orbital on every vanadium site is not shown. White
arrows represent the local spins at each vanadium ion. The orbital symmetry and order
affects how and to which lattice sites electrons may hop. (b) The pattern in LaMnO3
consisting of the eg orbitals (d3x2−r2 and d3y2−r2 staggered in the xy plane). The spins
couple ferromagnetically on the xy plane while stacking antiferromagnetically along the z
axis. This ordering is denoted as A-type AF. Figure from Ref.(18).
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Figure 1.5: (a) Phase diagram of a family of layered Ruthenates, with chemical formula
Ca2−xSrxRuO4. Different electronic phases, from insulating to superconducting, different
magnetic orderings, and structural transitions appear. Notice that the Sr dopant is isova-
lent to Ca. The notation is standard, for details see (23) and (20). (b) Schematic phase
diagram of Cuprates, prototype of correlated electron systems. Holes are introduced in the
system by chemical doping. From Ref. (20).
sitivity to certain physical parameters, such us doping, pressure, magnetic field, or disor-
der. There are many published examples. In the family of Ruthenates Ca2−xSrxRuO3,
the substitution of Ca by the isovalent element Sr produces a great variety of phases,
despite the chemical similarity of the compounds (23). Fig. 1.5 illustrates the phase
diagram of Ruthenate CaSrRuO3 and cuprates (paradigm of electron correlated sys-
tems). The manganites properties are very sensitive to disorder and doping and show
surprisingly large responses to magnetic fields (discussed in section below). Band the-
ory is, in general, incapable to predict the stability of the exotic phases, and the huge
responses to small or moderate stimulus. Therefore, the study of transition metal ox-
ides constitutes a substantial and very active part of the field of strongly correlated
electrons.
1.2 Effects of Complex Oxide Interfaces
At present, a way to perturb the strongly correlated electron systems is introducing
interfaces through the nanofabrication of transition metal oxide heterostructures.
There are many works that evidence the effects of the interfaces. One of them which
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provide a good example is given by the system formed by a Mott insulator LaTiO3
(LTO) and a band insulator SrTiO3 (STO). The results on this heterostructure indi-
cate the presence of a bidimensional gas of electrons at the interface (24). This finding
has prompted multitude of experimental and theoretical researches (25, 26, 27, 28) to
clarify the origin of the novel electronic phase which does not appear in the bulk ma-
terials. In addition, this result has given rise to discuss whether the origin of the metal
layer is extrinsic (oxygen vacancies) (29, 30) or intrinsic (polarity mismatch).
Okamoto and Millis (31, 32) made one of the first contributions to understand the
appearance of a bidimensional electron gas at LTO/STO, which was attributed to
electronic reconstruction at the interface. Their work was inspired by the striking
experimental results from Ohtomo et al. (24), who fabricated atomically precise dig-
ital heterostructures by inserting a controllable number of planes of LTO into a con-
trollable number of planes of STO, detecting the metallic interface mentioned above
(heterostructure in Fig 1.6). The results of the calculations presented a leakage effect
leading to electronic reconstruction, including different forms of magnetic and orbital
order to those found in bulk, being the near-interface region metallic and ferromagnetic,
whereas the bulk phase on either side is insulating and antiferromagnetic. Further, they
showed a lattice relaxation surrounding the La ion, in which the electrostatic potential
is screened, which may favor the charge transfer from LTO to STO.
The experiments reported that the metallic state also appeared at interfaces between
two band insulators LaAlO3 and SrTiO3 (LAO/STO) (33). LAO/STO interfaces also
present especially striking properties, such as electric field tunable superconductiv-
ity (6) and magnetic effects (29, 30, 34). Another example of interface effects is the
combination between superconductor Cuprates (YBa2Cu3O7) and ferromagnetic man-
ganites (La0.7Ca0.3MnO3) (35), where it is possible to induce ferromagnetism in the
high temperature superconductor. Orbital reconstruction has also been reported in
these heterostructures (36).
After more than 20 years of research on oxide thin films, the efforts are seeing re-
sults. Thin-film growth technology has been adapted for oxide compounds, desirable
substrates have been developed and complex heterostructures are being studied for new
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Figure 1.6: Annular dark field (ADF) image of LaTiO3 layers (bright) of varying thickness
spaced by SrTiO3 layers. The view is down the [100] zone axis of the SrTiO3 substrate,
which is on the right. The numbers in the image indicate the number of LaTiO3 unit cells
in each layer. Field of view, 400 nm. Image from Ohtomo et al. (2002) (24).
functionality (new electronic compounds, as sensors, memory devices or solar cells) or
simply for their exciting science (15). In spite of all this, the realization of high quality
oxide heterostructures for applications still has some challenges to face, since they are
still loaded with defects which may modify the desired properties.
1.3 Manganites
Among the transition metal oxides, I will focus on manganites. A wide range of phe-
nomena and a variety of experimental work makes them specially attractive to the
scientific community. In manganites strong coupling between charge, spin and lattice
degrees of freedom produces a variety of phases in a chemically homogeneous material.
In the early 1990’s Jin and collaborators (37) reported a decrease of 3 orders of mag-
nitude in the electrical resistance of a manganite thin film when a magnetic field was
applied. This amazing magnetoresistance, named Colossal Magnetoresistance (CMR),
raised the general interest and stimulated research on manganites for its potential for
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application in commercial electronic devices.
Manganites are also half-metals (ferromagnets with only one type of conduction elec-
tron, either spin up, ↑, or spin down, ↓). This makes them good spin injectors and
detectors for spintronics, an attractive, promising, and fast developing field (38).
Manganites present a rich phase diagram due to the close competition of different in-
teractions. Charge/orbital ordering usually appears in half doped manganites (with 0.5
electrons per Mn) such as Pr0.5Ca0.5MnO3(39), La0.5Ca0.5MnO3(40), Pr0.5Sr0.5MnO3
(PSMO)(41) and Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3(NSMO)(42). When small external perturbations,
such as magnetic/electric field, strain or light are applied, drastic changes of resistivity
and phase competition take place. In Fig. 1.7 the different phases arising with hole
doping are shown for a family of manganites. Here, F denotes FM state. A, CE, C,
and G denote A-type (FM planes coupled antiferromagnetically), C-type (FM lines
in the z-direction coupled antiferromagnetically), CE-type (FM zig-zag chains coupled
antiferromagnetically), and G-type (3D AF state) AFM states, respectively (19). Each
of these magnetic orders are associated with a particular charge/orbital order as illus-
trated in Fig. 3.1. The CxE1−x state can be regarded as an extension of the CE-type
charge/orbital order (43).
Before the important discovery of CMR, some works established the basic ideas and
features of manganites. We will review the main characteristics, taking under consid-
eration the main contributions to this field.
1.3.1 The first experimental works
The work of Jonker and Van Santen (44, 45) constitutes the mainspring of the field of
manganites. Basically, they were interested in the properties of the transition metal
oxides grown in the perovskite structure, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. In particular, they
grew different manganese oxides with a FM ground state. They called this whole family
manganites.
The general chemical formula for manganites is expressed as A1−xA’xMnO3, with A
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Figure 1.7: Schematic phase diagram of R1−xAxMnO3. F denotes FM state. A, CE, C,
and G denote A-type , C-type, CE-type, and G-type AFM states, respectively. CxE1−x
represents incommensurate charge/orbital ordered state. The respective orders have been
illustrated in Chapter 3, Fig. 3.1. Figure taken from (43).
typically a trivalent rare-earth (e.g La or Pr) and A’ a divalent cation (e.g Ca or Sr).
One important aspect of the perovskite structure of these compounds is its capacity
to accommodate both divalent and trivalent cations in the A position (44). When x is
neither 1 nor 0, charge neutrality implies that Manganese is in a mixed valence state.
(1− x) is the number of electrons per Mn moving on the Mn eg (x2 − y2 or 3z2 − r2)
orbital bands.
The points addressed in these first works are crucial to understand the behavior of
manganites and are summarized in the following:
• the oxygen content of the sample depends closely on the preparation details,
in particular on the composition of the atmosphere during preparation. They
correctly realized that excess or defect of oxygen affected the average valency of
the Manganese ions. This has been a subject of intense work, and, probably, a
source of non exactly reproducible results until recent years.
• They found some kind of ferromagnetic interaction induced when mixed valence
manganese was present in the material. They also inferred an antiferromagnetic
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interaction between two Mn4+ ions, and discussed the nature of the interaction
among Mn3+ ions. However, recent works indicate that the properties of mangan-
ites cannot be understood only in terms of pair like interactions: they are much
better described if long range interactions, especially in the metallic regime, are
considered. For instance, the long-ranged Coulomb interactions. Although these
interactions can be substantially reduced in transition metal oxides by e.g. the
polarization effects (particularly on the oxygen), this may affect the phase tran-
sitions (46).
• They established a correlation between the magnetic and conductivity proper-
ties: a high Curie temperature and saturation magnetization was associated to
metallic-like and high conductivity in the so called optimal doping (x ∼ 0.3).
In summary, Jonker and Van Santen established the main features of manganites and
gave important indications for the growth and characterization. They started to reveal
the rich phase diagram, but mainly, they demonstrated the close correlation between
electronic transport and magnetism, crucially suggesting a common origin for both.
In 1995, other important contributions for the understanding of manganites were re-
ported by Wollan and Koehler (47). They published a neutron diffraction study of
the (La, Ca) manganite series. They obtained a rich and surprising phase diagram,
and elucidated that despite the Manganese sites (magnetic active sites in manganites)
form a simple cubic lattice, the different phases observed break this symmetry in sev-
eral different ways. The competition between these phases is of great importance, and
is probably responsible for the extremely large responses (Colossal) of manganites to
moderate fields. They also found signatures of charge order, other important issue in
manganites, which are still under discussion.
1.3.2 The first theoretical approaches
Simultaneously, in the early 1950’s Zener published several theoretical papers about the
magnetism of transition metals and their oxides, two of them focusing on manganites
(48, 49). Zener deduced three principles in order to understand the lattice structure
and magnetism of some of the transition metals, which are: (i) electrons in the incom-
plete d shells will have their spin correlated so that the total spin will be maximum.
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This is equivalent to Hund’s rule in atomic physics, and for manganites it implies that
the Manganese ion is in a high spin state. That is, S = 3/2 for Mn4+ and S = 2 for
Mn3+; (ii) direct coupling between localized electrons in neighboring magnetic ions is
always antiferromagnetic. Applied to the case of manganites, it explains how, in the
absence of coupling mediated by conduction electrons (for insulating manganites), the
ground state is antiferromagnetic; (iii) the conduction electrons are strongly coupled
to the spin of localized electrons, and the coupling tends to align all the spins ferro-
magnetically.
It is important to highlight the first principle related with the quenching of the d
orbitals momentum taking place. If the splitting of the crystal field is big compared
with the dispersion of the band formed by the lowered t2g orbitals, a band insulator
will form for a filling of three d electrons per Manganese. Experimental measurements
confirm the Hund’s coupling as 1−2eV (50), such that dominates the crystal field split-
ting (∼→ 1eV) (4). However, in manganites, the much used simplification is the limit
JH = ∞. In this case the eg electron necessarily must have a spin perfectly parallel
to that of the localized t2g spin at the same site. This case corresponds to CaMnO3
(x = 1), one end member of the family of manganites discussed by Jonker and Van
Santen. In fact in manganites the three electrons in the t2g orbitals form a localized 3/2
spin which is often called spin “core” (46). These localized spins are antiferromagneti-
cally coupled via superexchange interaction, leading to G-type AF order in CaMnO3.
In Section 2.1.1 and section 2.1.3 we will describe the Zener mechanism, known as the
Double Exchange Mechanism, and the Antiferromagnetic Superexchange interaction.
In the 1960’s de Gennes considered theoretically the relative thermodynamic stabil-
ity of different magnetic orders using a mean-field approximation (51). This work has
mostly been cited in relation to his prediction that canted phases should appear when
doping the antiferromagnetic phase (specially, the A phase in the Wollan and Koehler
notation) with holes.
De Gennes’s and earlier theoretical works (49, 52) neglected the twofold degeneracy
of the eg orbitals. When modern computers allowed numerical study of the double
exchange model, a one orbital model was used (46, 53, 54, 55). However, the orbital
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degeneracy is of crucial importance to reproduce some phases already observed by Wol-
lan and Koehler. In particular, the A phase present in undoped manganites such as
LaMnO3 or the CE (56, 57, 58) phase appearing for compositions near half-doping. The
one orbital model correctly reproduces some of the main features of the ferromagnetic
metallic state, even the insulator-metal transition found for instance in LaCaMnO3 at
optimal doping (53).
De Gennes’s also remarked the electron-lattice coupling. He commented that this
coupling would alter the effective masses and mobility of the carriers, but it is well
known that the effects are much more important. We will consider two types of dis-
tortions present in manganites. The first one is the distortion in the unit cell due to
the changes in the network of the MnO6 octahedra. The second one corresponds to
symmetric distortions of the octahedra, known as Jahn-Teller distortions.
Distortions of the unit cell can be described as changes in the arrangement of the
MnO6 octahedra. If the tolerance factor Γ
1, is related to the average radius of the
species occupying the different positions on the perovskite structure, depicted in Fig
1.1 is exactly one, the perovskite unit cell is ideally cubic. This only happens if the ions
in the material are perfectly matching sized. If Γ 6= 1 either by ionic size mismatch or
by external pressure, a distortion takes place and the Mn-O-Mn angle is less than 180◦.
This effect strongly affects the bandwidth of the eg band, since it reduces the eg hopping.
The reduction of the bandwidth enhances the effects of other interactions competing
with the kinetic energy, mainly the antiferromagnetic and Jahn Teller interactions (59).
The Jahn Teller distortions are very important in manganites and have been stud-
ied intensively in many works (60). According to this theorem, a system having a
degenerate ground state will spontaneously distort. The distortion lowers the sym-
metry and removes the degeneracy, hence occupying only the lowest energy state and
a new ground state with lower energy is reached. In manganites, since neighboring
octahedra share corners, distortions are coupled and the Jahn Teller effect is coopera-
tive. Kanamori studied cooperative distortions arising from the Jahn-Teller theorem in
1Γ = (rA + rO)/(rB + rO), with ri the average radius of the different species in the perovksite
structure
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different (undoped) compounds, such as LaMnO3 (61). The Cooperative Jahn Teller
general formalism is given in Section 2.1.2.
Coulomb interactions in manganites are also important to the relative stability of the
different phases. Hund’s rule is in fact a consequence of the Coulomb repulsion: it
accounts for the strong Coulomb repulsion of electrons in the same orbital. Interorbital
interactions are also significant: The inclusion of interorbital repulsion at a mean field
level stabilizes the experimentally observed A order against the Ferromagnetic order
in undoped manganites. As was mentioned before, long range Coulomb interactions is
important for electronic phase separation. A more detailed analysis about the role of
Coulomb interaction in phase separation can be found in Ref (46).
1.3.3 Colossal magnetoresistance (CMR)
Jonker and van Santen (45) found a correlation between the metallic behavior and
the FM state of manganites. In 1954 Volger first reported on the negative magne-
toresistence of a manganite La0.8Sr0.2MnO3. The magnetoresistence (MR) is defined
as MR = RH−R0R0 with RH/0 the resistance with and without a magnetic field. The
MR in manganites is negative due to the correlation between FM and metallicity. In
the optimal doping region, the maximum MR happens at the metal insulator transi-
tion, close to the Curie Temperature. The change observed by Volger was quite small
(10%), probably due to the polycrystalline nature of the sample and the method of
fabrication. Only in the 1990’s it was possible to improve the MR effect thanks to the
development of growth techniques for high quality thin films. In 1994 Jin et. al (37)
obtained 100000% value of MR (with MR defined as RH−R0RH ) at low temperature in a
La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 thin film grown on LaAlO3 that they called Colossal Magnetoresis-
tance (CMR). This fact, together with the renewed general interest on complex oxides,
the possibility of making layered heterostructures and the obtention of more and more
exotic behaviors, concurred to renovate the interest in these materials.
1.4 Manganite Thin Films and Heterostructures
So far we have focused on intrinsic properties of manganites. However, not only intrin-
sic properties of bulk materials are interesting. Mutual influence of different compounds
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and physical behavior at the reduced length scales typical in electronic devices or in-
terfacial effects are important subjects in applied and basic condensed matter physics.
This is particularly important for device engineering, because most devices involve in-
terfaces.
Since manganites are complex systems which can display a broad range of physical phe-
nomena, such as large spin polarization, colossal magnetoresistance, electronic phase
segregation, orbital ordering, and charge ordering, they are ideal materials to develop
novel concepts of oxide electronic devices (62). This fact has motivated intensive in-
vestigations of interfacial effects in manganite thin films with different complex oxides.
The advantage of thin films consists in the possibility of studying crystals with high
quality and a controlled amount of grain boundaries or defects. However, for instance
the presence of a substrate may introduce a new degree of freedom in the already rich
landscape of variables.
Much research on LSMO thin films with optimal doping (x ∼ 0.3) indicated severe
degradation of the magnetotransport properties below a critical thickness (63). The
origin of this degradation has usually been attributed to the existence of phase seg-
regation and disorder at the nanoscale motivated mainly by structural strain, oxygen
stoichiometry, and variations of the chemical composition (62, 64). It is important
to note that La1−xAxMnO3 (A= Sr, Ca) systems at the optimal doping are very in-
teresting from a technological point of view due to the highest magnetic transition
temperature, especially LSMO with TC ∼ 370K.
Manganite thin films have been used to fabricate devices such as Resistance Ran-
dom Access Memory (ReRAM) which work with the principle of the electrical pulse
induced resistance change effect. One proposal of a resistive switching model is based
on a PCMO thin film, since a report was published stating that a quite large resistance
change in Pr1−xCaxMnO3 (x = 0.3) thin film was achieved at room temperature using
an external electric pulse (65). Experimental studies suggested that the resistivity of
Pt/PCMO/Pt (see illustration in Fig 1.8; Pt are the electrodes) depends mainly on
the PCMO deposition temperature, which was related to the crystallinity of the thin
films. In amorphous PCMO, the highest resistivity comes from the lowest deposition
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Figure 1.8: PCMO thin film based for ReRAM device. Schematic cross-sectional image
of specimens. Corresponding optical microscope images of top view of real specimen is
shown bottom right. Illustration taken from (66).
temperature (∼ 350K) and this exhibited a resistive switching when pulses were applied
(66).
Thin film studies are also relevant in multiferroic material such as BiMnO3 (BMO).
Multiferroic materials in bulk exhibit both ferromagnetism and ferroelectricity (FE)
simultaneously, thus they are interesting for information technology. BMO thin films
have been reported to be FM and FE (67). However, only few films show magnetic
properties similar to bulk BMO and high enough resistivities, that is, low leakage cur-
rents to allow clear measurement of the FE properties. A possible reason suggested
for the low resistivities of BMO thin films is the substrate induced strain or oxygen
vacancies at interface (67, 68, 69).
Likewise, manganites heterostructures have been in the spotlight due to the appearance
of new electronic phases different from bulk or thin films (electronic reconstruction, see
Section 2.3).
Substantial theoretical works (32, 70, 71) have highlighted the role played by a num-
ber of interface phenomena (modified screening, band bending, polarity mismatch) in
the determination of electronic parameters (bandwidth, on-site Coulomb interaction)
potentially responsible for profound changes in the local charge, spin and orbital struc-
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ture. In this regard, the possibility of artificially manipulating spin states at interfaces
is particularly attractive in the framework of spintronics. For instance, at the inter-
faces between ferromagnetic (FM) metallic manganites and insulators, charge, orbital
and spin ordered phases (70) appear. In heterostructures involving a band insulator
(CaMnO3) and a half-doped ordered manganite (La0.5Ca0.5MnO0.3) in which the in-
sulating behavior is driven by the strong correlation in the system, the formation of
a metallic plane at the interface was evidenced (70). This result is similar to what
has been observed in Mott/band insulator, as well as in band insulator/band insulator
heterostructures (24, 33).
The adequate exploitation of the strong coupling between the electric and magnetic
properties in manganite heterostructures has given rise to the most famous existing
spintronic devices: spin valves. A spin valve is created by three layered devices, with a
first FM (e.g LSMO with optimal doping x = 1/3) lead which is used as a spin polarizer,
a non-ferromagnetic spacer, and a second FM lead used as spin analyzer (see example in
Fig 1.9 a). The work principle of these devices is the strong dependence of the electrical
resistance on the relative orientation of the spin polarized source and drain. A spin
valve has an efficiency given by the tunneling magnetoresistence (TMR)(72), which is
defined as the difference in the resistance R between parallel (P) and antiparallel (AP)
relative orientations of the magnetization in the FM metallic electrodes1. Fig. 1.9 b)
shows the TMR for a particular manganite based device.
A typical example of the interface effects is the striking suppression of the spin polar-
ization at temperatures much lower than the bulk FM Tc (54, 74) leading to the so
called “dead layer”. This suppression is not beneficial for spin valves, due to the fact
that TMR depends very strongly on the properties of the electrode/barrier interface
(75). One of the reasons for the reduction of the spin polarization at the interface comes
from the lack of carriers which attenuates the double exchange FM coupling between
the Mn ions (70). Spin polarization can also be reduced by strain, disorder or oxy-
gen vacancies. For instance experimental results on ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic
(FM/AFM) superlattices of five LSMO/PCMO units indicates the presence of a mag-
netically dead layer in the LSMO at the interface with PCMO, where the magnetization
1TMR = (RAP −RP )/(RAP )
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Figure 1.9: a) Schematic diagrams of the cross-section (left) of a typical device and (right)
plan view of several devices on a common base electrode. b) Junction resistance versus
applied magnetic field. The tunnel magnetoresistance at 77 K for four La0.7Ca0.3MnO3
/NdGaO3 /La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 junctions. Junction areas (1) 6 × 6µm2, (2) 8 × 8µm2, (3)
8× 16µm2 and (4) 20× 30µm2. Results from Jon et al. (2000) (73).
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is suppressed (76). However, the magnetic moment of PCMO is remarkably enhanced
where nanometric FM droplets would find the optimal strain conditions to be accom-
modated within the AFM PCMO .
Modifications in the electronic ground state can also lead to new functionalities. One ex-
ample is the FM insulating phase induced in an otherwise AF insulator La0.3Ca0.7MnO3
due to proximity of a FM metal La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (77).
The evidence of surface orbital reconstruction has also been presented (78, 79), which
could be promoted by the different strain or thickness patterns. The anisotropy of the
d orbitals influences the electron correlation effects in an orbital direction dependent
manner, thus giving rise to the anisotropy of the electron transfer and for instance
destroying the DE mechanism of unstrained half-metallic LSMO. Likewise, theoretical
calculations on half doped manganites La0.5A0.5MnO3 show that the lack of cubic sym-
metry at surfaces, combined with the double exchange mechanism, leads to significant
changes in the magnetic and transport properties. Charge is transferred from the bulk
to the surface layers, and an antiferromagnetic ordering of the surface spins is favored
(54).
Many works suggest that orbital order, magnetic structure, octahedral JT distortions,
as well as the conduction properties change under the influence of strain. The effects
of the strain on the electronic and magnetic properties was the goal of this work.
1.5 Strain Effect in Manganites
The influence of substrate strain is the main factor distinguishing manganite thin films
from bulk samples. This is due to the fact that Mn eg electrons which determine most
of the physical properties are coupled to the lattice degree of freedom. In particular,
strain can affect the electronic properties through orbital ordering, thus altering the
magnetotransport properties of manganites thin films or heterostructures. Strain mod-
ifies both in-plane and out-of-plane lattice parameters (related to each other by the
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Poisson ratio1(80, 81, 82) ), when different substrates are used.
Early works, for instance Jin et al. (1995) studied on LCMO (x = 0.3) films the
effect of various substrates as well as film thickness on the CMR (83). They found that
the strain effect, expressed through the change in the MR ratio, is most pronounced for
epitaxial films. They speculated that stress is most effectively propagated through the
film thickness in the absence of grain boundaries. Many other groups have investigated
the strain effects by growing various films on different substrates (84, 85, 86, 87, 88).
Furthermore, theoretical and numerical studies have predicted and corroborated ex-
perimental findings on thin films and heterostructures with manganites. Millis et al.
in (1998) (89) made theoretical predictions about the dependence of the ferromagnetic
curie temperature Tc of the colossal magnetoresistance CMR rare earth manganese per-
ovskites with strain. The results indicated that Tc is extremely sensitive to strain, hence
exhibiting the strain as an important variable which must be considered in the design
of devices based on thin films. Further, this early study of strain effects gave evidence
of the relevance of the Jahn Teller electron-phonon coupling to the CMR phenomenon
(89).
These results have shown the strain playing a key role in controlling the orbital order-
ing, magnetic structure, octahedral JT distortions, as well as the conduction properties
in manganites. From the results it has been possible to predict that the effects due
to strain are mainly due to the strain modification of both the in-plane and out-of-
plane lattice parameters. Therefore, the reduction (increase) of the lattice parameter
in a particular direction leads to an increase (reduction) of the hopping amplitude.
Furthermore, the strain causes a distortion of the pseudocubic symmetry which leads
to a splitting of the eg levels which may produce orbital ordering via the Jahn-Teller
coupling (19, 64, 82, 90, 91).
Taking the Pr0.5Sr0.5MnO3 (PSMO) case, the experiments have shown a strong phase
1Poisson ratio (ν) is the negative ratio of transverse to axial strain. For manganites the relation
between the strain in the z-direction ez and in the xy-plane exy is given by ν as ez = −4νexy with
0.3 . ν . 0.4.
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Figure 1.10: Results from Chen et al. (2012) ρ-T curves for the PSMO (x = 0.5) films on
(001)-oriented LSAT (a), LAO (b) and STO (c).The respective inset is the Magnetization
versus Temperature curve of 60 nm film. More details in Ref. (92).
competition therein yielding a ferromagnetic metal to antiferromagnetic insulator tran-
sition (FM-AF). PSMO in bulk has a stripe-type charge ordering with dx2−y2 orbital
state and A-type AFM spin ordering which is different from many other half-doped
manganites which stabilize the CE order (43). The observations indicated that this
phase transition of the PSMO films depend on several factors such as the orientation of
the film growth, deposition temperature and strain. Recently, for example Chen et al.
(2012) have reported a study on PSMO films with various thickness, epitaxially grown
on different commercial substrates of (001)- oriented (LaAlO3)0.3(SrAl0.5Ta0.5O3)0.7(LSAT),
(LaAlO3) (LAO) and SrTiO3 (STO). See some results in Fig. 1.10. They found that a
FM-AF transition is present in both largely compressed situations deposited on LAO
(∼ 1.3%) (001) and tensile cases deposited on STO (∼ 1.5%) (001) but absent in little
strained films grown on LSAT(∼ 0.8%) (001). They also observe the disappearance of
the FM-AF transition with increasing thickness (due to strain relaxation) of the film
(92).
There are also reports of a strong depression of the kinetic energy in thin La0.7Sr0.3MnO3
leading to the disappearance of the metal-insulator transition when the film thickness is
decreased below a specific value that strongly depends on the substrate nature and on
the film preparation conditions (85, 93). For the LSMO thin films (∼ 15nm) deposited
onto LAO substrates, the degradation of the magnetotransport properties for very thin
films has been ascribed to the epitaxial compressive strain (' 2.3%) induced by the
substrate (opposite effect to the one presented in Fig 1.11). This in-plane compressive
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Figure 1.11: Uniform tensile strain in the a-b plane is introduced by lattice mismatch
with the substrate. Volume conserving tensile strain expands the in-plane Mn-O bonds
while contracting bonds in the c direction.This leads to a higher occupancy of the in-plane
dx2y2 orbital Compressive strain, not shown, has the opposite effect. Figure from (94).
strain induced by the LAO substrate is strong enough to drive the LSMO film from
the ferromagnetic DE metallic to the antiferromagnetic insulating C phase (93). This
behavior may be related to the orbital ordered induced by the compressive strain.
The 3d Mn orbital occupation has been investigated by x-ray absorption linear dichro-
ism experiments for the LSMO films deposited onto different substrates. In a cubic
system, the 3d eg orbitals are expected to be equally populated. On the contrary a
preferential d(3z2−r2) orbital occupation was found so that in the case of the LSMO/LAO
interface such an effect was ascribed to the compressive epitaxial strain which elongates
the MnO6 octahedra along the c axis thus lowering the energy of the of the d(3z2−r2) Mn
eg orbitals relative to (x
2−y2) orbitals. In work done by Tebano and his collaborators,
it was demonstrated that the degradation of magnetotransport properties, reported for
relatively thick films, is a consequence of epitaxial strain alone and is not affected by
interface chemistry (78).
It is important to highlight that both the orientation of epitaxial growth and sub-
strate play a key role. For example, the structural and magnetic characterization of
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (LCMO) epitaxially grown on (110) and (001) SrTiO3 substrates has
shown that the (110) LCMO films relax earlier than the (001) LCMO ones and thus
the (110) films display a progressively reduced strain. They also obtained evidence
of strain promoting the antiferromagnetic orbital ordering. For instance, they found
that tensile strain in bulk FM and metallic LCMO favors electron occupancy of the
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Figure 1.12: a) Curie temperature TC and b) saturation magnetization MS of (001) and
(110) LCMO films closed and open symbols, respectively as a function of film thickness.
Results from (95).
dx2−y2 orbitals leading to A-type orbital ordering. However in the case of (110) growth
direction, the splitting between eg orbitals is smaller than that occurring in the (001),
thus the driving force towards antiferromagnetic orbital ordering should be reduced in
(110). However, in both cases the strain may contribute to depressing the magnetic
properties of manganites (Curie temperature and saturation magnetization) thin films
(95). Some results are shown in Fig. 1.12
In the following chapter we are going to describe the details and physical background
that we use to propose a model and analyze the effect of the strain on homogeneously
strained epitaxially grown manganites in the (001) direction. I will focus on two cases:
The effect of the strain on
(i) The bulk magnetic ground state of a half-doped manganite and,
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(ii) The electronic reconstruction of a FM-metallic manganite interface with an insula-
tor.
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2Model
As now it is well known, manganites are specially interesting because they present
a rich phase diagram as a function of composition and doping (43) due to the close
competition of different interactions. Our general model includes the kinetic energy
(through the double exchange (DE) interaction that results of considering an infinite
Hund’s coupling), the antiferromagnetic (AF) superexchange, the cooperative Jahn-
Teller (JT) interaction, and the long range Coulomb interaction between the charges
in the system (within a Hartree approximation). The model is solved self-consistently.
2.1 Relevant Interactions in Manganites
2.1.1 Double exchange (DE) interaction
The correlation between ferromagnetism and metallic conductivity in manganites was
attributed by Zener (49) to an indirect coupling of the incomplete d-shells of the Mn
via the carriers. The electrical conductivity is possible due to the mixed valency of the
manganese ions. He proposed the electron transfer from one Mn ion to an adjacent Mn
ion as the transfer of an electron from one Mn to the oxygen which is in the middle
simultaneously with the transfer of an electron from the central oxygen to the other
Mn ion. As two simultaneous processes are involved this mechanism was called double
exchange. There are then two states:
Ψ1 : Mn
3+O2−Mn4+ (2.1)
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Figure 2.1: Semi-classical model for double exchange as seen by Anderson and Hasewaga
(52). Spins S are considered large so they are assigned a definite direction in space, namely,
they are treated as three dimensional vectors.
Ψ2 : Mn
4+O2−Mn3+ (2.2)
which are degenerate in energy. A necessary condition for this degeneracy (and, hence,
metallic conductivity) is that the spins of their respective d-shells point in the same
direction because the carrier spin does not change in the hopping process and Hund’s
coupling punishes antialignment of unpaired electrons. The parallel coupling is of the
order of magnitude of the hopping.
These ideas were formalized by Anderson and Hasewaga (52). They calculated the
interaction for a pair of Mn ions with general spin
−→
S Fig. 2.1, transfer integral t,
and internal exchange integral (Hund’s coupling) JH . In a semi-classical treatment,
the electron, when transferred to a neighboring Mn ion, goes into the parallel state (in
Fig 2.1 it implies that −→s has to be projected into the −→S2 direction). For JH >> t,
appropriate for manganites, they showed that E ∼ cos(Θ2 ) being Θ the relative angle
between
−→
S1 and
−→
S2.
More recently, Mu˙ller-Hartmann and Dagotto (96) considered the limit JH → ∞ (97)
of the Kondo like Hamiltonian (98):
H = −t
∑
〈i,j〉
C+i,σCj,σ − JH
∑
i
−→σi−→Si (2.3)
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Where, C+i,σ(Cj,σ) creates (annihilates) an electron at position i with spin σ =↑, ↓
and −→σi is the electron spin operator C+i,σ−→σ σ,σ′Ci,σ′ . σx, σy, σz are the Pauli matrices.
Then the spin 1/2 of the carriers is rotated in each site such that their spin quan-
tization axis is parallel to the core spin in that site. Only the spin up component
matters. Hence, the Ci,σ basis is substituted by a spinless di:
Ci,σ = diziα, ziα =
(
cos θ2
sin θ2e
iψi
)
(2.4)
being θ and ψ the polar angles describing the direction of
−→
S i. Then, the Hamilto-
nian 2.3 can be rewritten:
H = −
∑
〈i,j〉
tijd
+
i dj (2.5)
where
tij = t
u
γ,γ′f(θi, ψi, θj , ψj) (2.6)
f(θi, ψi, θj , ψj) = t
u
γ,γ′(cos
θi
2
cos
θj
2
+ sin
θi
2
sin
θj
2
)ei(ψi−ψj) (2.7)
where the hopping amplitude f depends on the Mn core spins orientation given by
the spherical angles θ and ψ via the double-exchange mechanism, γ and γ′ correspond
to the eg orbitals and u u is the direction of the hopping x, y, or z. This amplitude is
considered finite only for Mn nearest neighbors.
Due to the large crystal field splitting and Hund’s coupling (see Sec 1) the active
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Mn orbitals are the eg ones (x
2 − y2 and 3z2 − r2). tuγ,γ′ is calculated in the Slater-
Koster framework (99), which takes into account the symmetry of the orbitals (in the
following 1 = x2 − y2 and 2 = 3z2 − r2) and that of the lattice. For a cubic lattice:
t
x(y)
1,1 = ±
√
3 t
x(y)
1,2 = ±
√
3 (2.8)
t
x(y)
2,1 = 3 t
x(y)
2,2 = t
x,y
o , and (2.9)
tz2,2 = t
z
o. (2.10)
In the absence of strain tx,yo = t and tzo = 4/3t. Troughout this work t is taken as
the energy unit.
2.1.2 Jahn Teller Effect
As already mentioned, manganites have the pseudocubic perovskite structure with
chemical composition A1−xA’xMnO3 with A typically a trivalent rare-earth (e.g. La
or Pr) and A’ a divalent cation (e.g. Ca or Sr). 1− x is the concentration of electrons
moving on the Mn eg orbital bands. Mn ions are in the center of oxygen octahedra
that may undergo Jahn-Teller (JT) distortions. These lattice distortions couple to the
charge and orbital degrees of freedom producing a splitting of the eg levels sometimes
associated with charge and/or orbital ordering.
In the cubic symmetry, the splitting due to the crystal-field effects leads to an eg dou-
blet and a t2g triplet, as described in previous Chapter 1. The remaining degeneracy is
usually broken by the lattice distortions. The ligand ions surrounding the transition-
metal ion on consideration (in our case the oxygens around the manganese) can slightly
readjust their locations, creating an asymmetry between the different directions that
effectively removes the degeneracy. The lifting of degeneracy due to the orbital- lattice
interaction is known as the Jahn Teller cooperative effect. This effect tends to occur
due to the energy penalization of the lattice distortion growing as the square of that
distortion, while the energy splitting of the otherwise degenerate orbital grows linearly.
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Figure 2.2: Q2 and Q3 are the two Jahn-Teller modes of distortion of the oxygen octahedra
associated to the splitting of the eg levels of Mn
3+ (61) .These particular cases correspond
to Q2 > 0 and Q3 > 0. Q1 is the breathing distortion that occurs due to the different sizes
of Mn4+ and Mn3+.
For this reason, it is energetically favorable to spontaneously distort the lattice, thus
removing the degeneracy.
Fig. 2.2 depicts the normal modes of vibration when the oxygens move along the
x, y and z axis. In the case of manganites, the perpendicular modes (more details in
Ref. (46)) are not important since they correspond to the displacement of the oxygens
perpendicular to the direction of the Mn-O-Mn bond related to that oxygen. These
displacements do not contribute to the splitting of the dx2−y2 and d3z2−r2 orbitals in
which we are interested. In addition, the Q1 mode being uniform in all directions does
not contribute either to the splitting in the eg sector. For these reasons, only Q2 and
Q3 are needed to understand how the eg degeneracy is removed.
The Electron-Phonon Interaction
The basic interaction between the Jahn Teller (JT) modes of the MnO6 octahedron
and the eg electrons is given by:
H =
1
2
∑
i
[βQ21i +Q
2
2i +Q
2
3i + λ(Q1iρi +Q2iτ
x
i +Q3iτ
z
i )] (2.11)
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This term couples the eg electrons with the three active MnO6 octahedra distortions:
The breathing mode Qi1, and the JT modes Qi2 and Qi3 that have symmetry x
2 − y2
and 3z2 − r2 respectively. Qi1 couples with the charge at site i, ρi =
∑
γ C
+
i,γCi,γ , with
γ the orbital index. Qi2 and Qi3 modes couple with the x and z orbital pseudospins
defined as:
τxi = C
+
i1Ci2 + C
+
i2Ci1 and (2.12)
τzi = C
+
i1Ci1 − C+i2Ci2 (2.13)
The first term in Eq. 2.11 describes the elastic energy of the octahedra distortions,
being β >> 2 the spring constant ratio for breathing and JT modes (58). The λ
parameter is the Jahn-Teller coupling (electron-phonon coupling). In the perovskite
structure the oxygens are shared by neighboring MnO6 octahedra and the Q’s distor-
tions are not independent, cooperative effects being very important (53). In order to
consider these collective effects we consider the position of the oxygen atoms as the
independent variables of the JT distortions.
2.1.3 Antiferromagnetic AF superexchange interaction
In the limit when all the eg electrons are removed from the system (x = 1) the DE
model becomes trivial (the kinetic energy is zero) and the interaction between local-
ized spins is only mediated by the t2g electrons. Manganites have G-type AF state
at (x = 1) (as occurs for instance in CaMnO3). The localized spins must have an
antiferromagnetic coupling among themselves to account for the G-type state. The t2g
electrons can induce an AF Heisenberg interaction through virtual hopping between
nearest-neighbors, leading to the standard exchange mechanism. To account for this
effect, the following term is introduced:
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HAF = JAF
∑
〈i,j〉
−→
Si
−→
Sj (2.14)
Where JAF is the AF coupling between nearest-neighbor 〈i, j〉 t2g spins. The value
of JAF is usually small compared with the hopping amplitudes of eg electrons and
the Hund’s coupling. However, JAF plays a key role in manganites, because there are
competing states with similar energies.
2.1.4 Relevant Parameters
• The crystal field that splits the five d-orbitals in three t2g and two eg has been esti-
mated to be ∼ 1eV (100). It is due to Coulomb interactions between the electrons
and the ionic charges. The splitting is large enough to allow the consideration of
t2g electrons as localized.
• The Hund’s coupling JH is the largest parameter in the problem. In a practical
sense it can be considered ∞ as in the double-exchange model just introduced.
Reported values are JH ∼ 1.5− 2eV (98).
• The bandwidth W or, equivalently, the hopping parameter t = W12 . t has been
estimated to be between 0.1eV to 0.5eV (101). The conduction band is the
result of the hybridization of the outer oxygen p-levels and the eg levels of the
manganese ions. Manganites can be classified by the value of W (62). It gets
smaller when lattice deformations become more important. As an example, LaSr
compounds have a large W while LaCa have a small one. Large W is accompanied
by a large magnetic critical temperature and large Tc is accompanied by a small
magnetoresistance.
• The antiferromagnetic superexchange coupling JAF . As I said above, the t2g
orbitals of the Mn ions are antiferromagnetically coupled. This parameter is
much smaller than the hopping and it has been estimated experimentally to be
around 0.1t (102) (we use a range of values for JAF = 0−0.3t) but it has appeared
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to be important when studying phase separation (55, 103) or when the double-
exchange is weakened as it is for the extreme dopings x = 0 and x = 1, and also
on surfaces (54).
• Jahn-Teller distortions and the electron-phonon coupling. We are considering the
λ value (electron-phonon coupling) between 0− 1.6t. The Jahn Teller distortions
split the degeneracy of the eg orbitals.
2.2 Strain effects in Manganites
Here we will show how to include the effect of strain on homogeneously strained epitaxi-
ally grown manganites in the (001) direction. In the absence of strain, the Hamiltonian
model for manganites includes all the interactions mentioned before, which are the
kinetic energy, the electron-lattice Jahn-Teller coupling, and the nearest neighbor an-
tiferromagnetic superexchange (104).
H = −
∑
i,j,γ,γ′
fi,jt
u
γ,γ′C
†
i,γCj,γ′
+
1
2
∑
i
[
βQ21i +Q
2
2i +Q
2
3i + λ (Q1iρi +Q2iτ
x
i +Q3iτ
z
i )
]
+
∑
i,j
J ijAF
−→
Si
−→
Sj (2.15)
where C†i,γ creates an electron on the Mn i-site in the eg orbital γ and t
u
γ,γ′ as defined
in Eq 2.10. As mentioned above, here all the parameters are given in units of t which
depends on the chemical composition (101). β is assumed to be very large so the Q1
breathing mode is frozen. The other terms have already been specified in Section 2.1.
The strain is introduced uniformly in a cubic system (namely, c/a = 1 is assumed).
We consider uniaxial strain arising from the lattice mismatch between the manganite
and a cubic substrate and assume a (001) growth direction. The strain can be tensile
(extension in the xy plane and compression in the z direction: c/a < 1) or compressive
(compression in the xy plane and extension in the z direction: c/a > 1), as sketched
in Fig. 2.3. The strain in the xy-plane exy is defined as exy = (as − a)/as with a the
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of the strain effect in a cubic lattice. (Top) Tensile strain, an extension
in the xy plane and compression in the z direction, namely c/a < 1. (Bottom) Compressive
strain, a compression in the xy plane and extension in the z direction, namely c/a > 1.
average lattice parameter of the manganite and as the in-plane lattice parameter of the
substrate. See Fig. 2.4. Therefore, exy > 0 (< 0) corresponds to tensile (compressive)
strain. The relation between the strain in the z-direction ez and in the xy plane exy
is given by the Poisson ratio ν as ez = −4νexy with 0.3 . ν . 0.4 for manganites
(80, 81, 105). We choose ez = −32exy (106) and allow exy to range between −0.02
(−2%) and 0.02 (2%).
The effect of the strain on the system is twofold. On one hand, it affects the over-
lapping matrices and, therefore the hopping amplitudes as (107)
tx,yo = t(1− 2exy)
tzo = 4/3t(1− 2ez) . (2.16)
The strain can also induce a splitting δ of the eg orbitals (19, 89, 90, 105): tensile
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Tensile	   Compressive	  
Figure 2.4: (Left) Tensile strain (namely c/a < 1, τz > 0), lowers the energy of the
|x2 − y2〉 orbital with respect to |3z2 − r2〉. (Right) Compressive strain (namely c/a > 1,
τz < 0) does the opposite.
strain lowers the energy of the |x2 − y2〉 orbital with respect to |3z2 − r2〉 (τz > 0)
while compressive strain does the opposite (τz < 0), as illustrated in Fig. 2.4. This is
introduced as an extra term in the Hamiltonian
Hδ =
∑
γ
γ
∑
i
C†i,γCi,γ , (2.17)
with 3z2−r2 = δ/2 and x2−y2 = −δ/2. We have analyzed a range of values δ ≤ 100exyt
(namely −2t ≤ δ ≤ 2t). (105)
2.3 Interface Effects in Manganites
In order to analyze the effect of the strain on the electronic reconstruction at a (001)
interface in a manganite heterostructure, we have used the same Hamiltonian model
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as described for the bulk case in Sec. 2.2 plus a term that takes into account the long
range Coulomb interaction between all the charges in the system within a Hartree ap-
proximation. (70, 71, 108). HHartree takes the form.
HHartree =
e2

∑
i 6=j
(
1
2
〈ni〉〈nj〉
|Ri −Rj | +
1
2
ZiZj
|RAi −RAj |
− Zi〈nj〉|RAi −Rj |
)
(2.18)
with Ri the position of the Mn ions, 〈ni〉 =
∑
γ〈C†i,γCi,γ〉 the occupation number on the
Mn i-site, eZi the charge of the A-cation located at R
A
i , and  the dielectric constant of
the material. The relative strength of the Coulomb interaction relative to the electron
hopping is given by the parameter α = e2/at, expressing the degree to which mag-
netic order controls electron occupation and hence hopping. The dielectric constant for
a FM metallic ground state is  = 5−10, bringing a value of α in the range 0.7−2 (109).
The long-range Coulomb interactions controlled by the Coulomb parameter drives the
electrons to screen the charged ions. Therefore, at small α, the charge is only weakly
confined, so for short period structures the charge is uniformly distributed and the sys-
tem exhibits essentially the same phase as found in the randomly doped bulk material.
For more model details of electronic phase behavior of correlated electrons in electro-
statically defined heterostructures see Ref.(109). Experimentally, the charge transfer
between different layers occurs within 2− 3 unit cells (5).
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3.1 Half-doped bulk manganites
Here we analyze the effect of homogeneous strain on half-doped (x = 0.5) epitaxially
grown manganites in the (001) direction. Figure 3.1 depicts the spin and orbital order
configurations considered. FM labels a three dimensional ferromagnet while the other
three (A, C, and CE) are different antiferromagnetic orderings. We use this notation
throughout this document for these different configurations. We find the ground state
configuration of a half-doped manganite by solving the Hamiltonian in Eq. [2.15] plus
the term in Eq. [2.17] self-consistently (at zero temperature) in a 4× 4× 4 system with
periodic boundary conditions in the three directions.
3.1.1 Without Strain
Fig. 3.2 shows the phase diagram for half-doped manganites (x = 0.5) as a function
of λ (Jahn-Teller coupling) and JAF (antiferromagnetic superexchange coupling). This
phase diagram is well known from previous works (57), serving here as a reference re-
sult. It can be checked that for small values of JAF and λ < 1.6t, the ground state is
ferromagnetic (orbital disordered) and metallic (charge disordered) while for λ > 1.6t,
the FM phase is insulating (57). As JAF increases, two different antiferromagnetic
phases arise, which are the A-type AF phase consisting of FM xy-planes coupled anti-
ferromagnetically in the z-direction, and the CE-type AF. The CE order consist of FM
zig-zag chains coupled AF between them. The A-type order appears only for a narrow
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A FM 
C CE 
Figure 3.1: Cartoon of the possible spin and orbital order configurations considered here
for half-doped manganites. FM labels a three dimensional ferromagnet while the other
three (A, C, and CE) are different antiferromagnetic orderings associated with particular
orbital orderings quantified by τx and τz as defined in Eq. 2.13. The FM configuration
is orbital disordered (represented here by isotropic spherical orbitals), that is τz and τx
= 0. The A-type, with FM planes coupled antiferromagnetically, favors the occupancy of
the x2 − y2 orbitals, namely τz > 0. The C-type, with FM lines in the z-direction coupled
antiferromagnetically, favors the occupancy of the 3z2 − r2 orbitals, namely τz < 0. The
CE-type ordering consists of FM zig-zag chains coupled antiferromagnetically (only one xy
plane is shown here) and is associated with a peculiar orbital ordering (alternating 3x2−r2,
3y2 − r2 and more isotropic orbitals) and checkerboard charge ordering, implying both τz
and τx 6= 0.
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Figure 3.2: Bulk phase diagram of JT coupling λ versus antiferromagnetic coupling JAF
for half-doped manganites. FM, A, and CE label the different magnetic and orbital orders
considered. The effect of strain is not included.
range of the JAF values and λ ≤ 0.7t.
3.1.2 With Strain
The effect of the strain on the ground state configurations is presented in Fig. 3.3.
Fig. 3.3(a) shows the phase diagram as a function of strain (exy) and JAF , for λ = 1t
and δ = 0. Namely, in this figure we consider that the strain only affects the hopping
amplitude, as described in Eq. 2.16. For these values of the parameters, the ground
state is FM for JAF < 0.12t and CE for JAF > 0.12t. The effect of the strain leads
to small shifts in the stability lines and to the appearance of the A phase for negative
strain (compressive).
Compressive strain produces the reduction of the lattice parameter in the xy plane
(namely, exy < 0 or c/a > 1), increasing the hopping within the xy plane and de-
creasing it in the z-direction. Consequently, x2 − y2 lowers its energy with respect to
3z2 − r2 and the occupation of x2 − y2 is favored. Due to this orbital selection, the
FM configuration loses energy with respect to the A-AF configuration. This behavior
can be observed in Fig. 3.3 (a). Otherwise, tensile strain (namely exy > 0 or c/a < 1)
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Figure 3.3: Bulk phase diagrams of strain exy versus antiferromagnetic coupling JAF for
half-doped manganites, with λ = 1t. FM, A, C and CE label the different magnetic and
orbital orders considered. (a) With no splitting (δ = 0) between the eg Mn levels. (b)
With a splitting δ = 100exyt between the eg Mn levels. The C phase appears for negative
strain when |δ| > 50|exy|t if λ = 0 (not showed) and when |δ| > 60|exy|t if λ = 1t.
increases the hopping in the z-direction and lowers it in the xy-plane. In this case both
AF phases (A and CE phases) lose kinetic energy with respect to the FM phase, as a
result of the zero hopping in the z-direction.
In earlier experimental works (19, 64, 90, 110), it has been demonstrated that applying
a compressive tetragonal distortion would produce a lowering of the 3z2 − r2 orbitals
with respect to the x2−y2 ones. We include this effect through the splitting δ between
the eg levels (described in Eq. 2.17), obtaining more dramatic changes in the phase
diagram, see Fig. 3.3 (b). The results can be explained in terms of the pseudospin
τz which describes the orbital ordering related to the different AF configurations. The
C-AF ordering has τz < 0 (preferred occupation of the 3z
2 − r2 orbital) while both
A and CE orderings have τz > 0 (preferred occupation of the x
2 − y2 orbital). The
term δ tends to enforce a particular value of τz. Therefore, for sufficiently large values
of JAF the A phase becomes the ground state for tensile strain (δ > 0) due to the
lowering of the x2 − y2 orbital with respect to 3z2 − r2 while a C phase dominates for
compressive strain and JAF & 0.1t. This C phase appears for |δ| > 50|exy|t if λ = 0
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Figure 3.4: (Left) With compressive strain (c/a > 1), exy = −2%. (Right) With tensile
strain (c/a > 1), exy = 2% The two mechanisms of strain were taken into account in both
panels, with a splitting between the eg levels |δ| = 50|exy|t (namely, |δ| = t).
and for |δ| > 60|exy|t if λ = 1t. Comparing Figs. 3.3 (a) and 3.3 (b), it is apparent
that the effect of the strain on the splitting of the eg levels clearly overcomes the effect
caused by the modifications in the hopping for a sufficiently large |δ| > 50|exy|t.
Fig. 3.4 describes the phase diagram as a function of λ and JAF, with compressive
strain (exy = −2%) on the left panel and tensile strain (exy = 2%) on the right panel.
It is observed that the C phase arises when compressive strain is applied, while the A
phase becomes more prominent with tensile strain, in accordance with Fig. 3.3 (b). It
is also noticeable in Fig. 3.4 (left) that the C ordering is not favored by the JT coupling
λ.
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3.2 Metallic manganite/insulator interface
We will now analyze the effect of the strain in the electronic reconstruction at a (001)
AMnO3 manganite/insulator interface. We focus on the case of a manganite with
x = 0.3, which corresponds to a ferromagnetic and metallic bulk ground state. In the
(001) direction, manganites alternate MnO2 and AO planes as shown in Fig. 3.5. The
A-sites corresponds to trivalent rare-earth (e.g La or Pr) and divalent cation (e.g Ca
or Sr). The AO planes give a positive background charge 1 − x. We consider a thin
manganite slab with a 4×4 cross section and lz = 12 Mn planes in the z-direction. The
insulator is included as a hard-wall fixing the boundary condition at l = 1 and l = lz
to zero charge density (70). The interface layers are l = 2 and l = lz − 1.
3.2.1 Without Strain
In Fig. 3.6 the average charge per plane in the insulator/manganite/insulator tri-
layer is shown, for the three possible ground state configurations at the interface for a
screening parameter α = 1 and electron-phonon coupling λ = 1t, without strain effects
(exy = 0). In the case of zero Coulomb interaction (namely, α = 0, in Eq. 2.18), the
electronic charges oscillate slightly around the average charge value per electronic active
Mn (〈ni〉 ∼ 0.7). These fluctuations are Friedel-like oscillations and appear because of
the confinement of the carriers to move into the slab (70). In the absence of Coulomb
interaction, the charge of Mn ions drops abruptly to zero in just one lattice spacing (not
shown here). When increasing the Coulomb interaction the electronic charge tends to
screen the background of positive charge created by the counterions and approaches
the bulk value 〈ni〉 ∼ 0.7 at the center of the slab. Furthermore, at the interface the
electronic charge drops more smoothly from 〈ni〉 ∼ 0.7 to 〈ni〉 ∼ 0 as the Coulomb
interaction parameter increases. This is illustrated for α = 1 on Fig. 3.6 (a) for the
FM ground state configuration.
Close to 〈ni〉 ∼ 0.5 manganites can be unstable toward forming a CE-type AF order
due to the opening of a gap at the density of states (DOS). Therefore in the interface
region where the charge drops from 〈ni〉 ∼ 0.7 to 〈ni〉 ∼ 0 within 2 − 3 unit cells, it
is possible that the CE order is stabilized. Fig 3.7 shows that in absence of Coulomb
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
plane index i
z
Figure 3.5: 2-dimensional (xz plane) projection of the considered heterostructure. The
circles represent the Mn sites while the squares are the A-sites (La, Sr, Ca, etc) shifted by
(1, 1, 1)a2 with respect to the Mn. a is the lattice parameter. Full squares represent the
A3+0.7A’
2+
0.3O
2− plane, with a charge density of +0.7 per A atom. Empty squares correspond
to the insulator planes where the charge density is zero. Periodic boundary conditions are
applied in all three directions.
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Figure 3.6: Average charge per plane for the three possible configurations considered at
a manganite/insulator interface for JT coupling λ = 1t, parameter of Coulomb interaction
α = 1 and strain exy = 0. The continuous lines in black represent the positive background
charge created by the ions located in the AO layers. The electron wave functions are forced
to be zero at the first and last MnO2 layers. (a) FM: all ferromagnetic planes, (b) 1CE: all
ferromagnetic planes except for a single CE plane at each manganite/insulator interface
(layers l = 2, 11), and (c) 2CE: two CE planes at each interface manganite insulator
interface (layers l = 2, 3, 10, 11).
interactions α = 0, the electronic charge in the CE layers is pinned to a value close
to 〈ni〉. As the Coulomb interaction increases, the electrons tend to follow the profile
defined by the counterions. Fig. 3.7 (inset) shows the density of states of a perfect
CE-type AF.
We have calculated the total energy of the system for the different Mn spin configura-
tions at the interface as a function of α and JAF . The differences in energy between
the FM phase and the phases containing AF-CE ordered MnO2 layers depend on the
Coulomb interaction α and on the superexchange antiferromagnetic coupling JAF . In
the left side of Fig. 3.8 we plot the phase diagram α − JAF for a system with a bulk
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Figure 3.7: Average charge value on the l = 2 layer (namely, the interface layer) 〈n2〉
versus α, for 1CE and 2CE configurations at the manganite/insulator interface, with exy =
0 and λ = 1t. The inset shows the density of states of a perfect CE-type AF. The Fermi
level (EF) at half doping (x = 0.5) is signaled by the dashed vertical line.
hole concentration x = 0.3 with λ = 1t. This phase diagram was studied before in Ref.
(70), presented in the right side of Fig.3.8, with a model which neglected Jahn-Teller
interactions but considered instead an interorbital Hubbard term to stabilize the anti-
ferromagnetic phases. Those results compare very well to our results.
Fig. 3.8 presents that at a fixed value α the number of CE layers in the slab near
the interface increases as the AF coupling increases. In these results, it is remarkable
that the critical value of the AF coupling for the appearance of an AF-CE MnO2 layer
at the manganite-insulator interface is significantly smaller than the critical value for
the occurrence of the x = 0.5 AF-CE phase in bulk manganite. In bulk, a value of
JAF larger than 0.15t is necessary for the occurrence of the CE phase at x = 0.5 (70),
whereas at the interface values of JAF as small as 0.1t can stabilize an AF-CE insulat-
ing phase at the manganite-insulator interface, as can be noted in Fig. 3.8. It can also
be observed that the critical JAF for the appearance of a CE MnO2 layer decreases
slightly with increasing α. This is because as α increases the electron concentration in
the last MnO2 layer decreases, therefore the kinetic energy decreases and smaller AF
interaction is neccesary for stabilize the CE phase.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Phase diagram α versus JAF for the manganite/insulator interface with
λ = 1t and with exy = 0. FM stands for all FM Mn planes, 1CE stands for a configuration
with a single CE layer at the manganite surface, and 2CE stands for two CE layers at the
manganite surface. The lines represent the boundaries between the different ground state
configurations. (b) Phase diagram JAF − α for a manganite/insulator interface calculated
with a different model. Reproduced from Ref. (70).
thus the critical JAF also decreases (70).
3.2.2 With Strain
Our results show that the redistribution of charge in the insulator/manganite/insulator
trilayer depends only very weakly on the value of the strain (not shown here). There-
fore, the profile of the average charge per plane in the system is not altered very much
on Fig. 3.6 when the strain is applied.
The effect of the strain on the phase diagram is shown in Fig. 3.9. We have plot-
ted the phase diagram α− JAF for three different values of the strain exy = 0 (without
strain as in Fig 3.8, this is used as a reference for comparison), 2% (c/a < 1, tensile
strain) and −2% (c/a > 1, compressive strain) with λ = 1t and δ = 50exyt. A com-
pressive (exy < 0) strain makes the FM configuration relatively more stable (namely, a
larger JAF is required to produce an antiferromagnetic CE order in one or two layers)
while a tensile (exy > 0) strain lowers the energy of the antiferromagnetic CE interface
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configurations with respect to the FM. These results are consistent with the behavior
observed for bulk manganites in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 (b) and are due to the preferred
occupation of the x2 − y2 orbitals in the CE order.
Similar phenomenology is observed in the phase diagram of λ versus JAF , presented
in Fig. 3.10, with Coulomb parameter α = 1 and a splitting between the eg Mn levels
δ = 50exyt. Here, it is also observed that tensile strain tends to favor the antiferromag-
netic CE order close to the insulator while compressive strain does not seem to affect
the interface ground state very strongly. As mentioned before, the occupancy of the
orbital x2 − y2 favored by the tensile strain lowers the energy of the CE orders, while
the compressive strain favors the occupancy of the 3z2 − r2 orbitals which does not
favor the CE order. The JT coupling λ also favors the CE order, in agreement with
results for half-doped bulk in Section 3.1 and depicted on Figs. 3.3(b) and 3.4.
Now we turn to the antiferromagnetic coupling JAF versus strain exy phase diagram
in Fig. 3.11, for the three considered cases (FM, 1CE and 2CE). JT coupling λ = 1t
and Coulomb parameter α = 1 were assumed. In Fig. 3.10 (a) δ = 0, hence the only
effect of the strain is on the hoppings amplitude as given in Eq. 2.16 . Compressive
strain increases the hopping amplitude in the xy plane, while tensile strain produces
the opposite effect. The effect of the strain is very mild for this case with only a slight
gain of the configurations with CE planes for compressive strain. When the splitting
in eg levels is included (δ = 100exyt, see Eq. 2.17) as illustrated in Fig. 3.10 (b), the
tendency is opposite and the dependence on strain is strong. These results confirm that
the effect of the strain on the splitting of the eg levels clearly drowns the effect caused
by the modifications in the hopping.
We turn now to analyzing the results in terms of the orbital occupation through the
pseudospins τz and τx. As previously mentioned in bulk results, τz < 0 means there is
a preference in the 3z2 − r2 orbital occupation. Whereas τz > 0 implies a preferential
occupation of x2−y2. δ tends to enforce a particular value of τz. On the other hand, τx
quantifies the mixing between the two eg levels, therefore it decreases as τz increases.
Previous studies had indicated that orbital reconstruction may arise at interfaces (36,
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Figure 3.9: Phase diagram α versus JAF for the manganite/insulator interface with λ =
1t. FM stands for all FM Mn planes, 1CE stands for a configuration with a single CE layer
at the manganite interface, and 2CE stands for two CE layers at the manganite interface.
The lines represent the boundaries between the different ground state configurations: (Top-
panel) the blue lines (circles) for tensile strain exy = 2%, (middle-panel) the black lines
(squares) correspond to the results with exy = 0 (namely, without strain) and (bottom-
panel) the red lines (stars) are for compressive strain exy = 2%. δ = 50exyt (namely, the
splitting between the eg Mn levels) is assumed.
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Figure 3.10: Phase diagram λ versus JAF for the manganite/insulator interface with
α = 1. It was obtained for the three possible electronic reconstruction at the interface,
which are FM, 1CE and 2CE. The labels are the same as in Fig. 3.9. Here, δ = 50exyt is
assumed.
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Figure 3.11: Phase diagram JAF versus exy for the manganite/insulator interface with
λ = 1t and α = 1. The strain induced eg level splitting is δ = 0 in (a) and δ = 100exyt in
(b).
54, 64, 111, 112). In particular, due to the breaking of the translational symmetry
in the z-direction, the 3z2 − r2 orbital cannot gain much kinetic energy producing a
splitting of the eg levels which favors the occupation of the x
2 − y2 orbital. This kind
of ferro-orbital configuration can be observed in Fig. 3.12 (first column) for all FM
layers case, in the absence of strain (exy = 0) corresponding to τz > 0 at the interface
layer. In Fig. 3.12, the average of τz and |τx| per plane are depicted for the different
configurations at the manganite-insulator interface (FM, 1CE and 2CE). In 1CE and
2CE configurations (second and third column) τx is not zero at the interface, and has
opposite signs on the sites with 3x2− r2 and 3y2− r2 like orbitals, characteristic of CE
order. A positive strain (exy > 0) applied to all FM layers enhances the ferro-orbital
interface ordering which also occurs in bulk, thus τz increases. In the same manner,
on CE layers the x2 − y2 orbital occupancy increases with respect to 3z2 − r2. This
makes |τx| to decrease as τz to increase. On the other hand, negative strain would
produce an eg splitting opposite to the preferred x
2 − y2 at an interface, leading for a
sufficiently large value of the strain to a reduction and, eventually, to a sign change of τz.
CE layers adjacent to a FM layer, as we have in both the 1CE and the 2CE con-
figurations, show a charge and orbital distribution which is different from the isolated
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Figure 3.12: Pseudospin τz (Black dashed line) per plane related to the orbital eg pref-
erence, τz > 0 implies a preferential occupation of x
2 − y2, while τz < 0 means there is a
preference in the 3z2 − r2 orbital. |τx| per plane (Green solid line) quantifies the mixing
between the two eg levels. Results for FM, 1CE and 2CE electronic reconstruction at
interface. The first row with exy > 0. The second row with exy = 0 and third row with
exy < 0. δ = 100exyt, λ = 1t and α = 1 are assumed.
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case. In particular, half of the spins are parallel to the spins in the nearby FM layer
which produces a larger occupation on those sites (both on the CE and the FM layers)
with respect to the sites with antiparallel spins (71). Moreover, the redistribution of
charge at the interface controlled by the Hartree term leads, in general, to a charge
density away from the 0.5 which stabilizes CE (see Fig. 3.6). As a consequence, there
is a finite DOS at EF and therefore, the CE (which is insulating in bulk at x = 0.5)
may become metallic.
We have analyzed the possibility that insulating behavior may arise at interfacial lay-
ers due to strain. In Fig. 3.13 we present the DOS on planes l = 1 to l = 6 (l = 7
to l = 12 give symmetric figures) of the insulator/manganite/insulator trilayer with
a 2CE electronic reconstruction at the interface. The 1CE interface configuration is
always metallic due to the neighboring FM layers. In the 2CE case, we found that the
interface CE layer becomes insulating (a gap opens at the Fermi energy) for relatively
large values of tensile strain exy ∼ 2% and δ = 2t if α . 0.7, see Fig. 3.13 (Right).
For larger values of α and/or smaller or negative values of the strain, the interface CE
layer is always metallic. In fact, we expect that phase separation (70) or a different
(maybe incommensurate with the lattice) order (113) may arise at the interface layers
leading to insulating behavior. In this case, our results imply that an already existing
insulating gap may be enhanced by tensile strain. On the other hand, compressive
strain favors the occupation of the 3z2 − r2 orbitals, which gain energy by hopping in
the z-direction to the adjacent FM layer, leading to metallic behavior.
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Figure 3.13: DOS on each plane of the heterostructure from l = 1 − 6, (l = 7 − 12 are
symmetric) for the 2CE electronic reconstruction at a manganite/insulator interface (with
x = 0.3). The vertical lines signal the position of the Fermi energy. (Left) Strain exy = 2%,
splitting between eg levels δ = 2t, JT coupling λ = 1t and Coulomb term α = 1. (Right)
Strain exy = 2%, δ = 2t, JT coupling λ = 1t and Coulomb term α = 0.5. A gap opens at
the interface layers on the case on the right.
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4Discussion and Conclusions
Substantial theoretical and experimental research shows different electric and magnetic
properties of manganite thin films from those exhibited in bulk. In particular, it has
been observed that the conductivity and the magnetic Tc are reduced with respect to
bulk (81, 114). These differences may be due to the lattice mismatch between the man-
ganite and the substrate throughout the whole film, and also due to modifications at
the substrate/manganite interface, the effect known as electronic reconstruction. The
electronic reconstruction can be most forceful in ultra thin films used in multilayers and
may also be strongly affected by strain. Although the properties at the interfaces in
thin films and heterostructures of manganites may also be affected by disorder, oxygen
vacancies, variations of the chemical composition and others that depend mainly of
growing conditions, many works suggested that the structural strain plays a key role
on the electrical and magnetic properties of manganites.
Under this perspective, this work has focused on the effect of the strain on the electronic
and magnetic properties of manganite thin films and manganite/insulator interfaces.
In manganites the active orbitals are the Mn eg 3z
2 − r2 and x2 − y2 (as depicted
in Fig 1.2). A tetragonal distortion of the (pseudo) cubic unit cell produces a preferred
occupation of one of the anisotropic eg levels or, equivalently, an energy splitting that
leads to orbital ordering (19, 64, 90, 105). In turn, a particular orbital ordering is asso-
ciated to a particular magnetic ordering (see Fig 3.1). Consequently, when an extension
of the lattice parameter in the xy-plane takes place, which corresponds to tensile strain
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(namely, c/a < 0; exy > 0), the x
2 − y2 orbital is preferred. Therefore, the CE-type
and A-type AFM orders are favored, because x2 − y2 is dominant in those configura-
tions. On the other hand, compressive strain (namely, c/a > 0; exy < 0) implies the
3z2− r2 orbitals are preferred, thus the C-type AFM order is favored, because 3z2− r2
is dominant in this configuration. This is exactly what we find for bulk manganites at
half-doping (x = 0.5) (see Figs 3.3 (b) and 3.4), if the splitting between the eg orbitals
(namely, δ defined in Eq 2.17) caused by the strain is large enough (δ & 50exyt). This
value of δ is relatively large (∼ t for −2% strain) but it is comparable to typical Jahn-
Teller splittings (115). This tuning of the orbital arrangement with strain has been
found in experiments (19, 80, 84, 95), model calculations for LaMnO3 (82), and ab-
initio calculations for La0.66Sr0.33MnO3 (116), and for LaMnO3/SrMnO3 superlattices
(105).
The other system under review is the insulator/manganite (x = 0.3) to analyze the
effect of the strain on manganite interfaces. The results are relevant for multilayered
devices such as spin-valves. The general trends of the strain affecting this system are
the same exhibited in the half doped bulk manganite. In this case, the bulk behavior
(FM and metallic) is recovered within a few unit cells while at the interface layer a
density of states close to 0.5 is expected due to the redistribution of charge. Close to
x = 0.5 a CE-type AFM order may arise. The tensile strain favors the CE order while
compressive strain disfavors it, as shown in bulk.
In manganites usually FM come hand in hand with metallicity due to Double-Exchange.
Because Double-Exchange is suppressed when the degeneracy of the eg levels is broken,
it is expected that uniform strain produces a reduction of Tc. This fact has been cor-
roborated by some experimental and theoretical research (85, 89, 93). The compressive
strain does not affect very strongly the interface ground state. Despite this fact, the
splitting of the eg levels is enhanced (δ > 0), which may lead to reduced conductance
at interfaces with respect to bulk.
The results also evidence an orbital reconstruction at the interface, even without strain:
the occupation of x2 − y2 is preferred in the FM interface configuration. This ferro-
orbital ordering is reinforced by tensile strain, both for the FM and CE interface orders.
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The behaviour at surfaces may be qualitatively different when the oxygen octahedra
which surround the Mn ions are incomplete. In this case, the 3z2 − r2 orbital, which
points towards the surface, is shifted in energy downwards with respect to x2 − y2
orbital, which is more localized around the ion (54). Also, hybridization across an
interface could lead to a preferential occupation of 3z2 − r2 (111).
When the CE order is favored at a manganite-insulator interface, we find that in most
cases the interface shows metallic conduction (there is not gap at the Fermi energy).
Only tensile strain together with a relatively small α parameter (α . 0.7) may lead to
insulating behavior at the interface.
Summarizing:
• The effect of the strain on the manganite system is twofold. On one hand, it
affects the overlapping matrices and, therefore the hopping amplitudes. On the
other hand, the strain can also induce a splitting δ of the eg orbitals. Compar-
ison with the experimental results indicates that the splitting of the eg orbitals
induced by the strain dominates over the modification of the hopping amplitudes.
This implies that δ has to be sufficiently large δ & 50exyt.
• In half-doped (x = 0.5) bulk manganite system, tensile strain (extension in the
xy-plane) promotes an orbital selection: the x2−y2 orbital is preferred. Therefore,
the CE-type and A-type AFM orders are favored, because x2− y2 is dominant in
those configurations. Otherwise, compressive strain produces an orbital selection
where the 3z2 − r2 orbitals are preferred, thus the C-type AFM order is favored,
because 3z2 − r2 is dominant in this configuration.
• In an insulator/manganite (x = 0.3)/insulator heterostructure, the effect of the
strain on the electronic reconstruction at interface is consistent with the behavior
observed for bulk in manganites. Here, the CE configuration at the interface is
favored by tensile strain due to the preferred occupation of the x2−y2 orbital. On
the other hand, FM becomes more stable with respect to CE when compressive
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strain is applied. However, the conductance at an interface with respect to bulk
may be reduced due to the degeneracy breaking of the eg levels. Large values of
strain also may induce an insulating behavior at the interfacial layer (a gap opens
at the Fermi energy).
• The main consequence of the strain is the occurrence of an orbital selection which
is intimately related to the spin degree of freedom and the transport properties.
In this way, strain provides with a way to tune the ground state configuration on
manganites and, therefore, control the performance of manganite based electronic
devices. Recent calculations (94) show an enhancement of the magnetoresistence
in a half-doped thin-film under tensile strain.
In this work we considered a uniform strain and a uniform Poisson ration ν. How-
ever, even a uniform in-plane strain can by accompanied by non-uniform strain in the
z-direction (90). Therefore, in this case δ may have different signs at different atomic
planes and lead to more complex orbital arrangements than ones reported here. This is
the case reported in Ref (90), for a multilayer (La0.7Sr0.3MnO3)3/(BaTiO3)3 deposited
on a lattice matched STO(001).
Our findings show that strain produce a kind of orbital ordering in accordance with
many experimental and theoretical works (19, 80, 84, 94, 95). For instance, compressive
strain on LSMO thin films produces a phase change from FM and metallic to C-type
AFM (93). Also, tensile strain in bulk FM and metallic LCMO favors electron occu-
pancy of the x2 − y2 orbitals leading to A-type orbital ordering (95). In addition, our
results become more close to the experimental ones, when we take the splitting of the
eg levels as the more dominant effect of the strain in comparison with the change in the
hoppings amplitude. These predictions are also in accordance with some theoretical
and experimental works (19, 64, 82, 89, 90, 91).
The strain effects continue to be a focus for study on manganite systems, with the
goal of improving the knowledge of the tuning of the electrical and magnetic properties
(117, 118). The implications of strain that we have proposed in this work, as well as
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our results, may be useful for the tuning of the desired properties of novel thin films
and heterostructures conceived for the new spintronics devices.
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Impact of the valley degree of
freedom on the control of donor
electrons near a Si/SiO2 interface
Abstract
In this part, we have analyzed the valley composition of one electron bound to a shal-
low donor, more specifically a substitutional Phosphorous (P) donor in Silicon close
to a (001) Si/barrier. A full six-valley effective mass model Hamiltonian is adopted,
where the valleys correspond to the minima of the Si conduction band along the x,
y and z crystallographic directions. An electric field perpendicular to the barrier is
applied in order to manipulate the band electron. For low electric fields, the electron
ground state is essentially confined at the donor, where the lowest energy manifold is
split by the tetrahedral crystal field environment into states with distinct contributions
from the six valleys. At high enough fields, the donor is ionized, and its electron is
shuttled to the interface, where the valley levels split into a four-fold degenerate ex-
cited state, consisting of ±x and ±y valleys, and a lower manifold spanned by the ±z
valleys. Valley splitting at the interface separates slightly the two valley ground state
due to the valley-orbit coupling, V Ivo. At intermediate electric fields, close to a charac-
teristic shuttling field, the electron states may constitute hybridized states with valley
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compositions different from the donor and the interface ground states. The degree of
level repulsion, thus the width of the anti-crossing gap, depends on the relative valley
compositions, which vary with the valley orbit-coupling modulus and phase and the
interface-donor distance. We focus on the valley configurations of the states involved
in the donor-interface tunneling process, given by the anti-crossing of the three lowest
eigenstates. A sequence of two anti-crossings takes place and the complex phase affects
the symmetries of the eigenstates and level anti-crossing gaps. Our results contribute
to a better understanding of controlled valley manipulations, relevant for the practical
manipulation of donor electrons in Si nanostructures, which is crucial for some Si-based
Quantum Computer proposals.
This part is organized as follows:
Chapter 5 presents an overview of the relevant concepts related with quantum com-
putation, mentioning some quantum computer proposals and its operating principles.
Here, we introduce the features and the fundamental aspects for the doped-Si based
Quantum computer implementation.
In Chapter 6 the relevant Silicon features for quantum computing are described. Par-
ticularly, the peculiarities of the Si band conduction minima (valleys) and their key role
in the spin manipulation and coherence. Likewise, the effects of valleys at the donor
and at the interface are reviewed.
The full-valley effective mass model Hamiltonian is defined in Chapter 7. We model the
system by the combination of two potential wells: one that binds the electron to the
donor (at low fields) and another binding the electron at the interface (at high fields).
The ground states of the electron at the donor and at the interface define the envelope
functions in the basis for the full six valley problem.
Our results for the electric field dependence of the low-lying electronic ground states
and valley composition are presented in Chapter 8.
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Finally, we conclude in Chapter 9 with a discussion of the implications of these re-
sults on the practical manipulation of donor electrons in Si nanostructures, as well as
with a description of the different scenarios for quantum computing applications.
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5Introduction
5.1 Quantum Computing
The field of quantum computation is one of the newest branches of theoretical physics.
Its emergence in the early part of the 1980’s was inspired in part by a speech by Richard
Feynman on the simulation of quantum mechanical systems (119):
Nature is not classical...and if you want to make a simulation of Nature, you would
better make it quantum mechanical, and by golly it is a wonderful problem, because it
does not look so easy.
Feynman got the interest of a large group of physicists and chemists, that wished
in harnessing the power of modern computers to simulate the behavior of elementary
particles, atoms, and molecules. Systems containing more than a few particles are very
difficult to solve. This led Feynman and other physicists to wonder whether a computer
could exploit the physics of quantum mechanics to simulate these systems in an effi-
cient manner. Simultaneously, another group of researchers were becoming interested
in quantum computing in connection with determining the most efficient computer per-
mitted by the laws of physics. Since nature is ultimately based on quantum mechanics,
it would be expected to be able to generalize the ideas of information theory to create
a quantum notion of information. One could then use the laws of quantum physics to
arrive at the true limit for computational efficiency.
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Despite these interests, quantum computing did not gain much attention until the
discovery of Shor’s factoring algorithm and Grover’ search algorithm in the middle of
1990’s. Both of these algorithms have real world applications beyond quantum simula-
tion, and both offer a significant speed up over their classical analogues.
For example, the most common method of encryption used to secure financial trans-
actions and secure communications over the Internet relies on the classical infeasibility
of factoring the product of two very large prime numbers. Shor’s factoring algorithm
would enable someone with a quantum computer to break the encryption scheme in a
very short amount of time immediately grabbing the attention of organizations like the
National Security Agency (NSA). See below in Section 5.4.
Thus, there are physicists looking to apply computer science to physics or computer
scientists seeking to apply physics to computer science. There is considerable interest in
creating some sort of computing device that can take advantage of the laws of quantum
mechanics to perform calculations.
Under this perspective, Quantum Computing involves quantum information and quan-
tum computation concepts based on the study of the information processing tasks that
can be accomplished using quantum mechanical systems.
5.2 Quantum bits
The bit is a fundamental concept of classical computation and classical information.
Quantum computing is built upon an analogous concept, the quantum bit, or qubit for
short. A classical bit has a state either 0 or 1. The difference between bits and qubits
is that a qubit can be in a state other than |0〉 or |1〉. It is also possible to form linear
combinations of states as:
|ψ >= α|0〉+ β|1〉. (5.1)
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Figure 5.1: Qubit represented by two electronic leves in an atom.
The state of a qubit is a vector in a two-dimensional complex vector space. The special
states |0〉 and |1〉 are computational basis states, and form an orthonormal basis for
this vector space. The measurement of a qubit gives either result 0, with a probability
|α|2, or the result 1, with probability |β|2. Naturally, |α|2 + |β|2 = 1.
To define a qubit it is precise to have two states separated from the rest: the two
different polarizations of a photon, the alignment of a nuclear spin in a uniform mag-
netic field, or two states of an electron orbiting a single atom such as shown in Fig.
5.1. In the atom model, the electron can exist in either the ground state |0〉 or the
“excited” state |1〉. Transitions between the 2 states can be produced by shinning light
on the atom: with an appropriate energy and for an appropriate length of time, it is
possible to move the electron from the |0〉 state to the |1〉 state and vice versa. However,
reducing the time of exposure to the light, an electron initially in the state |0〉 can be
moved “halfway” between |0〉 and |1〉, into the |+〉 state, which often denotes the state
( 1√
2
|0〉+ 1√
2
|1〉), when measured gives the results “0” fifty percent of the time, and the
result “1” fifty percent of the time. Then, a qubit can be |0〉, |1〉, or a superposition of
both. A pure qubit state is a linear superposition of the basis states represented as a
linear combination of |0〉 and |1〉, Eq. 5.1.
The qubit has the following geometric representation. We may rewrite Eq. 5.1 as:
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Figure 5.2: Bloch sphere representation of qubit
|ψ〉 = eiγ(cosθ
2
|0〉+ eiφsinθ
2
|1〉) (5.2)
Where γ, θ, φ are real numbers. We can ignore the factor of eiγ , because it has
no observable effects and rewrite Eq .5.2:
|ψ〉 = (cosθ
2
|0〉+ eiφsinθ
2
|1〉) (5.3)
The numbers θ, φ define a point on the unit three-dimensional sphere, as shown in
Fig 5.2. This sphere is often called the Bloch sphere; it provides a useful means of
visualizing the state of a single qubit.
An important two qubit state is the Bell state
|00〉+ |11〉√
2
(5.4)
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The Bell state has the property that upon measuring the first qubit, one obtains two
possible results: 0 with probability 1/2, leaving the post-measuring state |φ′〉 = |00〉,
and 1 with probability 1/2, leaving |φ′〉 = |11〉. As a result, a measurement of the
second qubit always gives the same result as the measurement of the first qubit. That
is, the measurements outcomes are correlated. This is the key ingredient in quantum
teleportation 1(120) and superdense coding 2 (121), and the prototype for many other
quantum states.
More generally, we may consider a system of n qubits. The computational basis states
of this system are of the form |x1, x2...xn〉. The quantum state has an amplitude 2n.
For instance, with n = 600 this number is huge and it would not be possible to store on
any classical computer. This problem could be solved using the quantum mechanics as
computation, where the manipulation of such enormous quantities of data is possible,
even for systems containing only a few hundred of atoms. It is as if Nature were keeping
2600 hidden pieces of scratch paper on the side, on which she performs her calculations
as the system evolves.
Changes occurring to a quantum state can be described using the language of quantum
computation. Analogous to the way a classical computer is built from an electrical
circuit containing wires and logic gates, a quantum computer is built from a quantum
circuit containing wires and elementary quantum gates to carry around and manipulate
the quantum information (122).
5.3 Quantum Operations
Similar to the classical case where computation can be decomposed into a sequence of
elementary logical gates like AND or NOT, the evolution of quantum bits is described
1Quantum teleportation, or entanglement-assisted teleportation, is a process by which a qubit (the
basic unit of quantum information) can be transmitted exactly (in principle) from one location to
another, without the qubit being transmitted through the intervening space
2Superdense coding is a technique used to send two bits of classical information using only one
qubit, with the aid of entanglement.
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by the successive application of quantum gates. These are composed out of unitary
transformations and are therefore reversible. As for classical logic networks, there exist
universal sets of quantum gates: any logic quantum gate, i.e. any unitary action on
arbitrary many quantum bits, can be composed out of an entangling two-qubit gate,
together with the arbitrary operations on single qubits (single-qubit gates) (122).
The single qubit gate corresponds to a rotation in the Hilbert space (the simplest
nontrivial Hilbert space is of dimension 2). The generators of rotations in the two-
dimensional Hilbert space are the Pauli matrices
σx =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σy =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σz =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
(5.5)
These matrices generates a rotation about the x, y, z axis of the Bloch sphere, re-
spectively. Hence, each single-qubit gate can be described by a rotation of the Bloch
vector about a normalized axis −→n by an angle θ
R−→n (θ) = e−i
θ
2
−→n−→σ = cosθ
2
I− isinθ
2
(−→n−→σ ) (5.6)
Where I is the identity matrix. Furthermore, each rotation within a two-dimensional
unit sphere can be decomposed into successive rotations about two fixed non parallel
axes. Therefore, for an arbitrary transformation of the state of one qubit, it is sufficient
to possess two sets of single-qubit gates corresponding to rotations about two different
axes (122).
Two examples of single qubit gates that directly follow from a rotation generated by
one of the Pauli matrices Eq. 5.5, are the NOT gate (negating the state of the qubit)
and the phase-gate (where the state |1〉 acquires a relative phase φ). They are repre-
sented by
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(
0 1
1 0
)
and
(
1 0
0 eiφ
)
, (5.7)
and result from a rotation about the x and the z-axis, respectively.
The most famous example of a “universal” two-qubit gate is the controlled NOT gate.
It negates the state of the second qubit if, and only if, the first qubit is in the state |1〉.
However, any two-qubit gate producing entanglement out of an unentangled two-qubit
state is universal (123).
5.4 Advantages of building a Quantum Computer
It has been shown in theory that a quantum computer will be able to perform any task
that a classical computer can. If we use the classical algorithms on a quantum com-
puter, it will simply perform the calculation in a similar manner to a classical computer.
In order for a quantum computer to show its superiority it needs to use new algorithms
which can exploit the phenomenon of quantum parallelism. Such algorithms are not
easy to formulate, but once discovered they yield spectacular results. These include:
• The quantum factorization algorithm created by Peter Shor of AT&T Bell labo-
ratories. The algorithm tackles the problem of factorising large numbers into its
prime factors. This task is classically very difficult to solve; in fact it is so difficult
that it forms the basis of RSA (Ryvest, Shamir y Adleman) encryption1(124),
probably the most popular method of encryption used today. Shor’s algorithm
cleverly uses the effects of quantum parallelism to give the results of the prime
factorization problem in a matter of seconds whereas a classical computer would
1RSA is an algorithm for public-key cryptography that is based on the presumed difficulty of
factoring large integers. Anyone can use the public key to encrypt a message, but with currently
published methods, if the public key is large enough, only someone with knowledge of the prime factors
can feasibly decode the message
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take, in some cases, more than the age of the universe to produce a result (125).
• Grover’s algorithm is a quantum algorithm for searching an unsorted database
with N entries in O(N1/2) time and using O(log N) storage space. It was dis-
covered by Lov Grover in 1996. In models of classical computation, searching an
unsorted database cannot be done in less than linear time. Grover’s algorithm
illustrates that in the quantum model searching can be done faster than this; in
fact its time complexity O(N1/2) is asymptotically the fastest possible for search-
ing an unsorted database in the quantum model. It provides a quadratic speedup,
unlike other quantum algorithms, which may provide exponential speedup over
their classical counterparts. However, even quadratic speedup is considerable
when N is large (126).
• The universal quantum simulator as a quantum computer proposed by Richard
Feynman in (1982) (119). Feynman showed that a classical Turing machine (127)
would presumably experience an exponential slowdown when simulating quan-
tum phenomena, while his hypothetical universal quantum simulator would not.
He conjectured that if one builds a machine that can perform computations us-
ing quantum mechanics elements, any quantum mechanical system including the
physical world could be probably simulated.
5.5 Experimental Requirements for a Quantum Computer
To realize a quantum computer, we should not only give qubits some robust physical
representation (in which the qubits retain their quantum properties), but also select
a system in which they can be made to evolve as desired. Furthermore, it should be
possible to prepare qubits in some specified set of initial states, and to measure the
final output state of the system.
The challenge of the experimental realization is that these basic requirements can often
only be partially met. A single nuclear spin can be a very good qubit, because the
superposition state of being aligned with or against an external field can last a long
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time, even for days. But it can be difficult to build a quantum computer from nuclear
spins because the coupling to the environment is so small that it is hard to measure the
single nuclei. The observation that the constraints are opposing is general: a quantum
computer has to be well isolated in order to retain its quantum properties, but at the
same time its qubits have to be accessible so that they can be manipulated to perform a
computation and to read out the results. A key concept in understanding the suitability
of a particular quantum computer realization is the notion of decoherence (quantum
noise). This is because the length of the longest possible quantum computation is rigor-
ously given by the ratio τQ, the time for which a system remains quantum-mechanically
coherent, to τop the time it takes to perform elementary unitary transformations (which
involve at least two qubits). These two times are actually related to each other in many
systems, since they are both determined by the strength of coupling of the system to
the external environment. Nevertheless, λ = τQ/τop can vary over a surprisingly wide
range (see Table 5.1).
Table 5.1: First rough estimates for decoherence times τQ (seconds), τop operations times
(seconds), and maximum number of operations ηop = λ
−1 = τQ/τop, for several of the first
candidates for interacting systems of quantum bits. Table taken from Nielsen and Chuang
(2001) Ref. (122).
System τQ τop ηop = λ
−1
Nuclear Spin 10−2 − 108 10−3 − 106 105 − 1014
Electron Spin 10−3 10−7 104
Ion Trap (In(+)) 10−1 10−14 1013
Electron-Au 10−8 10−14 106
Electron-GaAs 10−10 10−13 103
Quantum dot 10−6 10−9 103
Optical Cavity 10−5 10−14 109
Microwave Cavity 100 10−4 104
These estimates give some insight into the basis and merits of different possible physical
realizations of a quantum information processing machine, but many other important
sources of noise and imperfections arise in the implementation. For instance, manip-
ulation of a qubit represented by two electronic levels on an atom by using light to
cause transitions between levels would also cause transitions to other electronic levels
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with some probability. These would also be considered noise processes, since they take
a system out of the two states that define the qubit. In general, anything which causes
a loss of quantum information is a noise process (122).
As discussed later in Section 5.8.1, the property of a physical system to encode and
preserve quantum information could be quantified through parameters such as the re-
laxation time called T1 and the coherence time T2 (related to τQ). The first describes the
timescale over which an energy excited state decays to the ground state and the second
one describes the timescale over which the phase coherence between different branches
of the quantum superposition can be preserved. In real systems usually T2 << T1.
5.5.1 Conditions for a quantum computation
There are four basic requirements for quantum computation. These consist in the
capacities to (122):
1. Robustly represent quantum information.
2. Perform a universal family of unitary transformations
3. Prepare a fiducial initial state
4. Measure the output result.
David DiVicenzo developed a set of five specific and technological criteria that have
been very useful in guiding the search for a feasible quantum computing architecture.
These five criteria say that for a system to be candidate for an implementation of
quantum computation, it should (128):
1. Be a scalable physical system with well-defined qubits.
2. Be initializable to a simple fidutial state such as |000...〉.
3. Have quantum gates faster than decoherence times.
4. Have a universal set of quantum gates.
5. Permit high quantum efficiency, qubit specific measurements.
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5.6 Quantum Computer Proposals
Many different candidates for quantum computers are now being investigated which are
distinguished by the physical system used to realize the qubits. Some of the physical
implementations proposals are:
• Trapped ion quantum computer: Ions, or charged atomic particles, can be con-
fined and suspended in free space using electromagnetic fields. Qubits are stored
in stable electronic states of each ion, and quantum information could be pro-
cessed and transferred through the collective quantized motion of the ions in the
trap which interact through the Coulomb force. Lasers are applied to induce cou-
pling between the qubit states (for single qubit operations) or coupling between
the internal qubit states and the external motional states (for entanglement be-
tween qubits). In 2011 the largest number of particles controllably entangled was
14 trapped ions. More details in Ref. (129)
• Nuclear magnetic resonance quantum computer (NMR) uses the spin states of
molecules as qubits. NMR differs from other implementations of quantum com-
puters in that it uses an ensemble of systems, in this case molecules. The ensemble
is initialized to be the thermal equilibrium state. Operations are performed on the
ensemble through RF (radiofrequency ) pulses applied perpendicular to a strong,
static field, created by a very large magnet. In 2001 researchers at IBM reported
an implementation of the simplest instance of Shor’s algorithm: factorization of
N= 15, using a 7-qubit NMR quantum computer (130).
• Optics-based quantum computer (Quantum optics). The qubits are states of dif-
ferent modes of the electromagnetic field. For instance in Ref. (131) it has been
proposed the utilization of linear optics for quantum information processing re-
quiring single photon sources, beam splitters, phase shifters, photo-detectors, and
feedback from photo-detector outputs. Here, a qubit is realized by one photon in
two optical modes (such as horizontal or vertical polarization).
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• Superconductor-based quantum computers: QC based on nanofabricated super-
conducting circuits coupled through Josephson junctions. There exists three fami-
lies of superconducting qubits which are the charge qubits, flux qubits, and hybrid
qubits. Their quantum state is manipulated by using electromagnetic pulses to
control the magnetic flux, the electric charge or the phase difference across a
Josephson junction (132).
• Nitrogen-Vacancy Centers in Diamond: This proposal uses a diamond’s impu-
rity, called the nitrogen-vacancy NV. It consists of a nearest-neighbor pair of a
nitrogen atom, which substitutes for a carbon atom, and a lattice vacancy. The
spin in a nitrogen nucleus became the first qubit, with an electron in a second
one forming the second. These qubits can be manipulated at room temperature
by applying a magnetic field, electric field, microwave radiation or light, or a
combination, resulting in sharp resonances in the intensity and wavelength of the
photoluminescence. Although NV may be a good candidate for qubits, this is
just one of an enormous number of crystalline defects found and characterized to
high degree (133).
• Loss-DiVincenzo quantum computer: The proposal was to use as qubits the in-
trinsic spin 1/2 degree of freedom of individual electrons confined in quantum
dots. The computer operates, basically, using inter-dot gate voltage for imple-
menting swap operations and local magnetic fields (or any other local spin ma-
nipulation) for implementing the Controlled NOT gate (128, 134).
• Kane quantum computer: Solid state QC based on an array of individual phos-
phorus donor atoms embedded in a pure silicon lattice. Both the nuclear spins of
the donors and the spins of the donor electrons participate in the computation.
Quantum operations on the spins are performed using a combination of voltages
applied to gates adjacent to the spins and radio frequency magnetic fields applied
resonant with spin transitions. Initialization and measurement of the electron
spins is made by electrostatic probing of a two electron system, whose orbital
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configuration must depend on the spin states of the electron because of the Pauli
Principle (12). This proposal is the focus of this work. In the following section,
we are going to discuss why doped Si is a promising candidate for quantum com-
puting.
There are also other QC proposals such as charge manipulation in quantum dots (135)
or single donors (136), Bose-Einstein condensate-based, Cavity quantum electrodynam-
ics (CQED) (137), Rare-earth-metal-ion-doped inorganic crystal-based (138), Fullerene-
based on Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) (139), among others. They have an operating
principle similar to some described above.
5.7 Silicon for Quantum Computation
In the last few decades, the density of transistors in a chip has been consistently du-
plicated every eighteen months, as given by Moore’s law (see scheme in Fig 5.3). The
exponential progress of microelectronics has been based on silicon technology. Silicon
is an ideal environment for spins in the solid state, due to its weak spin-orbit coupling
and the existence of isotopes with zero nuclear spin. The prospect of combining quan-
tum spin control with the exquisite fabrication technology already in place for classical
computers has encouraged extensive effort in silicon based quantum devices over the
past decade.
As seen in section 5.6 , there are many proposed physical realizations for quantum
information processors, some of which are semiconductor-based because of their com-
monalities with classical electronics (Kane, 1998 (12), Loss & DiVicenzo, 1998 (128)).
Initially, the Loss and Di Vicenzo original proposal generated special interest on the
electron spins in quantum dots. Despite the Si technological great maturity for classical
field transistors, GaAs quantum dots were historically more advanced, due to the very
early work in the epitaxial growth in lattice-matched III-V material. Consequently, ex-
periments on lithographically defined quantum dots in GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures
demonstrated qubit initialization, single-shot single-electron spin readout (140), and
coherent control of single-spin and two spin states (141, 142). In this way, the GaAs
system fulfilled the DiVincenzo criteria for quantum computation, described above in
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Figure 5.3: Moore’s law, defining the future of the Silicon Technology fueling architecture
and Platform innovation. The channel of 15nm in 32nm mode has less than 100 Si atoms
across. Scheme from Intel (9).
the section5.5.1(143).
However, GaAs has relevant issues related to the inevitable presence of nuclear spins
in the host material. For instance, in AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures, Al, Ga and
As all have non-zero nuclear spin, which causes that an electron spin in a QD inter-
acts with many (106) nuclear spins in the host material by the hyperfine coupling.
This coupling has three disadvantageous effects: (i) electron spin decoherence resulting
from the random effective magnetic field caused by nuclear spin fluctuations, (ii) direct
electron-nuclear spin flip-flops (for energetically similar electron spin states) (144) and
(iii) admixing between the electron orbital and electron spin states by the orbital de-
pendence with magnetic field. Transitions between perturbed states might occur with
assistance of phonons (145). The randomness in the nuclear field leads to high deco-
herence, with a T2 measured by spin echo ∼ 1µs at 0.1T (142).
On the other hand, natural Silicon consists of 95% non-magnetic nuclei (28Si). Fur-
thermore, Si may be purified to nearly 100% zero-nuclear spin isotopes. Si is a much
lighter element than Ga and As, reducing the spin-orbit coupling. For these reasons,
various proposals have been made for Si-based electron spin qubits on quantum dots
(146), and donors (147, 148). The ESR experiments of donors in Si demonstrated much
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longer coherence times than GaAs, with an order of magnitude of seconds (149). The
spin decoherence in Si will be described later in section 5.8.
A major focus is to project the achievements in integrated-circuit technology onto
a supposed scalability of quantum bits in silicon. Despite the current silicon industry
standards, with 22 nm features, have higher resolution than typical quantum devices,
there is no guarantee of any kind of “quantum CMOS”. One of the relevant incon-
veniences, and thus a challenge, is the variability increasing as CMOS transistors are
scaled to nanometer feature sizes. However, many groups are working to minimize this
voltage threshold variation through technology optimization and ensuring robust prod-
uct functionality and performance (150). For instance, Shinada et al. (2005) reported
the fabrication of semiconductor devices in which both the number and position of the
dopant atoms are precisely controlled using single-ion implantation techniques (see Fig
5.4). Their results showed the threshold voltage Vth variability is less important for
those structures with ordered dopant arrays than for those with conventional random
doping, attributing this to the uniformity of electrostatic potential in the conducting
channel region due to the ordered distribution of dopant atoms. These results serve
to highlight the improvements in device performance that can be achieved through
atomic-scale control of the doping process, thus enhancing the prospects for realizing
silicon-based solid-state quantum computers (151).
5.7.1 Features of the Silicon-Based Computer with Dopants: Kane
Proposal
The main theme of electronics applications using single dopants is the ability to modify
the dopant electron wave function using external electric fields and/or to manipulate
the spin degrees of freedom using magnetic fields. In many proposals for dopant based
qubits using either electron or nuclear spin as qubits, as well as the recent valley-based
qubit (initially in QD (152)), dopant electron wave function engineering is critical to
realize single and two qubit gates. The original idea comes from the Kane proposal for
a nuclear-spin based quantum computer in Silicon (12).
The Kane computer architecture consists of a linear array of Phosphorus atoms (shal-
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Figure 5.4: An atomic force microscope (AFM) image of an experimental device with a
P donor array implanted one-by-one at 30 kV into the channel region of a Si transistor.
Image from Ref. (151).
low donors)1(153)(P) embedded underneath the surface of a pure silicon wafer. Each
P nuclear spin serves as a qubit, and the linear array forms the computer quantum
register. The entire wafer is placed in a strong, static magnetic field B0 at sub-Kelvin
temperatures (B0 & 2T), and alignment of the P atoms nuclear spin as parallel or an-
tiparallel to B0 corresponds to the |0〉 and |1〉 states of the qubit, respectively. In order
to execute a quantum algorithm, it is needed to rotate individual qubits in Hilbert
space and couple two qubits together. Both operations can be reached with an array of
gate electrodes. Here the gates are used for controlling charge motion. These gates lie
on top of the wafer but are isolated from the pure silicon by a thin insulating layer of
silicon dioxide SiO2, see Fig. 5.5. Note that each A-gate is located precisely above a P
atom and each J-gate lies between adjacent atoms. As discussed later, a small positive
voltage applied to the A-gate gives independent control of the qubit directly under the
gate, while voltage applied to the J-gate allows coupling two qubits together through
an electron-mediated interaction.
To design the Silicon-based computer individual P atoms are embedded in Silicon.
1Shallow donor refers to a donor with energy states equivalent to atomic hydrogen with an altered
expected mass.
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Figure 5.5: Silicon-Based Quantum Computer Scheme. The Kane’s solid-state quantum
computer is constituted by a linear array of P donor atoms in a pure silicon wafer, with
an interdonor spacing of about 20nm. In the presence of a large magnetic field and at sub-
Kelvin temperatures, the nuclear spins of the donor atoms can be aligned either parallel
or antiparallel with the field, corresponding to the |0〉 and |1〉 qubit states, respectively.
An array of metal gates lies on the surface, isolated from the silicon by a barrier layer
of SiO2. The A-gates lie directly above the donor atoms and permit individual control
of single qubits. The J-gates lie between the donors and control an electron-mediated
coupling between adjacent nuclear spins, then allowing for two-qubit operations. Figure
from B. E. Kane (1998)
These two elements are chosen for several reasons, one of these is the fact that P is
the standard dopant for conventional Silicon-based semiconductor devices and there is
enormous working knowledge of P and Silicon from the conventional computing indus-
try. Another reason comes from the need to control the spin environment. It is required
for the qubits to have a nuclear spin I = 1/2, but also the surrounding environment
to be spin free. Undesirable spin-spin interactions between the qubit and any nearby
nuclear spins would compromise the coherent states needed for quantum computation.
The only stable P isotope, 31P, is a spin 1/2 nucleus, so nature has automatically sat-
isfied the qubit criterion. Natural silicon contains a mixture of three isotopes: 28Si
(the most abundant corresponding to 92.23%), 29Si (4.67%), and 30Si (3.1%). Whereas
the even-numbered isotopes are spin free, 29Si has a spin of I = 1/2. The presence of
29Si is a problem to obtain the spin-free environment required, but currently available
isotopic purification techniques can significantly reduce the presence of 29Si (154) to
achieve isotopically pure silicon (99.9% 28Si). Using the spin-lattice relaxation time T1
and the phase coherence time T2 is one way to infer the stability of the nuclear P spin,
which characterizes the time it takes for a spin system with a net alignment (a net
magnetization) to return to its thermally equilibrated magnetization. The nuclear spin
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qubits interact with the environment through their donor electrons, this means that the
electron spin stability called the electron-spin relaxation is also important, particularly
for qubit readout. The phase coherence time of the electron spin, as measured by the
spin-spin relaxation time T2, is shorter than T1 . However, this value for T2 should be
long enough to perform a quantum computation and read out the result (see section
5.8.1).
5.7.1.1 Single Qubit Operation: Nuclear qubit
P has one more electron in its outer electron shell than silicon. When it is placed into
a silicon crystal lattice, P acts as a surrogate silicon atom and still has one electron left
over. At very low temperatures, that donor electron remains bound to the P nucleus.
The electron feels the nucleus primarily through the charge (Coulomb) interaction and
to a lesser extent through the hyperfine interaction between the electron spin and the
nuclear spin.
The effective low-energy, low-temperature Hamiltonian for the spin interactions for
the electron spin and the nuclear spin of an atom in the presence of a static magnetic
field B0 is given by:
H = µBB0σ
e
z − gnµnB0σnz + Aσe · σn (5.8)
where µB and µn are the Bohr and nuclear magnetons, respectively. σ
n
z and σ
e
z are
Pauli spin matrices, and gn is the nuclear g-factor. The hyperfine interaction is de-
scribed by the term Aσe · σn.
The | ↑↓〉 notation is used here to represent the electron spin state and the |01〉 notation
the nuclear state. Hence, for large values of B0, the Hamiltonian in Eq. 5.8 leads to a
set of energy levels that correspond to the four hyperfine levels, |0 ↓〉, |1 ↓〉, |0 ↑〉, |1 ↑〉.
At the sub-Kelvin operating temperature of the computer, however, the electron spins
are completely spin polarized in the lower-energy state | ↓〉.
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Thus, for one-qubit operations, the electron spin polarization may be ignored. It is
a good approximation to consider only the two nuclear states |0〉 and |1〉. The energy
difference between those states is:
∆E0 = ~ω0 ∼= 2gnµnB0 + 2A2/µBB0 (5.9)
Where ω0 is the nuclear resonance frequency. The resonance frequency, which is typ-
ically in the radio-frequency (rf) range is the rate at which the nuclear spins precess
about the magnetic-field lines (known as Lamour frequency). Assume B0 is aligned
along the z-axis, and the nuclear spin is initially in the |0〉 state. Exposing the spins to
a secondary magnetic field that is oscillating in the x-direction at the nuclear resonance
frequency, labeled by B1 = B1cos(ω0t)xˆ, the nuclear spins will begin to rotate toward
the z-axis, or from the parallel to the antiparallel alignment. The spin rotation is equiv-
alent to rotating a qubit in Hilbert space from the |0〉 state to some superposition of
the |0〉 and |1〉 states. As mentioned, the B1 field is affecting all spins simultaneously.
The A-gates are used to control a particular spin modifying the donor atom’s hyperfine
coupling. The parameter A in Eq.5.8 is proportional to the magnitude of the electron
probability density at the site of the nucleus, Ψe(0).
A = 8/3piµBgnµn|Ψe(0)|2 (5.10)
As shown in Figure 5.6(b), placing a positive voltage on the A-gate above the P atom
attracts the electron cloud toward the surface and away from the nucleus, therefore
reducing the magnitude of Ψe(0). The hyperfine energy levels of that one atom change
slightly, and the resonance frequency needed to rotate the nuclear spin is reduced from
ω0 to ω. If the frequency of the B1 field is stablished to ω, being B1 = B1cos(ωt)xˆ,
then only the spin directly under the A-gate will be in resonance and it will begin to
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Figure 5.6: (a) Configuration of gates and two donor to make one and two logical op-
erations. A gates are above the donors and J gates lies between the donors sites. (b)
The A gates perform one qubit operations, which carry a selected spin into resonance with
an external field (rf) magnetic field. (c) The J-gates perform the two qubit operations,
lowering the potential barrier between donor sites and turning on the exchange coupling
between the donors. In this way the electron mediated nuclear spin exchange will then
occur between the donor nuclei.
rotate. By removing the voltage on the A-gate, the rotation is interrupted.
As a consequence, a one-qubit gate operation is implemented if the silicon wafer is
exposed to a transverse oscillating B-field of frequency ω and if the A-gate above a
qubit is pulsed for a defined period. All over the duration of the pulse, the qubit is in
resonance with the secondary magnetic field and rotates through some angle in Hilbert
space. If the voltage is eliminated at the end of the pulse, the qubit is left in the desired
superposition of the |0〉 and |1〉 states.
5.7.1.2 Two-Qubit Operations: Spin Qubit
To select adjacent pairs of qubits for two-qubit operations you need to apply a positive
voltage to the J-gate between them. As seen in Fig. 5.6 (c), thus the electron wave
functions of the two donor atoms overlap and the electron spins couple together through
the electron-spin exchange interaction. Due to each electron’s coupling to their nucleus
through the hyperfine interaction, the electron-spin exchange interaction also couples
the nuclear spins together.
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Figure 5.7: A-gate control of the qubit. Here is a representation when a small voltage
is applied to the A-gate directly above a qubit. The donor electron moves away from the
31P nucleus. q1 and q2 are neighboring nuclei. Figure from (155).
Figure 5.8: J-Gate: Coupling Two Qubits. In case that the gates A1 and A2 are properly
biased, when a small positive voltage is applied to the J-gate, the potential barrier between
adjacent donor sites is lowered and turns on an electron-spin exchange interaction between
qubits. The electrons interact with the nuclei through the hyperfine interaction. Therefore,
the two nuclear spins become coupled to each other. Figure from (155).
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The effective Hamiltonian for the coupled nuclear-electron spin system is:
Hcoupled = H
1 +H2 + Jσ1e · σ2e (5.11)
The first two terms correspond to the hyperfine Hamiltonian of each donor in Eq
5.8 and the last term corresponds to the spin exchange. This Hamiltonian is valid at
energy scales that are small compared with the electron-binding energies of the donor
atoms. The exchange coupling coefficient J is proportional to the overlap between the
wave functions of the two donor electrons, its strength is a function of the J-gate voltage.
The effect of the spin exchange interaction is to create coupled electron-spin states,
three with total spin S = 1 and one with total spin S = 0. The respective wave func-
tions are:
S = 1 | ↑↑〉
1/
√
2| ↑↓ + ↓↑〉
| ↓↓〉
S = 0 1/
√
2| ↑↓ − ↓↑〉
When B is not present, the energy difference between the states with S = 1 and
S = 0 is 4J, known as the exchange energy. When the magnetic field B0 is applied,
the | ↑↑〉 and | ↓↓〉 states are Zeeman-split around zero by an amount ±2µBB0 and the
energies of the coupled electron-spin states vary as a function of J, as seen in Fig. 5.9.
It is important to note that when the exchange energy becomes equal to the Zeeman
splitting, namely 4J = 2µBB0, thus the lowest-energy S = 1 state and the S = 0 state
cross.
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Figure 5.9: Energy levels representation of the coupled electron-spin system as a function
of the electron-spin exchange coefficient J. They may be modified by voltage applied to the
J-gate. The electrons couple their spins to form three states with S = 1 ( blue) and one
with S = 0 (red). For J/µBB0 < 0.5, the electrons occupy the lowest energy S = 1 state
| ↓↓〉. Two-qubit operations are achieved in this low J regime. Reproduced by (12).
For every coupled electron-spin state, there are four possible orientations of the two
nuclear spins, corresponding to the uncoupled (J = 0) nuclear states |00〉, |01〉, |10〉,
and |11〉. Thus, there are sixteen electron spin-nuclear spin states in all. Focusing
only on those states associated with the electron ground state | ↓↓〉 and assuming that
4J < 2µBB0, then in order of decreasing energy, the coupled nuclear-spin states are the
following:
|11〉
|Φ+〉 = 1/
√
2|10 + 01〉,
|Φ−〉 = 1/
√
2|10− 01〉,
|00〉
The electron-spin exchange interaction shifts the energy of the |Φ−〉 state below |Φ+〉
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by an amount
∆EJ = ~ωJ = 2A2
(
1
µBB0 − 2J −
1
µBB0
)
(5.12)
The most popular two-qubit gate is the controlled-NOT (C-NOT), also known as the
XOR or the measurement gate. This flips the second (target) qubit if the first (con-
trol) qubit is |1〉, which along with single-qubit operations form a universal set of gates
from which any quantum algorithm can be executed. In the Kane system, the CNOT
corresponds to the conditional rotation of a target spin by 180o , provided the control
spin is in the state |1〉. In principle, it can be realized by subjecting the wafer to a
transverse magnetic field B1 and applying voltages to the A- and J-gates.
Taking two electron spins initially uncoupled (J = 0) the hyperfine coupling constants
A1 and A2 of the two donor atoms are equal (A1 = A2). If we apply bias to the A-gates
such that A1 > A2 the control qubit and the target, can be distinguished. Then, we
turn on the spin exchange interaction such that (J > 0) and slowly make A1 = A2.
As a result, we would obtain that the uncoupled qubit state |10〉 evolves adiabatically
into the state |Φ+〉 = 1/
√
2|10 + 01〉, and |01〉 evolves into |Φ−〉 = 1/
√
2|10− 01〉. The
energy splitting between the two states is given by Eq. 5.12. During this procedure
the states |11〉 and |00〉 are not modified.
Consequently, we apply a linearly polarized oscillating field B1 with frequency such
that is resonant with the |11〉 to |Φ+〉 energy difference. The field is left applied on
until the |11〉 state has rotated into the |Φ+〉 state and vice versa. By executing a
reverse of the sequence of steps performed at the beginning of the operation, we make
an adiabatic transformation of the |Φ+〉 and |Φ−〉 states back into |10〉 and |01〉, re-
spectively. The change effected is:
|00〉 −→ |00〉
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|01〉 −→ |01〉
|10〉 −→ |11〉
|11〉 −→ |10〉
That is that the only qubits that are flipped are those in which the control qubit
is in the state |1〉. This is precisely the definition of a CNOT operation.
5.8 Quantum Confinement in Si Nanostructures: Dopants
The electrons can be confined in Si nanostructures using a combination of material
and electrostatic confinements. The shape and size of nanostructured materials pro-
vide natural confinement of electrons to 0, 1 or 2 dimensions. The exact confinement
potential of the structure in x, y and z directions sets the additional requirements in
terms of additional electric fields.
In a single dopant atom the electrostatic potential is radially symmetric, resulting
in the same sharp potential well in all directions, as shown in the first column and
second column of Fig 5.10. The Bohr radius aB is the mean radius of the orbit of an
electron around the nucleus of an atom in its ground state, and equals for example
2.5 nm for Phosphorus in Silicon. A dopant atom has three charge states: the ionized
D+ state, the neutral D0 state (one electron bound to the dopant) and the negatively
charged D− state (two electrons bound to the dopant).
Depending on the architecture, the source and drain reservoirs can be constituted of
highly-doped Si (157),(158),(11), or of a two-dimensional electron gas (159). The same
applies for the gates, but they can also be metals (159). The result is a single-electron
transistor that consist of a sharp dopant potential well connected to source and drain
reservoirs.
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Figure 5.10: First column: schematic of dopants in Si. Second column: The electron
states for dopant atoms in x-, y- and z-direction confinement potentials, which are occupied
up to the Fermi energy Ef (dashed grey line). Occupied and unoccupied electron states are
indicated as straight and dashed lines respectively. Third column: Schematic of the silicon
nanostructure integrated into a transport device with source, drain and gate electrodes.
Fourth column: The potential landscape of the single-electron transistor is made up of
the steep dopant potential well which is tunnel-coupled to source and drain reservoirs and
electrostatically coupled to gates which can move the ladder of electrochemical potentials.
Figures from Reference (156).
5.8.1 Spin Relaxation and Decoherence
The measurements of T1 in bulk samples are performed obtaining the timescale over
which the thermal equilibrium is recovered after either an inversion pulse1, which
changes the populations of the ground state and excited spin state, or a saturation
comb 2(160) which equalizes the populations.
The coherence time T2 for electron spins in a solid state is determined by the hy-
perfine coupling between the electron and the surrounding nuclear spins. The nuclear
spins exhibit a complicated dynamics, driven by the interplay of their mutual interac-
tions and the coupling with the electron. The time fluctuations of the hyperfine field
randomize the electron spin precession frequency and destroy its coherence. Even in
the presence of a perfectly static nuclear spin bath, a macroscopic ensemble of spins
1The inversion recovered method is popular to measure the T1, where the magnetization is inverted
with a pi pulse, then a time τ allowed to relax along the +z-axis. The magnetization after time τ is
measured applying a pi
2
pulse and then measuring the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) signal.
2Saturation comb pulses is another method to measure T1 with special NMR pulse sequences. When
pi/2 pulse sequences are irradiated to a system with an interval of time sufficiently longer than the time
T2 of nuclear spins, a completely mixed state in which the nuclear spin in the ground state and excited
state are equally mixed is formed in short time. When the system is allowed to freely evolve from this
mixed state as the initial state, the nuclear spins are relaxed to the thermal equilibrium state in a time
scale T1.
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would exhibit a spread of precession frequencies as a consequence of inhomogeneity in
the local magnetic field, caused e.g. by the difference in the instantaneous value of
the local hyperfine field at every electron site. The resulting dephasing time T ∗2 repre-
sents the timescale over which a free induction decay occurs. T ∗2 process arises when
the quasi-static value of the local magnetic field changes from one repetition to the
next. The ‘true’ decoherence time T2 is obtained in the experiments by ‘refocusing’ the
quasi-static inhomogeneity of the magnetic field through a Hahn echo technique (161).
5.8.1.1 Spin Decoherence
The theory of electron spin decoherence arising from nuclear spins in Si is well un-
derstood. The correct order of magnitude of the decoherence time T2 was already
predicted by early studies, initially neglecting time correlations (162). Later, using
fully quantum mechanical solutions of the dynamics of electron spins in a nuclear bath
included nuclear spin pair correlations yielded accurate matching between theory (163)
and experimental data on the electron spin echo decay of P donors in natural silicon
(164), see Fig. 5.11.
The echo decay to determine the T2 decoherence adopt the form (163):
V 2τ ∝ ESEEM × exp[−2τ/TR]× exp[−(2τ/TSD)α] (5.13)
Here V 2τ is the amplitude of spin echo signal, ESEEM means the electron spin echo
envelope modulation, τ is the time interval before and after the refocusing pi pulse in
the Hahn-echo sequence, TR is a relaxation time that accounts for both instantaneous
diffusion and T1 processes, TSD is the spectral diffusion time, which depends on the
internal dynamics of the nuclear bath, and the exponent α takes the value 2.3 (163).
ESEEM arises from the anisotropic component of the hyperfine coupling to the 29Si
nuclei.
Theoretical results have been extended to the study of decoherence on isotopically
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Figure 5.11: Experimental echo decay (black) and theory (orange) for natSi:P at different
angles of the magnetic field with respect to the crystallographic [001] axis. Notice the echo
envelope modulation arising from anisotropic hyperfine coupling between donor electron
and 29Si nuclei. From Ref. (163).
purified samples (165). The theoretical results to match with Si:P bulk data involve
the interplay between 29Si spectral diffusion and dipole-dipole coupling among elec-
tron spins, see Fig 5.12. The latter allow the excitation of spin 1 and de-excitation
of spin 2 or vice versa (“flip flop” process) while conserving total energy to within
the strength of the coupling term. This process produces additional magnetic noise
on a spin qubit. With this basic understanding, recently Tyryshkin et al. (149) have
measured T2 > 10s, using a highly purified
28Si:P crystal, and deliberately introducing
a magnetic field gradient across the sample to prevent neighboring spin undergoing
energy-conserving flip flop processes. We can also suppress flip-flop lowering the tem-
perature such that gµB >> kBT , then polarizing the electron spins. This would lead to
an exponential suppression of the dipolar decoherence channel (159, 165, 166) because
of the deficiency of spins in an excited state.
5.8.1.2 Observed Coherence T2 in Si
• Electrons bound to donors in highly purified bulk in Si: 10s at 1.8 K (149). The
long time is achieved by the suppression of flip-flop processes.
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Figure 5.12: Decoherence time T2 of Si:P donor electron spins over varied donor concen-
trations CN (for nuclear) and
29Si concentration, using ppm (namely, parts per million)
of lattice sites. At high CN, contact hyperfine interactions dominate and T2 is dependent
upon the magnetic field direction relative to the lattice orientation. At low CN, T2 is de-
pendent upon CE (for electron), and eventually dominated only by dipolar interactions.
Experimental results are shown as square and star symbols. Results taken from (165).
• Electrons bound to donors 50 nm below a Si surface: 0.3 ms at 5.2 K (0.75 ms
for hydrogen passivated surface) (167).
• Electron bound to donors in CMOS (natural Silicon): 200µs at 300mK (166).
• 2D electrons at the Si/SiO2 interface (natural Silicon): 0.3 ms at 5 K (168).
• Electrons at natural Si quantum dots: 20 ms at 1 K (168).
Table 5.2 shows some experimental measurements concerning T2 on different systems.
One can observe that T2 depends on the density of confined electrons, with shorter T2
observed for higher dot densities.
5.8.2 Orbital and valley relaxation
Excited orbital or valley states act as intermediate states for perturbations involving
lattice phonons and spin-orbit coupling causing spin relaxation. However, the orbital
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Table 5.2: Measurements of T2 in different systems of mobile 2D electrons as well as
confined electrons. Data from Ref. (168).
System Confined Electrons Mobile Electrons
28Si accumulation Field Effect Tran-
sistor (FET) (µ = 14000cm2/Vs)
T2 = 2µs T2 = 0.39µs
Natural Si Inversion FET (µ =
2000cm2/Vs)
T2 = 0.54µs T2 = 0.11µs
Si/SiGe (µ = 105cm2/Vs) T2 = 3µs
and valley excited states may also be used, for instance to mediate strong interaction
between nearby donors. One early proposal suggested the use of the excited 2p orbital
states of a deep donor to induce a superexchange interaction between pairs of shallow
donors placed on either sides of the central one (169). This involves the coherent ma-
nipulation of hydrogenic Rydberg states1 (170). The 2p Rydberg state lifetime for P
donors in Si was found to be T1 ≈ 200ps attributed to the spontaneous emission of
phonons (171). Coherent control of the Rydberg states has also been achieved, with an
orbital coherence time T2 ≈ 28ps (170).
Valley states are expected to have much longer lifetimes and coherence, due to the un-
likelihood of processes that cause inter-valley transitions. A recent proposal describes
the use of singlet and triplet valley states of a double quantum dot to encode and ma-
nipulate quantum information with reduced sensitivity to noise (152). See Chapter 6 in
section 6.4. Recent experiments have given evidence of the valley physics and its effect
on electronic states. Through transport spectroscopy measurements of donor states in
FinFETs, Lansbergen et al. (172) showed that under certain conditions relaxation of
excited states into lower manifolds is suppressed due to a combination of both spin and
valley blockade. The phenomena due to ‘lifetime enhanced transport’ (LET) was first
observed in a silicon double quantum dot. In the experiment, LET enabled to identify
a blocked transition between states that have different valley symmetries.
1The Rydberg states of an atom are electronically excited states with energies that follow the
Rydberg formula as they converge on an ionic state with an ionization energy. The wavefunctions are
expanded from their ground-state extents of less than 0.1nm to several nanometres and even beyond.
This allows atoms far enough apart to be non-interacting in their ground states to strongly interact in
their excited states.
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As noted above, the multiple conduction band valleys in silicon can be a useful ingredi-
ent for a QC. This feature (as described in next Chapter 6) may impose limitations on
spin manipulation and coherence but, on the other hand, it may be used for encoding
quantum information mediating relevant transition between neighbor donors. Conse-
quently, the interest in valley physics applied to QC has been raised recently to explore
issues such as how to promote controlled inter-valley transitions, to what extent valley
degeneracy can be lifted and how sensitive such operations are to fabrication-related
parameters. The valley degree of freedom in the manipulation of donor electrons is the
focus of this part of the thesis.
5.9 Silicon Based Quantum Computer Fabrication
The use of single donor atoms in Silicon as qubits has demanded tremendous advances
in single atom fabrication and engineering. Donor separations of order ∼ 10 − 20 nm
as in Kane’s proposal are required to ensure significant coupling between neighboring
spins. Currently this is at the limit of what is technologically achievable. Despite
these concerns there have been concentrated efforts internationally to realize a donor-
based qubit architecture resulting in a deluge of experiments of transport in nano-scale
doped quantum dots and donors. Significant to these results has been the different
technologies developed to fabricate donor-based devices, which are briefly discussed as
follows.
5.9.1 Single dopants in MOS-based architectures: Top-down approach
Single dopant transport in ultra-scaled Metal-oxide-semiconductor Field-effect (MOS-
FET) transistor structures is based on randomly and deterministically doped devices.
The newer generations of CMOS devices are using an undoped channel to evade the
issues related to random device fluctuations. However some dopant atoms diffuse in the
nano-scale transistors from the source and drain regions into the channel. In this case,
devices with a small number of dopant atoms in the channel can be studied (157, 173).
These experiments have showed that the number of electrons bound to the dopant
atom could be controlled by the gate electrode. Such spectroscopic transport exper-
iments reveal relevant information on the orbital levels, the charging energy and the
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Figure 5.13: (Left)A schematic of the ‘top-down” fabrication strategy. Holes are formed
in a trilayer resist structure through which P ions are implanted. (b) After removal of the
top layer of resist and chemical development, a triple angle evaporation process is used
to form the SETs and control electrodes. (c) SEM images showing a 250 nm wide cavity
below an overhanging Poly Methyl Methacrylate (PMMA) resist layer with Al deposited
through a 50nm gap. Courtesy by (176). (Right) Schematic of a nanoFET where roughly
3 donors have been implanted into the 50 × 30nm active area of the device. From Ref.
(177)
binding energy of the dopant atom and the spin configuration of the bound electron(s)
(172, 173). Other groups have concentrated on adjusting the industry standard tech-
nique of ion implantation (namely, top down technique sketched in (Left) Fig 5.13) to
implant single dopants into a silicon device in a controlled manner (174, 175). Nev-
ertheless, there are three main limitations to applying the technique to scalable single
atom architectures: the capability to register individual ions, the overall spatial regis-
tration of the ion implant site and subsequent straggling of the ion. When the dopants
are implanted a rapid thermal annealing at high temperature is needed to repair the
damage and activate the donors, causing diffusion and segregation of dopants.
Despite these inconvenients, silicon nanoscale transistors were fabricated with a low
density of local area implants where it was possible to tune individual dopants into
resonance and observe transport spectroscopy through a single dopant, such as a P
donor. A schematic drawing is shown in Fig 5.13 (right). More recently single dopant
implantation has been demonstrated into the channel of a silicon nanoscale metal-oxide-
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semiconductor field-effect transistor (178).
There are 3 different modes to realize transport experiments for single dopants:
1. The channel current is influenced by the presence of a neutral or charged dopant.
For instance, in Ref (179) was identified a single acceptor that modified the current
through a FET depending on its charge state. For this regime single dopants can
be detected by their electrostatic coupling to free electrons in the channel.
2. Direct transport through a dopant in the access region of an FET channel. The
access region depends on both the device design and the doping level. This region
is constituted by the part of the channel that has a weaker coupling to the gate
which leads to a barrier in the band structure and the electron pass through this
access region by transport via dopant states. (180). This allowed the study of
electric field and strain effects on the acceptor and the Zeeman splitting.
3. Direct transport through the dopant states in the sub-threshold regime of a tran-
sistor. Due to the progress in device scaling this was recently realized in ultra-
scaled MOSFET (157). This represents the most direct way to access information
about the properties of a dopant and its environment.
All three transport regimes are illustrated in Fig 5.14.
The transport measurements have shown that the environment, such as the presence
of the leads, an interface to a gate, or an electric field in a Si nanostructure may alter
the states of a dopant in comparison to the unperturbed bulk. This could be observed
in Ref (173), where the energy spectrum of single donors located in the channel of
FinFETs was measured by transport spectroscopy, see Fig. 5.15 (a) . Here theoretical
analysis together with the data, allowed to identify the donors (As in this case) and gave
a determination of the degree of gate-controlled quantum confinement in each device.
Fig 5.15 (b) shows the three confinement regimes that could be distinguished: At low
electric fields the electron is located at the donor site and its ground state corresponds
to a donor in bulk. At high electric fields the electron is pulled inside the triangular
potential well at the interface. The electron is still localized near the donor site, in
correspondence with the results of (182). At the crossover between these regimes, the
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Figure 5.14: An example of the dopant detection regime based on the capacitive coupling
the channel is shown in a) for an undoped (left) and doped (right) MOSFETs. An example
of the second regime where the dopant is in the barrier of the access region in series with
a quantum dot is shown in b) (the thick black line represents the room temperature FET
characteristics and the line below the low temperature Coulomb blockade). The third
regime with direct transport through a dopant in the sub-threshold limit is shown in c).
From a) (179), b) (180) and c) (181)
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Figure 5.15: a) Source/drain differential conductance of a dopant in a FET. Excited
states are indicated by the red dots and yellow arrows. Inset in (a) shows source/drain
current as a function of gate voltage. b) Simulations of the gated donors eigenstates: wave
function density of the (D0) ground state located 4.3 nm below the interface in the three
different electric field regimes. Figure from Ref. (173).
electron is delocalized over the donor and well sites. In this work the ground state of
a neutral (D0) and negatively charged donors (D−) hybridized with the interface was
measured.
Very recently transport measurements have demonstrated the ability to manipulate the
wave function of a single donor electron with an electric field. The experiment used a
Nano-wire FET with a small number of randomly placed P donors in the channel (also
called single atom transistor (SAT)) as a platform to study single dopants. Due to fact
that the position of the donors is random, the tunnel coupling to the source and drain
contacts is different for each donor. This allowed to select a device with a dopant in
a favorable location in the channel. The device is depicted in Fig. 5.16. This design
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Figure 5.16: a) Scanning electron micrograph of the single donor device. b) A schematic
cross-section of the device across the dashed line. c) and d) show the simulated wave
function of an electron bound to a single phosphorus donor in the center of the channel.
By inducing an electric field in the z-direction, the one-electron electron wave function is
deformed in a controlled way. Courtesy from (183).
provided a high degree of tunability to control the wave function of single donors.
In the experiment described above, they performed single donor current spectroscopy
on the SAT keeping the source/drain bias small (µs,d ≈ eVs ≈ eVd)< kBT (kB is the
Boltzmann constant) and thus only the ground state is probed. At low gate voltages
the current is blocked. As the gate voltages are increased, a localized state in the
channel moves into resonance with the source and drain chemical potentials and the
current can flow. When the localized state is situated below the source/drain chemical
potential the current is blocked again. From the resonant current signal they identified
three important regions labeled as A, B, C as depicted in Fig. 5.17. In region B the
current flow is mediated by a bulk like wave function localized at the donor nucleus. In
regions A and C the current is mediated by the wave function localized in an interface
well that is induced by the electric field. Thus, by changing the frontgate and backgate
voltage the local electric field can be tuned, while maintaining the donor in resonance
with the source/drain chemical potential.
Other recent transport experiments on the characterization of donor states in Silicon
devices (design depicted in Fig. 5.18) (184) have permitted the measurement of the
energy separation of the ground and first excited state of a donor ‘valley orbit-splitting’ ’
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Figure 5.17: The drain current as a function of backgate and topgate voltage at a
source/drain bias of 0.2 meV at 4.2 K. The white dashed line indicates the intrinsic device
threshold voltage and the green circles a single donor resonance. In region B, between the
black vertical dashed lines, the resonance is induced by a bulk-like donor state and in the
regions A and C an interface-well-like one. Courtesy from (183).
(VOS) for shallow isolated P donors in silicon gated-nanowires. The VOS was determing
using a double dopant transport spectroscopy using a compact 3-gate design, where the
ground level of one donor atom acts as an energy filter, which probes the levels of the
other. The VOS results are found to be close to its bulk value.
Figure 5.18: a) View of the sample (scanning electron microscope). Two gates (gray)
surrounded by nitride spacers (green) partially cover the silicon-on-insulator (SOI) channel
between the source (S) and drain (D). (b) Schematic of the sample with As dopants in the
source and drain. Figure from Ref. (184).
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5.9.2 Single dopants in crystalline silicon: Bottom-up approach
An alternative technology has been developed to place dopants in Silicon with atomic
precision using a scanning probe microscope. However this technology to manipulate
atoms in silicon was not simple due to the strong, covalent nature of silicon bonds.
To position atoms in silicon it was necessary to use a lithographic process, analogous
to conventional optical/e-beam lithography. Here a monolayer of hydrogen resist is
patterned using the tip of the STM to create an atomic-scale template, described in
Fig 5.19. The process of STM hydrogen lithography has since been adapted to realize
a complete fabrication strategy for atomic-scale Silicon device fabrication (185). The
important feature of these devices is that, in contrast to modern CMOS devices and
almost all quantum semiconductor devices, which use many materials and have het-
erogeneous interfaces, STM-patterned devices are formed in single crystal silicon, thus
the confinement of electrons is achieved by atomically abrupt changes in the density of
dopant atoms within the silicon crystal. The doped regions can have very high planar
electron densities in the range n2D ≈ 2.5× 10−14cm−2. At these high carrier densities,
it has been possible to realize electron transport studies in these highly doped single
crystal donor-based quantum wires, and recently this technique has been used to realize
conducting wires in silicon with Ohmic behavior down to the atomic-scale (186).
It is also possible to pattern more complex devices, such as atomically abrupt, epitaxial
quantum dots with 1D source and drain leads. These studies have allowed the impact
of vertical and lateral confinement on silicon quantum dots to be investigated. Using
such a technology it is also possible to pattern individual dopants in silicon with atomic
precision to realize single dopant atom transistors (see bottom of Fig. 5.19) (11, 187).
These transport devices also contain electrodes, and these electrodes are known to have
profound effects on the energetics of the single dopant atom. In these epitaxial archi-
tectures the electrostatic potential at the dopant could be tuned using two in-plane
gates G1 and G2 patterned at either side of the transport channel defined by the S
and D leads (see the device in Fig. 5.19 at bottom right corner). In Fig5.19 at bottom
left corner, the measured stability diagram of the single donor is presented, in which
the three charge states of the donor can easily be identified: the ionized D+ state, the
neutral D0 state and the negatively charged D− state.
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Figure 5.19: (Top) A schematic diagram of the ”bottom-up” fabrication process. A low
defect density Si (001) 2x1 surface is passivated with a monolayer of hydrogen. An STM
tip is used to selectively desorb hydrogen, exposing silicon at the atomic scale to allow one
phosphine molecule to adsorb at each of the required sites. Low temperature silicon MBE
overgrowth encapsulates the phosphorus array. (Bottom right corner) the source (S), drain
(D) and two gate leads (G1, G2) to the central donor, which is incorporated into the dotted
square region. (Bottom left corner) The electronic spectrum of the single-atom transistor,
showing the stability diagram with the drain current ISD (on a logarithmic scale) as a
function of source-drain bias VSD and gate voltage VG (applied to both gates). Courtesy
from (11).
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Transport in these devices and the manipulation of the donor electrons for quantum
computing are affected by the Si band structure. In chapter 6, we will examine the
singular features of silicon conduction bands as well as the implications for QC.
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6.1 Bulk silicon: valley degeneracy
Here we review aspects of silicon that will be critical in understanding the challenges
that arise in describing Si-based nanoscale devices with the desired properties. One
such aspect is how the effects of multiple valleys present in the conduction band in bulk
silicon appear in particular silicon nanodevices. The manifestations of valley physics
are crucial for manipulating the spin degrees of freedom of electrons in dopant-based
devices. In the following sections we are going to discuss the conduction band valleys
in bulk silicon, the valley coupling and the related splitting in dopant devices, and the
consequences of valley physics in Quantum Computing (QC).
Crystalline silicon is a covalently bonded crystal with a diamond lattice structure,
see Fig 6.1(a) and (b). Fig 6.1(c) shows the band structure of Si. The conduction
band has its minima away from the Brillouin zone center, close to the X points with
k0 = 0.85
2pi
a , with a the lattice parameter. Due to the cubic symmetry, these are 6
equivalent valleys as sketched in Fig. 6.1(d).
In traditional electronic devices, the presence of multiple valleys typically does not
affect transport properties. However, valley physics plays a critical role in quantum
electronics due to the interference between different valleys arising when the electronic
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Figure 6.1: Silicon crystal in real and reciprocal space. (a) 3D plot of the unit cell of
the bulk silicon crystal in real space, showing the diamond or Face-Centered Cubic (FCC)
lattice, which has cubic symmetry. (b) Silicon crystal in reciprocal space. Brillouin zone
of the silicon crystal lattice. It is the Wigner-Seitz cell of the BCC lattice. Γ is the center
of the polyhedron. (c) Band structure of bulk silicon. Figures from Ref. (156). (d) The
conduction band has its minima away from the zone center (188), close to the X points
with k0 = 0.85
2pi
a , with a the lattice parameter. Due to the cubic symmetry there are 6
equivalent valleys.
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transport is fundamentally quantum. For example, the presence of additional valleys
greatly complicates spin manipulation because it can lift Pauli spin blockade, which
is fundamental for many strategies for spin manipulation in quantum dot nanodevices
(141, 189).
The valleys are degenerate which means that the energies of the six states related
by the cubic symmetry are the same. The ground state for a donor electron is la-
beled by the reciprocal-space points kµ at which the valley minima occur, being µ =
x,−x, y,−y, z,−z. The effective mass of these anisotropic minima is characterized by
a longitudinal mass along the corresponding equivalent (100) direction and the two
transverse masses in the plane perpendicular to the longitudinal direction. In silicon
the longitudinal electron mass is ml = 0.91me and the transverse electron masses are
mt = 0.19me, where me is the free electron mass. Accordingly, the low energy donor
electron wave functions can be expanded in the basis spanned by the six valleys, see Eq
7.2. Nevertheless, in nanodevices this degeneracy of states may be and usually is broken
by various effects, basically due to the mass anisotropy, as well as strain, confinement,
and electric fields effects. When the valley degeneracy is lifted, at low temperatures the
carriers populate only the lowest-energy valley, thus eliminating some of the quantum
effects that arise when the valleys are degenerate.
6.2 Valley Effects At The Donor
The existence of six equivalent conduction-band minima along the [100] directions in sil-
icon has a profound influence on the energy states of donors. The central-cell potentials
of donor atoms occupying tetrahedral lattice sites, either substitutional or interstitial,
will split a sixfold-degenerate s state into a singlet (A1), a triplet (T2) and a dou-
blet (E), with the ground state being a non-degenerate state. This splitting is usually
referred to as valley-orbit splitting. Since the central-cell potential is very localized,
the splitting is much less for excited s states than for the 1s state and negligible for
p, d, ... states. In Ref (190), the valley-orbit splitting and binding energies for shallow
level group-V donors (hydrogenic donors, as P, As, Sb and Bi) have been calculated in
silicon, using a model impurity potential with central cell corrections and intervalley
overlaps of the wave function components. This model may be scaled to give the model
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impurity potentials of the deep-level group-VI donors (as S, Se, Te and Po) of the same
row in the Periodic Table, Ref (191).
The valley orbit interactions (192, 193), which account for intervalley scattering ef-
fects, may be included in an effective way as perturbations to determine the binding
energies and the donor electron wave function. These valley-orbit effects are conve-
niently represented by two types of intervalley couplings for valleys on perpendicu-
lar symmetry directions (e.g. x, z) and for those on opposite symmetry directions
(e.g. z, z) (194). Here, these couplings have been represented by ∆c and ∆c(1 + δ)
respectively, which have been included in the model Hamiltonian in Chapter 7, Eq
7.27. Taking into consideration the valley-orbit scattering through ∆c = 2.16meV
and δ = −0.3 (195) parameters, it is possible to reproduce correctly the ordering
and relative splittings of the lowest energy states manifold for P donors in Si: A
ground state A1 followed by a triplet T2 and by a doublet E with a binding en-
ergy of 41.15 meV for the ground state, 29.57 meV for the triplet and 28.37 meV
for the doublet. These numbers are in a good agreement with the experimental values
of 45.46 meV, 33.74 and 32.37 meV, respectively (190). Another accurate estimates
of the binding energy were obtained through non-perturbative variational treatments,
within the multivalley effective mass spherical band approximation (190). A straight-
forward sketch of the binding energies of the states and the splitting among them
is presented in Fig 6.2 (a). The valley compositions of these states show that the
ground singlet A1 is a symmetric superposition of all six valleys: 1/
√
6(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1),
while the triplet T2 has [1/2(1, 1¯, 0, 0, 0, 0), 1/2(0, 0, 1, 1¯, 0, 0), 1/2(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1¯)] symme-
tries and the doublet E has [1/
√
2(1, 1, 1¯, 1¯, 0, 0), 1/
√
12(1, 1, 1, 1, 2¯, 2¯)] symmetries, as
depicted in Chapter 7, Fig 7.3. Thus, for P dopants, strong central-cell corrections
near the dopant break the six-fold valley degeneracy of bulk silicon so that the low-
est energy state is non-degenerate (except for spin degeneracy), lowered by an energy
EGS = ESV − (5 − δ)∆. We use the value of single valley (namely, no valley orbit
interaction) energy as ESV ∼ 31 meV (196). The degeneracies of higher-energy levels
(namely, T2 and E) are broken by lattice strain and by electric fields.
Another physical effect for donor in bulk Si, and surely important for quantum elec-
tronic devices, is the inter-valley interference between the conduction-band-edge states
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Figure 6.2: (a) Binding energies of the singlet (A1) (ground state), triplet (T2) and dou-
blet (E) levels. In parentheses are the binding energies obtained experimentally, presented
in Ref (190). (b) Charge density |ψR0(r)|2 for the donor state. The impurity site R0,
corresponding to the higher charge density, is at the center. Except for this central site,
regions of high charge concentration and atomic sites (white dots) do not necessarily co-
incide, because the charge distribution periodicity imposed by the plane-wave part of the
Bloch functions is incommensurate with the lattice period. Courtesy of Koiller et al (196).
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of Si. This effect leads to oscillatory behavior in the charge distribution of one-electron
bound states and in the exchange coupling in two-electron states. These interesting
oscillatory patterns result from interference between the different plane wave compo-
nents of the Bloch functions. Thus, the charge distribution periodicity imposed by the
plane-wave part of the Bloch functions is incommensurate with the lattice period (196),
see Fig 6.2 (b).
6.3 Valley Effects on the Interface VIV O
Several quantum computer architectures under investigation involve manipulation of
the electronic spin at an interface between Si and some barrier material, by local sur-
face gates. The most commonly used barriers are SiGe alloys (146) and SiO2 (12). In
these systems, the conduction band degeneracy in Si is lifted at the interface as the
spatially abrupt change in the conduction band minimum leads to intervalley scattering.
The confining electric field (generated by external electrostatic gates and/or deple-
tion layers) generates a quasi triangular potential well at the interface, perpendicular
to the z direction [(001) interface]. Thus, the ground state energy of such triangular
potential well depends on the effective mass in the z direction. The effective masses at
the conduction band minima of Si are anisotropic, with the longitudinal effective mass
more than 4 times larger than the transversal. This shifts the minima along the x and
y directions well above the minima in the z direction. As shown by Fig 6.3 the six-fold
degeneracy is breaking into a 2-fold degenerate ground state and a 4-fold degenerate
excited state (197) 1. For instance, the splitting due the anisotropy effective masses
1In the effective-mass approximation EMA, the electrons are considered having masses character-
istic of the conduction-band minimum. Because of the kinetic energy term in the Hamiltonian the
valleys giving the largest effective mass mz for motion perpendicular to the surface will have the lowest
energy. Using a triangular potential approximation to describe a potential well bound on one side by
the infinite vertical barrier that keeps electrons out of the insulator and on the other side by the electric
field linearly rising potential, the binding energies are obtained as Eµ = 〈fµ(z)|H|fµ(z)〉, µ = x, y, z,
with H = T − keFz, where T is the kinetic energy and keFz is related to the triangular potential.
Then, the eigenstates energies are:
Ex = Ey = (~/2m⊥)1/3[
3
2
pieF (
3
4
)]2/3;Ez = (~/2mz)1/3[
3
2
pieF (
3
4
)]2/3;
mx = my = m⊥ and mz = m‖, with γ =
m⊥
m‖
. The splitting at the triangular potential and binding
energies depend on the electric field applied along z direction (182, 197)
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Figure 6.3: Binding energies for the interface state with respect to electric field applied.
These are calculated using a triangular potential approximation. Ez (blue solid line) cor-
responds to the 2-fold degenerate ground state. Exy (black solid line) corresponds to the
4-fold degenerate ground state.
is ∼ 1.13Ry∗ for F = 80 kV/cm. The splitting is further enhanced if tensile strain is
applied to the Si crystal (e.g. in Si quantum wells grown over relaxed SiGe substrates)
(198).
The 2-fold degeneracy remaining in the ground state of the electron at the interface
is an important spin decoherence source. However, this effect can be overcome close
to an interface that can efficiently scatter carriers between the two degenerate valleys
that are near opposite ends of the Brillouin zone. Therefore, the degeneracy in the
two-dimensional {kz, k−z} subspace is lifted in the presence of a sufficiently singular
perturbation potential, as long as the interface is sharp enough (199). The coupling due
to the perturbation lifts the degeneracy leading to the valley splitting 2|V IV O|. Then, the
quantity of interest to determine the splitting is V IV O, also called valley-orbit coupling
at the interface, see Fig 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: The energy states at the interface. At the interface the mass anisotropy
breaks the valley degeneracy in a doublet (z,−z) and a quadruplet (x,−x, y,−y). The
doublet degeneracy is lifted due to the valley orbit coupling (V IV O = |V IV O|eiθ) arising in a
sharp (001) interface. k+z and k
−
z denote the symmetric and anti-symmetric combination
of the z valleys.
6.3.1 Valley Orbit Coupling at Interface V IV O
In a junction of a semiconductor with another material, such as an oxide or another
semiconductor, the electron motion in the presence of an external potential can be
treated in the effective mass approximation (EMA), in which the effective poten-
tial is taken to include the jump at the interface. The electric field normal to the
semiconductor-oxide interface draws the electrons from the bulk of the semiconduc-
tor to the interface where they are prevented from entering the oxide by a large work
function. Then, the interface determines the strength of the coupling between the
two initially degenerate valleys [(0, 0,±k0), where k0 = 0.852pia ], as well as the valley
splitting, providing a unique ground state. The usual EMA calculations furnishes the
energies and the wave functions in the inversion layer 1 (200) of the (001) surface.
Early theoretical studies on valley splitting 2|V IV O| in the framework of the EMA were
performed more than 30 years ago by Sham and Nakayama (201), guided about the
profound effects of the interface on the electron dynamics in the inversion layer, giving
a valley splitting 2|V IV O| linear in the electric field, ∆E = 2|V IV O| = λF . The parameter
λ is a characteristic length. More recent works (199, 202, 203) have proposed more
complete models than the conventional EMA giving different values of λ. For example,
1When an electric field is applied normal to a semiconductor surface the energy bands are bent
and, when this bending is sufficiently large, a roughly triangular potential well is formed at the surface
in which carriers can be bound. This surface is then said to be inverted.
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an enhancement in the λ parameter has been reported in (202) as a result of the in-
clusion of the effect of the indirect gap and the localization of carriers in the quantum
dots. Another sophisticated EMA results focused in the relevance of the barrier height
and the interface width, showing an intervalley coupling with a nonlinear behavior at
low electric fields recovering a more familiar linear field dependence at higher fields
(203). They also found that the valley-orbit coupling does not increase steadily with
the barrier height, while it is always suppressed for a finite width interface profile.
Fig. 6.5 exhibits the response of the valley splitting |V IV O| to a wide range of external
electric fields. The solid straight line is a possible prediction from Sham and Nakayama
(201) with λ = 0.215A˚ . Data points give the calculated results from Saraiva et. al
(203). The dashed vertical lines correspond to the experimental values of the breakdown
field for SiGe and SiO2. In Fig 6.5 there is also a results reference (dotted horizontal)
of the unexpected result reported by Takashina et al. (204), who measured a giant
splitting of 23 meV on a Si/SiO2 interface in a SIMOX (separation by implantation of
oxygen) structure, while the majority of experimental values have been reported in the
0.1 to 1 meV range (197, 205).
For a sharp interface, two main contributions to the valley splitting have been iden-
tified: the electron wave function at the interface and the wave function gradient for
the evanescent wave in the barrier material. The results have shown that the exter-
nal electric field (which increases the wave function at the interface), the appropriate
barrier potential height and the proper choice of barrier material can help maximize
the valley splitting (199). It has been seen, that the presence of miscuts 1 in quantum
well interfaces suppresses the valley splitting, hence a flat interface as well as electronic
confinement in nanostructures may enhance it (205). From Ref. (199), one can observe
a general behavior of V IV O with the barrier height U0 in Fig. 6.6 (solid line) for F = 150
kV/cm, where one sees that very low or very high barriers tend to suppress the valley
coupling. Tuning U0 involves changing the alloy composition or the material in the
barrier. Also it can be observed that the interface width suppresses the intervalley
coupling, as illustrated by the dashed lines in Fig. 6.6.
1Related to the step density in quantum wells
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Figure 6.5: Data points give the calculated intervalley coupling as a function of applied
electric field, both given in a log scale by Saraiva et al. Ref (203). The barrier height is
set to U0 = 3 eV. The dashed vertical lines correspond to the experimental values of the
breakdown field for SiGe and SiO2. The dotted horizontal line represents the measured
valley coupling (or half the splitting) reported in Ref (204). The solid straight line is a
possible prediction from the model by Sham and Nakayama. Courtesy from Saraiva et al.
(2011) (203).
Additionally, research reports that the valley orbit coupling V IV O is a complex num-
ber, and hence V IV O = |V IV O|eiθ. One can observe this property in the results acquired
from Ref (203). Here, the valley orbit coupling is shown as a function of the barrier
height (See Fig. 6.7). Analyzing the graph and locating the barrier height U0 = 3eV
which corresponds to an abrupt Si/SiO2 interface, it is possible to check that the value
of the valley orbit coupling corresponds to a complex quantity V IV O = (−0.100+i0.158),
namely θ ∼ pi3 . In this work, it will be shown how both the modulus and the phase of
the V IV O affect the quantum behavior of donor electrons in Si near an interface. Our
results have been obtained using the V IV O coupling calculated by Friesen et. al (202)
and Sham and Nakayama (201).
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Figure 6.6: Variation in the absolute value of the valley-orbit coupling at the interface
with barrier height for F = 150 kV/cm. The solid line corresponds to a step model
potential at the interface, while the dashed line corresponds to a gaussian smooth profile
with a width of one monolayer. Both present a maximum for U0 = 200 meV. From Saraiva
et al. (2009) (199).
Figure 6.7: (Reproduced from Fig 2 on Ref.(203)) Intervalley coupling as a function of
the conduction band offset U0. All data correspond to an external field of 100 kV/cm.
The delta function contribution |Vδ| which is related to the role of the electronic density
at the interface, and the evanescent tail of the electronic envelope function into the barrier
material contribution |VE |, are depicted separately. The offset for Si/SiGe interfaces is
0.1− 0.2 eV and for Si/SiO2 interfaces is 3 eV.
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6.4 Valley Qubits Proposal
As it was explained before, one obstacle identified in Si Quantum Computing QC is
the orbital multiplicity due to the valley degree of freedom, since the conduction band
of bulk Si consists of six equivalent valleys. However, recently, a new QC platform in
isotopically purified 28Si quantum dots (QDs) has been presented in Ref (152) by D.
Culcer et al. (2011). The scheme explores the closeness in energy of two polarized
spin-triplet states with different valley compositions. The tunneling between valley
eigenstates is induced through the top gate, which tunes the magnitude of the valley-
orbit coupling in each of the two quantum dots (QD). The decoherence times are set by
intervalley transitions, which occur on longer time scales than intravalley transitions,
permitting long coherence times.
The task of this valley-based QC is to find two states with different valley compo-
sitions which can be rotated into each other by a tunable interaction. This proposal
focused on a double quantum dot (DQD), which should have identical valley eigenstates
as long as the interface is sharp along the growth direction and perpendicular to it, or
if the interface roughness is correlated over distances much different than the size of
the QD. The valley degree of freedom is expected to be resistant to charge noise, since
different valley states with identical envelope functions are affected identically by low
frequency charge noise, so that no dephasing occurs. This proposal is a new valley-
based QC platform in Si QDs that offers electrical control of quantum information and
can be achieved with currently available technology.
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In this work we consider the minimal unit for the kane’‘s computer proposal: a single
electron bound to a substitutional P donor at z = 0 near a Si(001) / SiO2 interface
at z = d has been considered. The system is under an applied uniform electric field
perpendicular to the interface ~F = F zˆ pointing from the barrier to Si, thus pushing
the electron away from the donor and towards the interface (see Fig. 7.1).
This study applies when d is larger than the Bohr radii of the electron bound to the
donor. When no external fields are applied, the only attractive potential felt by the
electron is the donor Coulomb potential and, at the low temperatures relevant here,
the electron remains bound to the donor (See Fig 7.1(a)). Under an electric field F
applied perpendicular to the interface, a triangular potential well is formed at the in-
terface as shown in Fig 7.1(b). When F reaches a characteristic value Fc such that
the bound state at the interface is degenerate in energy with the bound state at the
donor, tunneling between the two wells (the attractive donor Coulomb potential, and
the triangular well at the interface) is possible. In this way, we can reversibly manipu-
late the position of the electron between the donor and the interface by oscillating the
electric field around Fc [namely, going back and forth from the situation in Fig 7.1(b)
to the situation in Fig 7.1(c)]. Note that the electron, when at the interface, may still
remain bound to the donor along the xy-plane, and hence, the electron may be con-
fined in all three space directions upon certain conditions that will be described below.
At the characteristic field Fc, the electron is in a hybridized donor-interface state (206).
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The problem can be simplified assuming that the SiO2 barrier is infinite. In effective
“atomic” units for Si, Ry∗ = m⊥e4/2~22Si = 19.98 meV and a∗ = ~2Si/m⊥e2 = 3.157
nm, the Hamiltonian is written as (207, 208).
H = − ∂
2
∂x2
− ∂
2
∂y2
− γ ∂
2
∂z2
− 2
r
+ keFz +Hvo (7.1)
with γ = m⊥/m‖ as the ratio between the transverse (m⊥ = 0.191m) and longitudinal
(m‖ = 0.916m) effective masses, Si = 11.4 , k = 3.89 · 10−73Si(m/m⊥)cm/kV, and the
electric field F is given in kV/cm. In Eq.(7.1), the kinetic energy is (− ∂2
∂x2
− ∂2
∂y2
−γ ∂2
∂z2
),
the next two terms are the attractive donor Coulomb potential and the electric-field
linear potential, respectively. The last term describes the valley-orbit effects, namely
the coupling between different valleys due to the singular nature of both the donor (D)
and the interface (I) potentials, as described below.
The problem will be solved in the non-orthogonal basis formed by the states bound
to the donor potential (D) and to the interface potential (I). We first discuss the donor
and interface states separately.
7.1 Donor States
As previously discussed, the conduction band of Si has six degenerate minima (valleys)
in the 〈100〉 directions at a distance k0 = 2pi 0.85aSi from the Γ point, where aSi = 5.4
A˚ is the lattice parameter of Si. In the simplest effective mass approximation, only
the Bloch functions at the positions of the six conduction band minima are considered,
and the ground state of the electron at the donor is written (209):
ΨD =
∑
µ=±x,±y,±z
CµDF
µ
D(r)φµ(r) , (7.2)
where FµD(r) = F
−µ
D (r) are envelope functions and φµ(r) = uµ(r)e
ikµ·r are the six
Bloch eigenstates at the conduction band minima and µ is the valley index 1 (71). We
1In Eqs.(7.2) and (7.9) we do not include explicitly the pinning point for the plane-wave part of
the Bloch functions at the donor and interface potentials. The general functions of the ground state
of the electron at the donor and at the interface are defined by: ΨD =
∑
µ C
µ
DF
µ
D(r)φµ(r, rD) and
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Figure 7.1: Manipulation of a single electron donor close to Si/SiO2 interface.
(a) If no electric field is applied the electron only feels the donor potential and is bound
to it. (b) When an electric field F , perpendicular to the interface, is applied, a triangular
shaped potential forms at the interface. For a certain value of F a bound state exists at
the interface. (c) When F > Fc the electron is at the interface (d) Donor potential at
the interface along the xy-plane V (x, y) = − 2√
ρ2+d2
. This attractive potential causes the
electron not to spread along the interface when it is ionized from the donor.
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take the variational donor envelope functions F νD(r), where ν = |µ|, centered at r = 0,
following the form introduced in (209).
F xD = N
x
D e
−
√
y2+z2
a2
+x
2
b2 , (7.3)
F yD = N
y
D e
−
√
x2+z2
a2
+ y
2
b2 , (7.4)
F zD = N
z
D e
−
√
x2+y2
a2
+ z
2
b2 . (7.5)
These are normalized hydrogenic 1s envelopes, distorted due to the Si conduction band
effective mass anisotropy, and {NνD} are normalization factors
NνD =
1√
< F νD|F νD >
(7.6)
For d  a, b, the donor wave functions reduces to the bulk limit. Hence the normal-
ization factors have the simple form 1/
√
pia2b. This approximation is used here. The
effective Bohr radii a and b are variational parameters chosen to minimize the ground
state energy,
< ψνD|HD|ψνD > (7.7)
with
HD = T − 2
r
(7.8)
T is the kinetic energy term as defined in Eq. 7.1. The second term is the isolated
impurity Coulomb donor potential. For the distances used here (d & 2a∗ ≈ 6 nm), it is
a good approximation to use the Kohn and Luttinger’s bulk values for the Bohr radii
a and b (209) (d→∞), namely, a = 2.365 nm and b = 1.36 nm (182).
7.2 Interface States
Following Eq. (7.2), we take the lowest states at the interface as
ΨI =
∑
µ=±x,±y,±z
CµI F
µ
I (r)φµ(r) . (7.9)
ΨI =
∑
µ C
µ
I F
µ
I (r)φµ(r, rI), in which rD and rI represent a pinning site for the Bloch waves in the
superposition state and could be calculated variationally. Here we assume rD would be the position at
the donor rD = 0 for an isolated impurity (209). In the same way, for isolated interface, we assume
rI is exactly at the interface. The pinning points could be incorporated as a phase in V
I
vo. A full
variational calculation including the pinning points would cause oscillations on the gap at anticrossing
as a function of d.
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The envelope functions F νI (r), with ν = |µ|, are taken in the variational form (182)
F xI = N
x
I (z + d)
2e−αxy(z+d)/2e−(β
2
1x
2+β22y
2)/2 , (7.10)
F yI = N
y
I (z + d)
2e−αxy(z+d)/2e−(β
2
2x
2+β21y
2)/2 , (7.11)
F zI = N
z
I (z + d)
2e−αz(z+d)/2e−β
2ρ2/2 , (7.12)
{NνI } are normalization factors, calculated by
NνI =
1√
< F νI |F νI >
(7.13)
The normalization constants are calculated to be:
|NxI | = |NyI | = α
5/2√
4!
√
β1β2
pi , (7.14)
|N zI | = α
5/2√
4!
β√
pi
. (7.15)
Here, the penetration into the barrier is considered to be negligibly small as we are
considering the SiO2 barrier to be infinite. ρ
2 = x2 + y2, and α, αxy, β, β1 and β2 are
variational parameters from minimizing Eq. 7.16:
< ψνI |HI |ψνI > (7.16)
with
HI = T − 2√
ρ2 + d2
+ keFz (7.17)
The first term is the kinetic energy term as defined in Eq. 7.1. The second term is
the impurity potential at the interface, while the last term is the electric field linear
potential. The variational parameters can be calculated analytically:
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α = 3
√
30Fkγ (7.18)
αxy =
3
√
30Fk (7.19)
β =
1
d
3
4
(7.20)
β1 =
1
d
3
4γ
1
4
(7.21)
β2 =
1
d
3
4
(7.22)
The α and αxy variational parameters of the envelope functions at the interface are
related to the width of the wave functions along the z-direction, and depend on the
value of the applied electric field; β, β1 and β2 correspond to the confinement in the
xy plane, which is controlled by the attractive potential of the donor. Hence the β, β1
and β2 parameters depend on the distance d (182). Fig. 7.2 shows the plots of 1/α and
1/αxy variational parameters as a function of F , and 1/β, 1/β1 and 1/β2 as a function of
d. The reversible manipulation of the electrons, from donor to interface and viceversa,
requires that the electron is confined in the xy plane when at the interface. Therefore,
1/β, 1/β1 and 1/β2 give an estimation of the minimum distance required between
donors in a Si quantum computer. From this distance we get a maximum planar
density ∼ 1010cm−2 (182, 208) in order to avoid the formation of a two-dimensional
electron gas (208) at the interface.
7.3 Full-Multivalley Hamiltonian
We solve for the lowest states of the full potential (donor, electric field and interface)
by obtaining the spectrum of H in the combined basis of the lowest D and I envelopes
as determined variationally, each multiplied by the respective Bloch functions. This
defines the Hilbert space for our model calculation. Hence, the Hamiltonian is repre-
sented by a 12× 12 matrix, written formally as four 6× 6 blocks
H =
[
HDD HID
HDI HII
]
. (7.23)
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Figure 7.2: (Main panel) Typical confinement lengths of the interface states in the z
direction 1/αz and 1/αxy. Likewise, the xy plane confinement lenghts described by (1/β)
in the z valleys, (1/β1) and (1/β2) in the x and y valleys. (a) Typical plots of the shapes
of the envelope functions at the donor given by F zD in Eq (7.5) and at the interface (b)
given by F zI in Eq(7.12).
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The equation giving the spectrum takes into account the non-orthogonality of our
basis, i.e., we solve for HΨi = EiSΨi, where S is the 12×12 overlap matrix so that
Sµ,νDD = S
µ,ν
II = δµν and S
µ,ν
DI = S
µ,ν
ID = δµν
〈
FµD | FµI
〉
. Here,
〈
FµD | FµI
〉
is the overlap
between the interface and the donor envelope functions, an exponentially decreasing
function of d. S is calculated numerically, its matrix form is:
S =
[
SDD SID
SDI SII
]
, (7.24)
[SDD] = [SII ] =

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
 , (7.25)
[SDI ] =

〈F xD|F xI 〉 0 0 0 0 0
0 〈F−xD |F−xI 〉 0 0 0 0
0 0 〈F yD|F yI 〉 0 0 0
0 0 0 〈F−yD |F−yI 〉 0 0
0 0 0 0 〈F zD|F zI 〉 0
0 0 0 0 0 〈F−zD |F−zI 〉

,(7.26)
and
[SDI ] = [SID]
As already explained in Section 6.2, the six-fold degeneracy of the ground state is lifted at a
substitutional impurity because the translational symmetry of the host crystal is broken, leading
to intervalley scattering effects known as the valley-orbit interaction (192, 193). This effect can
be accounted for phenomenologically, introducing a coupling between valleys in perpendicular
directions (e.g. x, z) −∆c and in parallel directions (e.g. z,−z) −∆c(1 + δc) (194). This splits
the unperturbed six-fold-degenerate donor electron ground state into a singlet (A1 symmetry),
a triplet (T2 symmetry) and a doublet (E symmetry), as depicted in Fig 6.2. For P in Si, the
relative splittings between the different symmetry levels are reproduced taking ∆c = 2.16 meV
and δ = −0.3 (194).
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Figure 7.3: (a) Double well potential in the z-direction formed by the Coulombic donor
potential plus the triangular interface/electric field potential. d is the distance between the
donor and interface. (Main panel) Symmetry of levels at the donor and at the interface.
Every level is described by six coefficients corresponding to the six valleys of Si conduction
band: (x,−x, y,−y, z,−z). This defines the valley composition of each state. At the
interface, the mass anisotropy breaks the valleys degeneracy in a doublet (z,−z) and a
quadruplet (x,−x, y,−y). The doublet degeneracy is lifted due to the valley orbit coupling
(V Ivo = −|V Ivo|eiθ) arising in a sharp (001) interface (199, 201, 203) as shown in (b). CzI
and C−zI are defined in Eq. (7.9), and C¯
−z
I = −C−zI . At an isolated donor, the valley orbit
coupling leaves a non-degenerate ground state with A1 symmetry, well separated (splitting
∼ 12 meV) from the other five levels (190, 209, 210) The binding energies are experimental
values for bulk P donors (190).
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Likewise, in Chapter 6, section 6.3 the lifting of degeneracy at (001) interface has been described
(197, 211). Thus at the interface due to the mass anisotropy, the z and −z perpendicular valleys
are lower in energy than the ones parallel to the interface. The two lowest energy states are
combinations of the z and −z valleys, whose double degeneracy is lifted due to the valley-orbit
coupling V Ivo which is proportional to the electric field and dependent on the barrier height
and abruptness. This parameter has been described in Section 6.3.1. We will show results for
two different values of λ estimated in the literature: (i) The large value λ = 1.36 A˚ , has been
estimated by M. Friesen et al. in Ref (202). (ii) The smaller value λ = 0.215A˚ was estimated
by Sham and Nakayama in Ref (201). In both cases we discuss the qualitative changes that
occur in the spectrum. Hvo in Eq. (7.1) takes into account all these valley-orbit interactions,
both at the donor (D) and at the interface (I). Its form (in a basis set defined next) is described
as
[Hvo]DD =

0 ∆‖ ∆⊥ ∆⊥ ∆⊥ ∆⊥
∆‖ 0 ∆⊥ ∆⊥ ∆⊥ ∆⊥
∆⊥ ∆⊥ 0 ∆‖ ∆⊥ ∆⊥
∆⊥ ∆⊥ ∆‖ 0 ∆⊥ ∆⊥
∆⊥ ∆⊥ ∆⊥ ∆⊥ 0 ∆‖
∆⊥ ∆⊥ ∆⊥ ∆⊥ ∆‖ 0

(7.27)
[Hvo]II =

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −|V Ivo|eiθ
0 0 0 0 −|V Ivo|e−iθ 0
 (7.28)
and
[Hvo]ID = [Hvo]DI = 0 . (7.29)
States with different Bloch indices µ 6= ν are not coupled unless there is a non-zero contri-
bution from Hvo (see Eq .7.28).
A general state in the double well system is written as:
Ψ =
∑
µ=±x,±y,±z
∑
L=I,D
CµLF
µ
L (r)φµ(r) . (7.30)
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The complex coefficients {CµL} give the contributions to the state Ψ of each valley µ at the
interface or donor (L = I,D). Also, they define the symmetry of the state, and are referred to
here as “valley coefficients”. The normalization condition reads
∑
µ,ν,L,L′
Cµ∗L Sµ,νC
ν
L′ =
∑
L
|CµL|2 + cross terms = 1, (7.31)
where the cross terms are zero for L = L′ and/or for µ 6= ν. For d = 4a∗ the cross terms due
to the finite overlap between donor and interface envelopes are less than 5% in the electric field
range of interest. The overlap SID is negligible for d = 5a
∗ and larger.
In Fig. 7.3, we show the valley coefficients of the states at an isolated donor (just the {CµD} are
given since CµI = 0 for all µ) and at an interface under a perpendicular electric field (just the
{CµI } are given since CµD = 0 for all µ). The valley coefficients are perturbed when the impurity
is located at a distance d from the interface, and hybrid states may be formed (206, 208) where
both D and I coefficients contribute. The lines in Fig. 7.3 indicate schematically symmetry-
allowed paths connecting the initial (for low F ) donor and final (for strong enough F ) interface
levels.
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8.1 Full Spectrum of Eigenvalues of the 6-Valley Model
Previous theoretical and experimental studies (173, 206, 208) identified and analyzed a char-
acteristic field Fch at which the electron ground state crosses over from being bound mainly
around the donor (D-like) into being bound mostly near the interface (I-like). These results
are reproduced with the 6-valley model studied in this work (see Fig. 8.1). Here, we explore the
valley degrees of freedom, mainly close to the characteristic field, and analyze how the applied
field changes the valley composition of the main electronic states involved in the donor-interface
shuttling.
The electric-field dependence of the complete spectrum of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (7.23), for
d = 4a∗, d = 5a∗ and d = 8a∗, is shown in Fig. 8.1. The results in the left column correspond
to a relatively large value of the valley orbit coupling at the interface |V Ivo| = λF with prefactor
λ = 1.36A˚ (202), while the right column shows the results for λ = 0.215A˚ (201). The overall
level structure here is similar to the one presented in Ref. (212), which corresponds to a Stark
shifted spectrum of P donors in bulk Si (namely, no barrier is present). In Ref. (212) the
spectrum has been obtained using the effective mass approach and the envelope functions are
expressed as a combination of atomic-like orbitals.
In this work, at small fields (for instance, F < 32 kV/cm for d = 4a∗), the six lowest eigenstates
are donor bound. The degeneracies of the T2 triplet and the E doublet are lifted (with a very
small splitting) due to the perturbation by the interface. At large fields (F & 70 kV/cm for
d = 4a∗), the six lowest eigenstates are interface-bound states. The two lowest eigenstates,
which are combinations of the z and −z valleys, are split by 2|V IV O|, that is a small quantity in
the scale of the plot. Different eigenvalues cross or anti-cross over each other as F changes. The
general level scheme is qualitatively similar for different values of the distance as illustrated in
Fig. 8.1 for d=4a∗, 5a∗, and 8a∗. Nevertheless, the distance between donor and interface affects
both the size of the gap at the anticrossings and the value of the characteristic field required to
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ionize the donor.
At low temperature, only the three lowest eigenvalues are required to describe the shuttling
of the electron from donor to interface. The gap at the lowest anticrossing is inversely related
to the tunneling time involved in the shuttling between donor and interface, which increases
exponentially with distance. On the other hand, the characteristic field decreases with d as 1/d
(208).
8.2 Evolution of Valley Composition of the Three Lowest
States
Current experiments are performed at temperatures of the order of 0.1K, hence we are inter-
ested in the lowest energy states. Moreover those are the relevant ones for quantum computing.
In the following, we will analyze the evolution of the valley populations and symmetry of the
three lowest eigenstates, which, via mutual energies crossing over, “become” or contribute to
the ground state for some range of field values. Because of time-reversal symmetry, valleys µ
and −µ are equally populated, so the population of each direction ν = x, y, z is defined by
Pν =
∑
µ=±ν
∑
L=I,D
|CµL|2 (8.1)
Due to the cylindrical symmetry of the system, Pz is in general different from Px and Py, while
the two latter are equivalent. Therefore, the results are presented in terms of Pz and
Pxy = (Px + Py)/2 =
1
2
∑
µ=±x,±y
∑
L=I,D
|CµL|2. (8.2)
This definition does not take the cross terms from Eq. (7.31) into account, so normalization
gives 2Pxy + Pz ≈ 1, allowing Pz and Pxy to be directly compared to each other, giving the
relative weight of the z and the average x and y populations.
We turn now to analyze the valley quantum number as a function of electric field in the range
where the hybridization between donor and interface states takes place. We wish to get a clear
description of the changes in symmetry and valley composition of the states involved in the
donor-interface electron shuttling problem.
8.2.1 Real V IV O
In Fig. 8.2 we start analyzing straightforward cases of the evolution of the valleys population
as a function of F for the three lowest states, using a real value of the valley orbit coupling
at interface and d = 4a∗ (∼ 12nm donor-interface distance). Since V Ivo = −|V Ivo|eiθ, V IV O is
negative for θ = 0 and positive for θ = pi. The spectrum in the area close to the lowest energy
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Figure 8.1: Full spectrum of eigenvalues for d = 4a∗, d = 5a∗ and d = 8a∗, in a
wide range of electric fields. For small values of the electric field, the first six eigenvalues
correspond to the donor states and the highest six to interface states. The valley orbit
coupling between z and −z valleys at the interface V IV O considered here is real, negative,
and a function of F and defined as V Ivo = −|V Ivo|eiθ with |V Ivo| = λF , θ = 0. In the left
column λ = 1.36 A˚ (202), whereas in the right column λ = 0.215A˚ (201). Note that an
increasing d implies a decreasing Fch and a smaller gap at anticrossing (equivalent to a
larger donor-interface shuttling time).
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Figure 8.2: Evolution of the valley composition, for d = 4a∗. The three lowest
eigenvalues in a wide range of electric fields around the Fch. Here, the results have been
acquired with different magnitudes and signs for the real valley orbit coupling. The left
column correspond to real and positive V IV O, whereas the right column to a real and
negative V IV O. Each case shows in the first frame the three eigenvalues involved in the
lowest energy anticrossing; the other three panels show the valley composition in the second
excited state, the first excited state, and the ground state GS, respectively. The red curves
correspond to the weight of the ±z valleys or longitudinal weight (at donor and interface),
and the green curves are the weight of the ±x and ±y valleys or transversal weight (at
donor and interface). The states are labeled by their location, donor (D) or interface (I),
and by their symmetry, symmetric (+) or antisymmetric (-).
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anticrossing is shown in Fig. 8.2 for θ = 0 (right panels) and θ = pi (left panels). Four cases
are presented corresponding to different magnitudes and signs of the valley orbit coupling at the
interface. The lower frames give the corresponding valley populations. Below Fch the ground
state (GS) is a symmetric combination of the six valleys, thus Pxy = Pz. Since negligible contri-
butions come from the CµI coefficients, this configuration is called |D〉+. Above Fch, the ground
state tends asymptotically to a symmetric |I〉+ (right panels) or anti-symmetric combination
|I〉− (left panels) of the z and −z valleys at the interface, therefore the population Pxy → 0.
The first excited state changes from predominantly |I〉+ and tends to |I〉− (right panels) or
from |I〉− to |I〉+ (left panels). The second excited state changes from predominantly |I〉−
(right panels) or |I〉+ (left panels) well below Fch and tends to |D〉+ well above Fch, up to
∼ 60 kV/cm, in all cases presented.
In addition, Fig. 8.2 shows the effect of the valley orbit coupling magnitude. The upper
panels show the results for a large value of the λ = 1.36A˚, while the lower panels show the
results for a smaller value λ = 0.215A˚. It will be shown below, in more detailed results, that
the splitting between the z valleys interface states, defined by 2|V Ivo|, takes a key role in the
nature of the anti-crossing between the three lowest states.
Fig. 8.2 also provides evidence of small discontinuities in the valley populations of the first
and second excited states. We will now zoom in the region around Fch to look into the details.
8.2.2 Area around Fch
If we zoom in the region around Fch, we can see that the apparent anticrossing at Fch consists
in fact of a series of a crossing Fc and an anticrossing Fa. The discontinuities in the valley
populations happen at the crossing. This is shown in Fig. 8.3 for two different values of d
(d = 4a∗ in the left panels and d = 8a∗ in the right panels) and for a real and negative value
of V Ivo corresponding to λ = 0.215 A˚. For a negative real V
I
vo the interface eigenstates involving
z and −z valleys are |I+〉 and |I−〉 with energies EI − |V Ivo| and EI + |V Ivo|, respectively. As
explained below, whether we have a crossing or an anticrossing depends on the symmetry of
the wave-functions involved.
Two main differences are apparent between d = 4a∗ and d = 8a∗: (i) the order of the anticross-
ing (Fa) and the crossing (Fc) fields is switched; and (ii) for d = 8a
∗ the transition is much
sharper and the valley populations are either pure-donor or pure-interface states in the whole
fields range, with negligible mixing regions. In contrast, for d = 4a∗ the larger hybridization
leads to a smooth transition between the donor and interface states, consistent with previous
works (206, 208). In Fig. 8.3 it can also be seen in the region around Fch that the 1
st excited
state is donor-like for 8a∗, while it is an interface donor hybrid for d = 4a∗ due to the larger
donor-interface overlap.
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Figure 8.3: Zoom on the characteristic field area for two different values of d: d = 4a∗
(left) and d = 8a∗ (right), for a real and negative value of V Ivo with λ = 0.215A˚. At the
characteristic field a crossing and an anticrossing take place with a relative order dependent
on d. Top: eigenvalues showing both the crossing Fc and anticrossing Fa points. The three
bottom rows show the valley composition of the second excited state, first excited state,
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Figure 8.4: Plot of the difference Fc − Fa (crossing minus anticrossing points) versus d
(distance from donor to interface) for a real and negative value of V Ivo with λ = 0.215A˚.
There is a change of sign of this difference at 4a∗ < d0 < 4.5a∗.
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In the case plotted in Fig. 8.3, the relative position of Fc and Fa is a function of d, as shown
in Fig. 8.4: Fc is larger (smaller) than Fa for d > d0 (d < d0) with 4a
∗ . d0 . 4.5a∗. The two
crossover fields get closer as d increases above d0. The symmetry and the valley compositions
of the crossing and anticrossing states depend on the relative position of Fc and Fa. A com-
parison is summarized schematically in table 8.1. The crossing states are always the 1st and
2st excited states, which do not couple because one of the eigenvectors is symmetric while the
other is anti-symmetric. The anticrossing happens between |D〉+, the symmetric combination
at the donor (A1 symmetry) and the symmetric combination |I〉+ of the z and −z valleys at
the interface.
If the sign of the valley orbit coupling is positive (θ = pi), the relative position of Fc and
Fa is exchanged. This position not only depends on the sign of V
I
V O, it is also affected by its
magnitude. When a large value of V IV O (λ = 1.36A˚) is imposed, Fc − Fa is always negative
(positive) with θ = 0 ( θ = pi) for all values of d. The different scenarios as a function of d and
λ can be understood using the sketches in Fig. 8.5. For instance for d = 4a∗ with θ = 0, due
to the fact that the value of valley orbit splitting between the interface states is slightly larger
than the gap at anti-crossing, the symmetric combination at the donor (A1 symmetry) and
the symmetric combination |I〉+ of z and −z valleys at the interface, feel each other (namely,
they anticross) before the symmetric combination |I〉+ and antisymmetric combination |I〉− of
z and −z valleys at the interface cross. Such behavior still remains for larger values of d, then
Fc−Fa continues to be negative as has been illustrated in Fig. 8.5 (a) and (e). On the contrary,
when the sign of valley orbit coupling is positive (namely, θ = pi), the symmetric combination
at the donor (A1 symmetry) and the antisymmetric combination |I〉− of z and −z valleys at
the interface feel each other (cross) before the antisymmetric combination |I〉− and symmetric
combination anticross. Therefore, Fc − Fa is positive for all values of d, as further illustrated
in Fig. 8.5 (c) and (f). As a basis for comparison, the case explained before with small value
of λ is presented in Fig. 8.5 (b) for negative and Fig. 8.5 (d) for positive V IV O.
The results presented so far have been obtained considering the extreme cases of real negative
and real positive values for valley orbit coupling at interface V IV O. From these results we can
infer that the valley compositions of the states involved in the lowest energy anticrossing de-
pend on both the modulus and phase of V IV O as well and on the distance between donor and
interface.
8.2.3 Complex V IV O
Now we explore the effect of a more realistic general phase on the valley-orbit coupling at the
interface. For a complex V IV O, the two lowest eigenstates at the interface are complex combi-
nations of the +z and −z valleys with a relative phase θ. This form of the interface eigenstates
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Figure 8.5: Sketch for different scenarios as a function of d and λ. Real V IV O.
.
affects the valley composition and the details in the Fch area.
Fig. 8.6 shows the complete spectrum of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (7.23), for d = 4a∗, us-
ing a complex V Ivo, with θ = pi/3 and prefactor λ = 1.36A˚ (the largest value presented here).
As a whole the level structure in Fig. 8.6 is similar to the one presented in Fig. 8.1, where V Ivo
is real with θ = 0 or θ = pi. The difference between both cases is essentially on the nature of
the anticrossing given by the symmetries of the z lowest states at interface. Here, there are two
anticrossings at Fch.
In Fig. 8.7 the evolution of valley composition of the three lowest eigenstates is presented for a
reduced range of fields around the characteristic field for d = 4a∗ (Fch ∼ 46 kV/cm), d = 5a∗
(Fch ∼ 35 kV/cm) and d = 8a∗ (Fch ∼ 20.2 kV/cm). The upper panels show the results for a
complex V Ivo with phase θ = pi/3 (similar to the one estimated for an abrupt Si/SiO2 interface
(199)) . The lower panels reproduce the results for a real and positive V Ivo . The magnitude is
determined by λ = 1.36 A˚. In all cases (upper frames) the spectrum of energies is showed.
The three rows of frames below give the corresponding valley populations for the 2nd excited,
1st excited, and ground (GS) states, respectively. From Fig. 8.7 one can clearly observe that
the anti-crossing at Fch in fact involves two anti-crossings. Therefore, the crossing that appears
for the particular case of a real V Ivo is just a limiting case in which the interface eigenstates do
not involve complex phases.
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Figure 8.6: Full spectrum of eigenvalues for d = 4a∗ in a wide range of electric fields with
a complex V Ivo. For small values of the electric field, the lowest six eigenvalues correspond
to the donor states and the highest six to interface states. We use here V Ivo = −|V Ivo|eipi/3
with |V Ivo| = λF and λ = 1.36 A˚ .
The valley contribution displayed in Fig. 8.7 (upper panels) was broadly maintained with
respect to the straightforward cases (θ = pi and θ = 0) (lower panels) . Well below Fch, the
GS is donor-like, while above the two anti-crossings the GS and 1st excited are interface-like
state. The 2nd excited state is interface-like up to the second anti-crossing, becoming donor-like
right above it. However, the symmetries are not easy to describe as it was represented in Table
8.1 for the extreme real cases.
We note that all the gaps obtained for d = 5a∗ and d = 8a∗ are extremely small compared to the
relevant energy for scales here, so for most practical purposes the behavior would be equivalent
to level crossing. The anti-crossings gaps also depend of valley orbit phase at interface. The
anti-crossings gap control with the V Ivo phase will be analyzed with more detail later.
The general results presented in Figs. 8.6 and 8.7 correspond to a relatively large value of
the valley-orbit coupling at the interface, (λ = 1.36 A˚). For these cases, the gap at anti-crossing
is smaller than the value of the valley-orbit splitting (2|V Ivo|). Fig. 8.8 shows the valley compo-
sition of the three lowest states using a smaller value of V Ivo with λ = 0.215A˚ for d = 4a
∗ and
d = 5a∗. For d = 4a∗, the value of the valley splitting is smaller that the gap at anticrossing,
leading to a qualitatively different behavior. For instance, when d = 4a∗ and with θ = pi/3 the
gap at anti-crossing (at F = Fch) is about three times larger than the value of the valley-orbit
splitting at the interface. Due to the relatively smaller value of the valley-orbit splitting, the
interface states are much closer: The two anti-crossings at Fch seem to merge into a single
one and the 1st excited state is always an interface state. This is in contrast with results for
the larger value of V Ivo where the 1
st excited state is predominantly donor-like between the
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Figure 8.7: Evolution of the valley composition for the three lowest eigenvalues around
the characteristic field (see Fig. 8.6) for three different distances d = 4a∗, d = 5a∗ and
d = 8a∗. Upper panels show results for V Ivo = −|V Ivo|eipi/3 with |V Ivo| = λF and λ = 1.36
A˚, while the lower panels were obtained with |V Ivo| real and positive (θ = pi). The top
frames reproduce the eigenvalues involved in the lowest energy anti-crossing, which is in
fact a sequence of two anti-crossings. All other frames show the valley composition in the
second excited state, the first excited state, and the ground state (GS) in different lines.
The red curves correspond to the weight of the ±z valleys or longitudinal weight (at donor
and interface), and the green curves are the weight of the ±x and ±y valleys or transversal
weight (at donor and interface). Labels D or I refer to donor-like or interface-like states in
terms of real space location. Here D is a combination of the 6 valleys and I involves the z
and -z valleys.
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two anti-crossings. Another effect of the large gap/2|V Ivo| ratio is an enhancement of the level
splitting in a close proximity of Fch.
Fig. 8.9 shows the anticrossing area at Fch for different values of the V
I
vo phase for d = 4a
∗.
The complex phase of the valley-orbit coupling at the interface affects the symmetries of the
eigenstates leading to different gaps at the two anti-crossings around Fch. Figs. 8.9(a) and (g)
for d = 4a∗ show the limiting cases of θ = 0 and θ = pi, which correspond to a real V Ivo. In these
cases there is a zero-gap anticrossing (namely, a crossing) involving the symmetric donor-like
eigenstate and the antisymmetric interface state, with all CµL = 0, except C
z
I = −C−zI = 1/
√
2.
For a general θ, the two lowest interface states always have a symmetric component which
”repel” the symmetric donor-like level. The size of the gap at the anti-crossing increases as the
weight of the symmetric part of the interface-like state becomes larger. The two gaps become
equal for θ = pi/2 which corresponds to a purely imaginary V Ivo. In summary, for a fixed |V Ivo|
and calling gL and gR the gaps to the left and to the right in energy, we get gL > gR for
0 < θ < pi/2 and gR > gL for pi/2 < θ < pi. In particular gR = 0 (gL = 0) for θ = 0 (pi), as
presented in the initial results for real V Ivo on Section 8.2.1. On the other hand, gL = gR for
θ = pi/2. The largest gap observed for d = 4a∗ is ∼ 1 meV, of the same order than the interface
valley-orbit splitting considered. In contrast, for example when d = 5a∗ (not shown here) the
gap is ∼ 0.035 meV, almost two orders of magnitude smaller.
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Figure 8.8: Valley composition of the three lowest eigenstates around the characteristic
field, only for d = 4a∗ and d = 5a∗. Here the magnitude of the valley orbit coupling
|V Ivo| = λF is defined by a smaller prefactor λ = 0.215 A˚than the for calculations shown
in Fig 8.7. As well as Fig.8.7, the upper panels have been taken using a complex V Ivo with
θ = pi/3, whereas the lower panels were using V Ivo real and positive (θ = pi). The gap at
two anticrossings is changing due to the magnitude and phase of valley orbit coupling.
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Figure 8.9: Three lowest eigenvalues around the anti-crossings region, corresponding to
d = 4a∗ for different values of the phase θ of the valley-orbit coupling at the interface
(V Ivo = −|V Ivo|eiθ) with |V Ivo| = λF and λ = 1.36 A˚. The extra panel on the right top corner
shows the values of the two anti-crossing gaps versus θ. The dashed line represents the
gap for the first anti-crossing between the GS and the 1st excited state while the solid line
is the gap between the 1st and 2nd excited states. Note that for θ = 0 and pi, V Ivo is a
real quantity and one of the anti-crossings has zero gap (namely, it is actually a 2-level
crossing). The two gaps are approximately equal for θ = pi/2 which corresponds to a pure
imaginary V Ivo. Our results are obviously invariant for θ ↔ −θ.
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Table 8.1: Evolution of the valley composition of the three lowest states for
V Ivo real and negative.
Ground state (GS), first excited state (1st) and second excited state (2nd) – in a close
vicinity of the characteristic field. The symbols F →> Fi and and F →< Fi mean the
limit as F approaches Fi from above and from below, respectively. The case (a) d < d0
is obtained from data for d = 4a∗ and (b) d > d0 from d = 8a∗. We use the following
notation: For the donor state |D〉+ = 1√6
∑
µ F
µ
D(r)φµ(r), and for the interface states
|I〉+ = [F zI (r)φz(r) + F−zI (r)φ−z(r)]/
√
2 and |I〉− = [F zI (r)φz(r) − F−zI (r)φ−z(r)]/
√
2.
Note that the crossing levels are always the 1st and 2nd excited states – columns 3 and 4
in (a) and 4 and 5 in (b) – while the anticrossing takes place between the GS and the 2nd
excited state in (a) – columns 4 and 5 – and between the GS and the 1st excited state in
(b) – columns 3 and 4. The ordering of the levels for the largest F is the same in (a) and
(b) – column 6 in both: GS is |I〉+. 1st excited is |I〉− and 2nd excited is |D〉+.
(a) d < d0 ⇒ Fa > Fc
STATE F < Fc F →< Fc Fc < F < Fa F →> Fa F > Fa
2nd |I〉− |I〉− A|D〉+ +B|I〉+ A|D〉+ +B|I〉+ |D〉+
|B| > |A| |A > |B|
1st |I〉+ A|D〉+ +B|I〉+ |I〉− |I〉− |I〉−
|B| > |A|
GS |D〉+ A|D〉+ +B|I〉+ A|D〉+ +B|I〉+ A|D〉+ +B|I〉+ |I〉+
|A| > |B| |A| > |B| |B| > |A|
(b) d > d0 ⇒ Fa < Fc
STATE F < Fa F →< Fa Fa < F < Fc F →> Fc F > Fc
2nd |I〉− |I〉− |I〉− |D〉+ |D〉+
1st |I〉+ A|D〉+ +B|I〉+ |D〉+ |I〉− |I〉−
|B| >> |A|
GS |D〉+ A|D〉+ +B|I〉+ |I〉+ |I〉+ |I〉+
|A| >> |B|
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In this part, we have analyzed in full depth the valley composition of the three lowest energy lev-
els of a single electron in the donor-in-Si-near-a-barrier system under an applied external field.
We have used a full six-valley effective mass model. This work has focused in the field range
around the crossover between donor-like and interface-like character of the electron ground state.
As discussed in previous works (71, 182, 208), the characteristic field above which the elec-
tronic ground state is at the interface as well as the time required to shuttle the electron from
the donor to the interface are determined by a level anticrossing process involving the elec-
tronic ground state. This time may be estimated from the size of the gap at the anti-crossing
(namely, the degree of the level repulsion), which decreases as the distance between the donor
and interface increases. These results are consistent with the ones obtained using our full mul-
tivalley problem. The shuttling time is a key parameter determining the feasibility of quantum
computation in the doped-Si architecture. This should be orders of magnitude smaller than the
coherence time to allow for many operations and error correction while coherent evolution of
the qubit takes place. The tunneling process conserves the spin, but coherence would be lost
for valley and/or charge degrees of freedom. Therefore, if quantum information is stored in a
charge qubit, the electron should evolve adiabatically from the donor to the interface, while
tunneling would be acceptable for spin qubits. In an adiabatic process, the modification of the
Hamiltonian, for instance, when an external field is applied, is slow enough that the system is
always in a known energy eigenstate, going continuously from the initial to the final eigenstate
(213).
Strong hybridization occurs in the vicinity of the crossover between donor-like and interface-like
character of the ground state (namely, around Fch), leading to a mixed valley composition. An
in depth study in this region shows that the anti-crossing at the characteristic field, in fact
involves two anti-crossings: one between the ground and first excited states, and another one
between the first and second excited states (see, Fig. 8.7).
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A relevant result generated by this work is related to the strong dependence of the level crossing
and anti-crossing on the phase θ of the valley-orbit coupling at the interface. This valley orbit
coupling is related to the electric field, to the height, and to the quality of the interface barrier
and is defined as V IV O = −|V IV O|eiθ (described in section 6.3.1). The phases affect directly the
symmetry of the states, thus the gaps of the two anticrossings. Even though this was expected,
it is not easy to quantify to what extend the phase affects the symmetries of the levels. However,
the effect can be well understood analyzing the extreme cases (θ = 0 or pi) when the V IV O is real.
In these cases, when the electron is at the interface, namely for F > Fch, its wave-function is a
symmetric (for θ = 0) or antisymmetric (for θ = pi) combination of the z and −z valleys (see,
Fig. 8.2). On the experimental side, it is important to highlight that it is not a straightforward
task to predict, control or measure the valley orbit coupling phase, which should vary with the
barrier material (203), interface roughness due to steps, interdiffusion, etc, and other sample
properties related to design and nanofrabrication.
On the search of feasible manipulation of qubits in a doped-Si/barrier system, the results
on the double anti-crossing shown in Fig 8.9 may play an important role. For instance, in the
limit of θ → 0 the ground state is well separated from the excited states. This suggests the
possibility to achieve an adiabatic shuttling of the electron from the donor site to the barrier
interface. Further, this could be a suitable scenario for a spin qubit for which one needs the
valley splitting to be larger than the Zeeman splitting (71). Then, an intrinsically large |V IV O|,
like the one considered in Figs. 8.2 (first row), 8.6, 8.7 and 8.9 is needed, as well as a small d
(. 4a∗) to guarantee a sufficiently large gap at anticrossing.
On the other hand, following the adiabatic theorem mentioned above, the donor-interface shut-
tling would be prohibitively slow for θ → pi due to the crossing between the ground state and
the first excited level. Another effect related to the phase occurs due to the variable pinning
point in the Bloch functions Φu(r) (namely, pinning site of the Bloch waves in a superposition
state) (71, 196). This pinning point could be incorporated as a phase in the V IV O, which would
produce a periodic dependence of the valley-orbit splitting on d leading to the closing of the
gap at anticrossing at some particular values of d (71).
In section 6.4, we mentioned a proposal to use the valley degree of freedom to define qubits. A
controllable valley orbit coupling (related to the energy splitting between the qubits states) is
required for this scheme to work (152). This may be possible if the energy separation of two
states with the same envelope function but different valley compositions (therefore, different
oscillations in the atomic scale) varies significantly with the external applied fields. This sit-
uation can be attained above Fch when the two lowest eigenstates are mainly interface states
involving different combinations of the z and −z valleys. A strong dependence of the splitting
with electric field needed for valley qubits can be found close to Fch in some cases presented in
our results. For instance, in Fig 8.9(g) (corresponding to θ = pi and d = 4a∗) the closing of the
gap between the two lowest eigenvalues produces a fast decrease of the splitting as the electric
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field is lowered from ∼ 48 to ∼ 46 kV/cm. Likewise, a variation of the splitting with electric
field is presented in the case with smaller values of V IV O, as exemplified in Fig. 8.8. Here the
hybridization leads to a relatively large gap compared to the value of V IV O and consequently
the splitting increases fast from ∼ 48 to ∼ 46 kV/cm. However, the variation of the level
splitting on the electric field is stronger when the donor-interface hybridization is large. This
hybridization is mixing valleys in the different directions, potentially producing decoherence in
the valley sector. Therefore, this is not a suitable regime for the valley qubit.
In summary, we concluded
• The main electronic states involved in the donor-interface shuttling of a single electron in
the donor-in-Si-near-a-barrier system under an applied external field present a strong hy-
bridization in the vicinity of the field range around the crossover the between donor-like
and interface-like character of the ground state. The level of hybridization depends on
the distance between donor and interface (inversely related to the gap at anticrossing),
as well as on the modulus of the valley orbit coupling (namely, size of the valley splitting)
related to the electric field, to the height, and to the quality of the interface barrier.
• In the hybridization region, we have identified two anticrossings, whose gap widths are
also determined by the phase of the valley orbit coupling. The phases affect directly the
valley symmetries. Therefore, the phases determine the level crossings and anti-crossings.
• The results described before, related to the double anticrossing and their dependence
with the phase of the valley orbit coupling, may play an important role in applications
for Si-based devices, providing the possibility of tuning suitable scenarios for quantum
computation.
• A suitable scenario for spin qubits and charge qubits might be: For θ → 0, d . 4a∗ and
with a relatively large value of |V IV O| (as the one used here, with λ = 1.36A˚). In this case,
we may guarantee that the ground state is well separated from the first excited state,
producing a large gap at anticrossing (inversely proportional to the tunneling time). This
allows for the adiabatic shuttling of the electron from the donor site to the barrier in-
terface. For spin qubits, we also need the valley splitting to be larger than the Zeeman
splitting, condition that could be fulfilled in this case.
• A suitable scenario for valley qubits would be: For θ → pi, d . 4a∗, with a relatively large
value of |V IV O| (λ = 1.36A˚) and F & Fch. In this case, we can obtain two states with
the same envelope functions but different valley compositions, with an energy splitting
strongly dependent on F .
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• Our results provide new guidelines for controlling the valley degree of freedom, there-
fore for the practical manipulation of donor electrons in Si nanostructures for quantum
computation.
We have shown that both the modulus and the phase of V IV O affect clearly the quantum be-
havior of donor electrons in Si near an interface. The value of θ is hard to predict, and its
calculation probably requires knowledge of the atomistic distribution at the interface and a
complete electronic structure description of the combined Si/structured interface/barrier sys-
tem. It is not clear whether a direct experimental measure is possible. We propose that the
measurement of the separate gaps may provide an estimate of θ, as shown in the inset of Fig. 8.9.
In recent years, there has been a noticeable experiments progress on the characterization of
donor states in Si nanostructures. In Ref (173) transport through a channel with a single donor
allowed the identification of the ground state of neutral (D0) and negatively charged donors
(D−) hybridized with the interface state. Only very recently (214) the electric field manipula-
tion of donor electrons between a single donor and an interface has been achieved. In this case,
only the ground state was identified.
Other transport experiments involving two donors in a Si nanostructure (184) have measured
the level splitting between the ground state and the first excited state at a donor (valley-orbit-
splitting).
On the other hand, the study of valley physics in Si has accelerated recently, as well as in
other multivalley systems such as Graphene, Germanium and Bismuth intended for the design
of the new generation of electronic devices. Valleytronics, for instance in Si, is essential because
the valley degree of freedom imposes limitations to the spin manipulation and coherence. The
valley degeneracy is often a problem for any system. However, if the degeneracy is lifted and
there is an appropriate control over the valley splitting, it is possible to achieve certain valley
manipulation and even think this as a possibility to encode quantum information (152). The
valleys seem to be long lived. Therefore, our in depth analysis of the evolution of valley com-
position of the main energy levels of a donor electron near to Si/Si barrier, when an electric
field is applied, as in Fig. 8.7, should bring new and valuable insight towards controlled valley
manipulations, involving donors in Si-based devices.
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El papel de las intercaras en
heteroestructuras: El efecto del
estre´s en las Manganitas y el
Silicio para Computacio´n
Cu´antica.
Introduccio´n General
Los feno´menos f´ısicos presentes en superficies e intercaras de so´lidos han motivado una intensa
actividad investigadora a partir de trabajos como el de Grove en 1882 (1), el cual posible-
mente marco´ el inicio experimental de las “Pel´ıculas Delgadas”, evidenciando la formacio´n de
pel´ıculas meta´licas a partir de la pulverizacio´n (sputtering) de ca´todos con iones positivos de
alta energ´ıa. As´ı mismo trabajos como el de Tamm en 1932, con las primeras predicciones de
estados electro´nicos de superficie. Este campo ha dado como resultados aplicaciones que han
cambiado nuestro estilo de vida. Uno de los ejemplos ma´s destacados es el (MOSFET) metal-
oxide-semiconductor field-effect-transistor, el cual es el corazo´n de muchos de los dispositivos
electro´nicos. Estos e´xitos tecnolo´gicos en heteroestructuras de semiconductores han venido
junto a descubrimientos de nuevos feno´menos tales como el efecto Hall cua´ntico.
Otro tipo de materiales que son particularmente fascinantes son los o´xidos de metal de tran-
sicio´n, los cuales son sistemas electro´nicos fuertemente correlacionados, adema´s muchos de estos
o´xidos cristalizan en arreglos de red simples, entre ellos la estructura de tipo perosvskita cu´bica
con formula qu´ımica ABO3, donde A es t´ıpicamente un elemento alcalino o de tierras raras (Ca,
Sr, Ba), B es un me´tal de transicio´n y O es el ox´ıgeno (ver Fig. 1.1). Estos materiales tienen una
increible variedad de propiedades funcionales que en ocasiones son inaccesibles para los semicon-
ductores. Las propiedades de los o´xidos de metal de transicio´n resultan de fuertes interacciones
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entre el esp´ın, la carga y la red, donde la competencia de varios estados da lugar a feno´menos
complejos y a ricos diagramas de fase. Ejemplos representativos de estos feno´menos f´ısicos
son la superconductividad de alta temperatura (Tc) en Cupratos (3) y la magneto-rresistencia
colosal (CMR) en Manganitas, compuestos objeto de estudio en este trabajo (3). En estos
sistemas pequen˜as perturbaciones llevan a importantes cambios en sus propiedades producto
de las fuertes correlaciones. Por tal motivo, en estos sistemas la extrema sensibilidad a las
distorsiones estructurales y a la qu´ımica del cristal proporcionan muchas formas de controlar
sus propiedades, as´ı como de disen˜ar nuevas funcionalidades y por tanto podemos con seguridad
esperar que en las intercaras entre o´xidos complejos se de lugar a nuevos comportamientos de
intere´s.
Las pel´ıculas delgadas y las multicapas pueden proporcionar nuevos grados de libertad al
disen˜ar nuevas propiedades y al controlar las ya existentes a trave´s del estre´s (strain), el
taman˜o y otros efectos presentes en las intercaras. La superconductividad, la ferroelectri-
cidad y las uniones tu´nel ma´gneticas, son algunos ejemplos de los campos de investigacio´n
activos en heteroestructuras de perovskita donde los efectos de la intercara cumplen un rol
crucial. Trabajos teo´ricos y experimentales han llevado al descubrimiento por ejemplo de es-
tados meta´licos y ferroma´gneticos en superredes compuestas por aislantes antiferromagne´ticos
(e.g. LaMnO3/SrMnO3) (5), un gas bidimensional de electrones superconductor entre dos
diele´ctricos (6), un aumento en la temperatura cr´ıtica en una heteroestructura superconduc-
tora de alta-Tc (7), y un tipo de ferroelectricidad de convencional en superedes que alternan
capas paraele´ctricas y ferroele´ctricas (PbTiO3/SrTiO3), en donde fue posible modificar las
propiedades ferroele´ctricas manteniendo una constante diele´ctrica muy grande e independiente
de la temperatura. Este´ comportamiento es diferente de la ferroelectricidad usual en donde la
constante diele´ctrica aunque es t´ıpicamente grande es fuertemente dependiente de la tempe-
ratura de transicio´n de la fase (8).
Con el fin de aprovechar plenamente el estre´s y otros efectos en la intercara, el crecimiento
de la heterostructura debe ser controlado en el nivel del plano ato´mico y enormes progresos se
han logrado en este campo, utilizando te´cnicas tales como deposicio´n por laser pulsado, pul-
verizacio´n cato´dica sputtering, epitaxia de haz molecular (MBE), deposicio´n qu´ımica a vapor
(CVD) y deposicio´n de capas ato´micas, entre otras, para el crecimiento de o´xidos funcionales.
Con respecto a la integracio´n de estos o´xidos en dispositivos (transistores, memorias, sensores,
actuadores, etc), son pocos los que ahora han entrado en la corriente principal de produccio´n.
Debido a que existe mucha evidencia que presenta que el estre´s podr´ıa ser relevante en las
propiedades de pel´ıculas delgadas y en las intercaras de heteroestructuras, nos hemos motivado
en mejorar la comprensio´n del papel que cumple el estre´s en las intercaras y como e´ste afecta las
propiedades de las manganitas. En la primera parte de este trabajo, hemos analizado el efecto
del estre´s en manganitas crecidas epitaxialmente y estresadas homoge´neamente en la direccio´n
(001). Nos hemos enfocado en el efecto en el estado fundamental de una manganita de volumen
con dopaje 0.5 (es decir, 0.5 electrones por manganeso), y en la influencia que ejerce el estre´s
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en la reconstruccio´n electro´nica en la intercara entre una manganita ferromagne´tica-meta´lica y
un aislante.
Algunos compuestos de o´xidos complejos han sido propuestos actualmente para reemplazar
a los basados en Silicio (Si) en algunos dispositivos electro´nicos. Por ejemplo, recientemente
Intel e IBM han sustituido en su u´ltimo procesador, la puerta diele´ctrica de SiO2 por HfO2,
debido a la alta constante diele´ctrica de este o´xido de metal de transicio´n; SrTiO3 tambie´n ha
sido considerado como una puerta de potencial oxidada para reemplazar la de SiO2 en transis-
tores. A pesar de esto, la plataforma tecnolo´gica central para computacio´n permanece basada
en Si debido a la madurez de la tecnolog´ıa con este material, la cual ha llevado a un progreso
exponencial de la microele´ctronica. Este progreso abarca desde los computadores cu´anticos
hasta un amplio espectro de aplicaciones para espintro´nica.
El Si es un excelente material anfitrio´n para una completa nueva generacio´n de dispositivos
basados en las propiedades cu´anticas de espines y cargas, puesto que este proporciona un am-
biente ideal para espines en el estado so´lido debido a su de´bil acoplamiento esp´ın-o´rbita, as´ı
como la existencia de iso´topos de Si con esp´ın nuclear cero. Por lo tanto, el prospecto de com-
binar el control cu´antico del esp´ın con la tecnolog´ıa sofisticada de fabricacio´n ha motivado un
esfuerzo extenso en dispositivos cu´anticos basados en Si, muchos de ellos tratando de disen˜ar y
construir un computador cu´antico.
El progreso en te´cnicas de deposicio´n como implantacio´n io´nica (aproximacio´n de arriba hacia
abajo) para realizar la nueva generacio´n de dispositivos Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS) y Microscop´ıa de barrido por sonda (aproximacio´n de abajo hacia arriba) para localizar
dopantes en Si ha permitido la creacio´n de dispositivos electro´nicos a escala ato´mica in Si. La
habilidad para controlar la materia a escala a´tomica y construir dispositivos con una precisio´n
ato´mica ha llevado a la fabricacio´n de un transistor de un u´nico electro´n (11) y por lo tanto
a ambicionar la construccio´n de un computador cua´ntico funcional basado en Si. En el disen˜o
de estos nuevos dispositivos, tanto la eleccio´n de una intercara adecuada (las dos ma´s comunes
son Si/SiGe y Si/SiO2), as´ı como la calidad del crecimiento, juegan un papel muy importante
para lograr el confinamiento cua´ntico de electrones en Si. Por ejemplo, la intercara es relevante
para la operacio´n de dispositivos de tunelamiento de un electro´n, los cuales consisten de un
pozo de potencial de Si acoplado a una fuente, a un drenador y a unos electrodos puerta. Sin
embargo, los efectos de intercara son complicados por el hecho de que en dispositivos reales el
pozo cua´ntico en la intercara no es perfectamente suave y orientado.
Efectos de intercara tambie´n son cruciales en las propuestas para la implementacio´n f´ısica de
un computador cua´ntico basado en Si. Entre estos, la propuestas original de Kane en (1998),
que consiste de una red de donores de Fo´sforo (P) en Si. El disen˜o corresponde a electrones
de donor en Si separado por una barrera (SiO2) de unas puertas meta´licas que esta´n ubicadas
en la superficie. Las puertas A controlan la frecuencia de resonancia de los espines que actu´an
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como qubits; Las puertas J controlan el acoplamiento mediado por electrones entre los esp´ınes
nucleares adjacentes. En esta propuesta, los para´metros del dispositivo, como el voltaje bias
aplicado y las profundidad del donor con respecto a la superficie, afecta la funcio´n de onda del
electro´n en la posicio´n del donor, por lo tanto el acoplamiento hiperfino. Adema´s, la presencia
de la intercara afecta los estados orbitales en el donor: algunas medidas en dispositivos de Si con
dopantes mostraron una significante desviacio´n de los estados orbitales de donor con respecto
al espectro esperado en el volumen (13, 14).
Es importante resaltar que el Si tiene valles con degeneracio´n mu´ltiple en su banda de con-
duccio´n. Estos valles cumplen un papel relevante tanto para dispositivos con dopantes como
para dispositivos de puntos cua´nticos y ellos determinan las propiedades de baja energ´ıa de
los mismos. En la segunda parte de este trabajo, nos hemos enfocado en el papel de los valles
sobre el control de electrones ligados a un donor substitucional de P, pro´ximo a una intercara
de Si(001)/SiO2, insipirados en la propuesta del computador cua´ntico basado en Si. Usando un
modelo completo de seis valles, hemos analizado la composicio´n de valle de los estados involucra-
dos en el proceso de ir y venir del electro´n entre el donor y la intercara (shuttling), abriendo as´ı
las posibilidades para la manipulacio´n del grado de libertad del valle en el sistema Si:P/barrera.
Este proyecto de tesis es una extensio´n de los trabajos publicados en (215) y (216).
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Resumen Parte I: El efecto del
estre´s en el ordenamiento orbital
y magne´tico de una pel´ıcula
delgada de manganita y su
intercara con un aislante
En esta parte del trabajo hemos estudiado el efecto del estre´s uniaxial sobre la configuracio´n
electro´nica del estado fundamental en pel´ıculas delgadas de Manganitas. Nuestro Hamiltoniano
modelo para las manganitas incluye la energ´ıa cine´tica, el acoplamiento electro´n-red y el su-
perintercambio antiferroma´gnetico entre vecinos cercanos. Hemos estudiado el estre´s uniaxial
que resulta del desajuste de la red entre una manganita y un sustrato cu´bico y aislante, asu-
miento la direccio´n del crecimiento como (001). En nuestro modelo el efecto del estre´s sobre el
sistema es doble: El estre´s modifica las amplitudes del hopping y tambie´n introduce una sep-
aracio´n de la energ´ıa entre los niveles eg del Mn. Nos hemos enfocado en dos casos: El efecto
del estre´s (i) en el estado fundamental de manganitas en volumen con dopaje x = 0.5 y (ii) en
la reconstruccio´n electro´nica que se presenta en la intercara de una manganita ferromagntica
y meta´lica con un aislante. Los resultados presentan que el estre´s juega un papel importante
en las propiedades de una pel´ıcula delgada de manganita, particularmente este conlleva a una
seleccio´n orbital que modifica la propiedades electro´nicas y el orden magne´tico en las intercaras.
Los o´xidos de metal de transicio´n son una familia interesante de compuestos, los cuales pertenecen
a los sistemas de electrones fuertemente correlacionados en donde el electro´n interactu´a fuerte-
mente determinando las propiedades. En estos sistemas, la naturaleza du´al del electro´n y como
estos interaccionan con sus vecinos establece cual es el aspecto predominante en un so´lido (onda
o part´ıcula). Por ejemplo, segu´n el teorema de Bloch un electro´n localizado en una red perio´dica
se comporta como una onda plana extendida. Sin embargo, cuando el nu´mero de electrones
libres en un so´lido es comparable al nu´mero de los a´tomos que lo constituyen y la interaccio´n
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electro´n-electro´n se vuelve fuerte, los electrones pueden perder su movilidad y localizarse en
sitios. Cuando un electro´n se localiza, tiene tres atributos que determinan su comportamiento:
carga (e), esp´ın (± 12 ) y una simetr´ıa orbital. Por lo tanto, la carga, el esp´ın y el grado de lib-
ertad orbital, as´ı como el acoplamiento entre ellos puede producir fases complejas y feno´menos
tales como separacio´n de fases electro´nicas, entre otros.
Muchos o´xidos cristalizan en arreglos de red simple tal como la estructura de perovskita cu´bica,
Fig. 1.1. La formula es ABO3, siendo A t´ıpicamente un elemento alcalino o de tierras raras (Ca,
Sr, Ba), B un metal de transicio´n y O correspondiendo al ox´ıgeno. Lo electrones activos esta´n
usualmente en los orbitales externos d de los metales de transicio´n. A pesar de la simplicidad
qu´ımica y estructural, los o´xidos de metal de transicio´n muestran feno´menos f´ısicos muy difer-
entes. Si se considera un a´tomo de metal de transicio´n en un cristal con estructura perovskita,
e´ste estara´ rodeado por seis iones de ox´ıgeno O2− que producira´n un potencial del campo
cristalino en donde las funciones de onda apuntando hacia los iones O2− (orbitales eg dx2−y2 ,
d3z2−r2) tendra´n una energ´ıa ma´s alta que las que esta´n entre ellos (orbitales t2g dxy, dyz, dzx).
Como consecuencia, los orbitales d ilustrados en la Fig. 1.2 esta´n separados. Por lo tanto, hay
un gap entre los orbitales eg y t2g el cual actu´a como un grado de libertad del esp´ın o de la carga.
Entre los o´xidos de metal de transicio´n esta´n las manganitas, las cuales han sido el foco de
estudio en esta parte del trabajo de tesis. Un rango amplio de feno´menos y una gran variedad
de trabajo experimental han hecho que estos sistemas sean especialmente atractivos para la
comunidad cient´ıfica. En las manganitas el acoplamiento fuerte entre el grado de libertad de la
carga, el esp´ın y la red produce una variedad de fases en un material qu´ımicamente homoge´neo.
Propiedades como la Magnetorresistencia Colosal reportada inicialmente en los an˜os 90 por Jin
y sus colaboradores, motivo´ el intere´s general y estimulo´ la investigacio´n en manganitas debido
a su potencial para aplicaciones en dispositivos electro´nicos comerciales.
Las manganitas tambie´n son half-metals (ferromagnetos con un solo tipo de electrones de con-
duccio´n, ya sea esp´ın para arriba ↑ o esp´ın para abajo ↓), lo que hace de estos sistemas unos
buenos inyectores y detectores de esp´ın para espintro´nica, un campo muy atractivo y promete-
dor que se esta´ desarrollando ra´pidamente.
Muchos trabajos en manganitas sugieren que las propiedades de conduccio´n de estos sistemas,
as´ı como el orden orbital y la estructura magne´tica, entre otras, pueden ser modificadas bajo
la influencia del estre´s. La influencia del estre´s del sustrato es el principal factor que distingue
una pel´ıcula delgada de manganita de una manganita en volumen. Esto es debido al hecho
de que los electrones eg de los Mn, los cuales son los ma´s determinantes de las propiedades
f´ısicas esta´n acoplados al grado de libertad de la red. En particular, el estre´s puede afectar
las propiedades electro´nicas a trave´s del ordenamiento orbital, por ende altera las propiedades
de magnetotransporte de las pel´ıculas delgadas o de las heteroestructuras de manganitas. El
efecto del estre´s en pel´ıculas delgadas de manganita ha sido el foco de este proyecto.
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Una importante cantidad de trabajos teo´ricos y experimentales de gran relevancia presentan
diferencias en las propiedades ele´ctricas y magne´ticas que exhiben las pel´ıculas delgadas de
manganita con respecto a su homo´logo en volumen. En particular, ha sido observado que la
conductividad y la Tc magne´tica se reducen con respecto al volumen (81, 114). Estas diferencias
pueden ser producto del desajuste de la red en toda la pel´ıcula que se presenta entre la manganita
y el sustrato, as´ı como debido a las modificaciones en la intercara sustrato/manganita, efecto
conocido como reconstruccio´n electro´nica. Este efecto puede ser ma´s contundente en pel´ıculas
ultra delgadas que son usadas en multicapas y adema´s puede verse modificado fuertemente por
el estre´s. Aunque las propiedades en la intercara de pel´ıculas delgadas y en heteroestructuras
pueden verse tambie´n afectadas por efectos como desorden, vacantes de ox´ıgeno, variaciones
en la composicio´n qu´ımica y otros efectos que dependen principalmente de las condiciones del
crecimiento, muchos trabajos sugieren que el estre´s estructural juega un papel clave en la de-
terminacio´n de las propiedades ele´ctricas y magne´ticas de las manganitas.
Teniendo en cuenta esta perspectiva, este trabajo se ha enfocado en el efecto del estre´s sobre
las propiedades electro´nicas y magne´ticas de pel´ıculas delgadas de manganita y en intercaras
manganita/aislante.
En manganitas los orbitales activos son los eg del Mn 3z
2 − r2 y x2 − y2 (como se repre-
sentan en la Fig 1.2). Una distorsio´n tetragonal de la celda unidad (pseudo) cu´bica produce
una ocupacio´n preferencial de uno de los niveles eg anisotro´picos y una equivalente separacio´n
de la energ´ıa, lo que conlleva a un ordenamiento orbital (19, 64, 90, 105). A su vez, un or-
denamiento orbital particular se asocia a un ordenamiento magne´tico particular (ver Fig 3.1).
Consecuentemente, cuando una extensio´n de la red en el plano (xy) tiene lugar, lo que co-
rresponde a un estre´s de traccio´n (definido por c/a < 0; exy > 0), el orbital x
2 − y2 es el
preferido. Por lo tanto, los o´rdenes AFM de tipo CE y A son favorecidos ya que el x2 − y2
es dominante en estas configuraciones. Por otro lado, el estre´s de contraccio´n (definido por
c/a > 0; exy < 0) implica que los orbitales 3z
2 − r2 sean los preferidos y por tanto el orden
AFM de tipo C es favorecido, debido a que el 3z2−r2 es dominante en esta configuracio´n. Esta
situacio´n es exactamente la que hemos encontrado para manganitas en volumen con dopaje
x = 0.5, si incluimos la separacio´n entre los orbitales eg (denotada por δ y definida en la Eq.
2.17) causada por estre´s suficientemente grande (δ & 50exyt) (ver Figs. 3.3 (b) and 3.4). Este
valor de δ es relativamente grande (∼ t para un estre´s del 2%) pero es un valor comparable
a la t´ıpica separacio´n Jahn-Teller. La modificacio´n del ordenamiento orbital con el estre´s se
ha observado en varios experimentos (19, 80, 84, 95), en ca´lculos modelo para LaMnO3 (82),
y en ca´lculos ab-initio para La0.66Sr0.33MnO3 (116), y para superredes LaMnO3/SrMnO3 (105).
El otro sistema objeto de estudio ha sido el efecto del estrs en los estados en la intercara
entre un aislante y una manganita con dopaje x = 0.3 (es decir, ferromagntica y meta´lica).
Los resultados son relevantes para dispositivos de multicapas tales como va´lvulas de esp´ın. Las
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tendencias generales de co´mo el estre´s afecta a este sistema son las mismas que en el volumen.
Para este caso, el comportamiento del volumen (FM y meta´lico) es recuperado en pocas celdas
unidad, mientras que en la capa de la intercara se espera una densidad de estados cercana a
0.5, debido a la redistribucio´n de la carga. Cerca a x = 0.5 un orden AFM de tipo CE puede
tener lugar. Este tipo de orden se ver´ıa favorecido por el estre´s de traccio´n y desfavorecido por
el de contraccio´n, al igual que en volumen.
En manganitas el FM viene normalmente de la mano de la metalicidad debido al Doble-
Intercambio. Debido a que el Doble-Intercambio es suprimido cuando la degeneracio´n de los
niveles eg se rompe, se espera que al aplicar un estre´s uniforme se disminuya la Tc. Este hecho
ha sido corroborado por algunas investigaciones teo´ricas y experimentales (85, 89, 93). Por tal
motivo, aunque el estre´s de contraccio´n no afecta mucho el estado fundamental de la intercara,
aumenta la separacio´n de los niveles eg (δ > 0) lo que puede llevar a una reduccio´n de la con-
ductancia en las intercaras con respecto al volumen.
Los resultados tambie´n evidencian una reconstruccio´n orbital en la intercara, incluso sin estre´s:
en la configuracio´n FM de la intercara, el orbital x2− y2 se ocupa preferentemente. Este orden
ferro-orbital es reforzado por el estre´s de traccio´n y afecta tanto a la configuracio´n de tipo
FM como la CE. No obstante, el comportamiento en superficies puede ser cualitativamente
diferente cuando los octaedros de ox´ıgeno que rodean los iones Mn esta´n incompletos. En el
caso de una superficie (001), el orbital 3z2 − r2, el cual apunta hacia la superficie, baja en
energ´ıa con respecto al orbital x2 − y2, el cual esta´ ma´s localizado alrededor del ion (54). Por
otra parte, hibridacio´n a trave´s de una intercara podr´ıa llevar a una ocupacio´n preferencial del
orbital 3z2 − r2 (111).
Cuando el orden CE es favorecido en una intercara manganita-aislante, hemos encontrado
que en la mayor´ıa de los casos la intercara presenta conduccio´n meta´lica (no hay un gap a la
energ´ıa de Fermi). Pudimos observar que tan solo aplicando estre´s de traccio´n junto a un valor
relativamente pequen˜o del para´metro α (α . 0.7), se puede conducir a una propiedad aislante
en la intercara.
En resumen:
• El efecto del estre´s sobre los sistemas de maganitas es doble: Por un lado, e´ste afecta el
solapamiento de los orbitales y por lo tanto a las amplitudes hopping. Por otro lado, el
estre´s puede inducir una separacio´n δ de los orbitales eg. La comparacio´n con los resul-
tados experimentales indica que la separacio´n de los orbitales eg inducido por el estre´s
domina sobre la modificacio´n de las amplitudes de los hoppings. Esto implica que el δ
tiene que ser suficientemente grande δ & 50exyt.
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• En el sistema de manganita en volumen con dopaje x = 0.5, el estre´s de traccio´n (ex-
tensio´n en el plano xy) promueve una seleccio´n orbital: El orbital preferido es el x2− y2.
Por lo tanto, los o´rdenes AFM de tipo CE y A se ven favorecidos debido a que el orbital
x2 − y2 es dominante en estas configuraciones. Por el contrario, el estre´s de contraccio´n
produce una seleccio´n orbital donde los orbitales 3z2−r2 son los preferidos, y por ende el
orden AFM de tipo C es favorecido, ya que el 3z2−r2 es dominante en esta configuracio´n.
• En una heteroestructura aislante/manganita (x = 0.3)/aislante, el efecto del estre´s so-
bre la reconstruccio´n electro´nica en la intercara es consistente con el comportamiento
observado para las manganitas en el volumen. En este caso, la configuracio´n CE en la
intercara es favorecida por el estre´s de traccio´n debido a la ocupacio´n preferencial del
orbital x2 − y2. Por otro lado, la configuracio´n FM se convierte en ma´s estable con
respecto a la CE, cuando se aplica un estre´s de contraccio´n. Sin embargo, la conductan-
cia en la intercara con respecto al volumen puede ser reducida debido a la rotura de la
degenerancio´n de los niveles eg. Adema´s, grandes valores de estre´s pueden inducir un
comportamiento aislante en la capa interfacial (se abre un gap a la energ´ıa de Fermi).
• La principal consecuencia del estre´s es la seleccio´n orbital, la cual esta´ intimamente rela-
cionada con el grado de libertad del esp´ın y con las propiedades de transporte. De esta
manera, el estre´s proporciona una forma de modificar la configuracio´n del estado funda-
mental en manganitas y por tanto, controlar el funcionamiento de dispositivos electro´nicos
basados en estos compuestos. Ca´lculos recientes (94) presentan un aumento en la mag-
netoresistencia de una pel´ıcula delgada con dopaje 0.5 bajo el efecto de un estre´s de
traccio´n.
En este trabajo hemos considerado un estre´s uniforme y un ratio de Poisson uniforme ν. Sin
embargo, teniendo incluso un estre´s uniforme en el plano, este puede ir acompan˜ado de un estre´s
no uniforme en la direccio´n z (90). Por lo tanto, en ese caso δ podr´ıa tener signos diferentes
en diferentes planos ato´micos y dar como resultado ordenamientos orbitales ma´s complejos
que los presentados en este trabajo. Este caso corresponde con el reportado en la Ref (90)
para una multicapa (La0.7Sr0.3MnO3)3/(BaTiO3)3 depositada sobre un sustrato STO(001) con
para´metros de red muy similares.
Nuestros hallazgos presentan que el estre´s produce un tipo de ordenamiento orbital que es
coherente con el resultado de muchos trabajos experimentales y teo´ricos (19, 80, 84, 94, 95).
Por ejemplo, el estre´s de contraccio´n aplicado en pel´ıculas delgadas de LSMO produce un cam-
bio en la fase, pasando de FM y meta´lico a un AFM de tipo C (93). As´ı mismo, para LCMO que
en volumen es FM y meta´lico, un estre´s de traccio´n aplicado favorece la ocupacio´n electro´nica
de los orbitales x2 − y2, lo que lleva a que se produzca un ordenamiento orbital de tipo A.
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An˜adido a esto, nuestros resultados se acercan mucho ma´s a los experimentales, cuando se
toma la separacio´n de los niveles eg como el efecto ma´s dominante del estre´s en comparacio´n
con el cambio en la amplitud de los hoppings. Estas predicciones tambie´n esta´n en muy buena
concordancia con algunos trabajos teo´ricos y experimentales (19, 64, 82, 89, 90, 91).
Los efectos del estre´s continuan siendo un foco de estudio para los sistemas de manganitas, con
el objetivo de mejorar el conocimiento acerca de la modificacio´n de las propiedades ele´ctricas
y magne´ticas en estos sistemas (117, 118). Las implicaciones del estre´s que nosotros hemos
propuesto en este trabajo, as´ı como nuestros resultados, pueden ser de gran utilidad para las
nuevas investigaciones enfocadas en la bu´squeda de la posibilidad de manipulacio´n y control de
las propiedades deseadas en las novedosas pel´ıculas delgadas y heteroestructuras que han sido
concebidas para los nuevos dispositivos espintro´nicos.
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Resumen Parte II: Impacto del
grado de libertad de valle en el
control de electrones de donantes
cerca a una intercara Si/SiO2
En esta parte hemos analizado la composicio´n de valle de un electro´n ligado a un donor, es-
pec´ıficamente un donor sustitucional de Fo´sforo (P) en Si, cercano a una Si/barrera (001) bajo
el efecto de un campo ele´ctrico aplicado perpendicular a la intercara. Hemos adoptado un mod-
elo completo de masa efectiva que incluye 6 valles, donde los valles corresponden a los mı´nimos
de la banda de conduccio´n a lo largo de las direcciones cristalogra´ficas x, y y z. Para bajos
campos ele´ctricos, el estado fundamental del electro´n esta´ confinado esencialmente en el donor,
en donde la energ´ıa ma´s baja se divide en estados con distintas contribuciones de los seis valles,
debido al entorno de campo cristalino tetragonal. A campos suficientemente altos, el donor se
ioniza y su electro´n se mueve hacia la intercara, donde los niveles de valle se dividen en un
estado excitado con degeneracio´n cua´druple, que consiste en los valles ±x y ±y y un estado
ma´s bajo en energ´ıa con una degeneracio´n doble que corresponde a los valles ±z. La sepa-
racio´n de valle en la intercara divide ligeramente el estado fundamental debido al acoplamiento
o´rbita-valle, V IV O. En campos ele´ctricos intermedios cercanos al campo caracter´ıstico (el estado
fundamental del electro´n pasa de estar principalmente ligado al donor a estar ma´s ligado a
la intercara), los estados del electro´n pueden estar constituidos por estados hibridizados con
composicio´n de valles diferentes a las del estado fundamental en el donor o en la intercara. El
grado de repulsio´n entre los niveles, por ende el gap en el anticruce, dependen de la composicio´n
de valles relativa la cual var´ıa con el mo´dulo y la fase del acoplamiento o´rbita-valle, as´ı como de
la distancia entre el donor y la intercara. Nos hemos enfocado en la composicio´n de valle de los
estados involucrados en el proceso de ir y venir ‘’shuttling’ del electro´n que esta´ determinado
por el anticruce de los tres autoestados ma´s bajos en energ´ıa. Una secuencia de dos anticruces
tiene lugar y la fase compleja afecta la simetr´ıa de los autovalores y los gaps de los anticruces
entre los niveles. Nuestros resultados contribuyen a un mejor entendimiento de la manipulacio´n
controlada de valles, la cual es muy relevante para la manipulacio´n pra´ctica de los electrones
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de donores en nanoestructuras de Si y por lo tanto para algunas propuestas de computadores
cua´nticos basados en Si.
En los u´ltimos an˜os, la densidad de transistores en un chip ha sido incrementada significa-
tivamente cada 18 meses, como lo predice la ley de Moore (como puede verse en la Fig 5.3).
El progreso exponencial de la microelectro´nica ha estado basado en la tecnolog´ıa del Silicio. El
Silicio es un entorno ideal para los espines en el estado so´lido debido a su acoplamiento de´bil
esp´ın-o´rbita y a la existencia de iso´topos con esp´ın nuclear 0. La perspectiva de combinar el
control cua´ntico del esp´ın con la sofisticada tecnolog´ıa de fabricacio´n existente en computadores
cla´sicos ha estimulado en la u´ltima de´cada grandes esfuerzos enfocados en dispositivos basados
en Silicio.
Existen muchas propuestas para el disen˜o de procesadores de informacio´n cua´ntica, algunas
de ellas basadas en semiconductores debido a sus semenjanzas con la electro´nica cla´sica (Kane,
1998 (12)), Loss & Di Vicenzo, 1998 (128)). Inicialmente, la propuesta original de Loss & Di
Vicenzo genero´ especial intere´s en los espines electro´nicos en puntos cua´nticos. A pesar de la
gran madurez de la tecnolog´ıa del Silicio en los transistores de campo tradicionales, los puntos
cua´nticos de GaAs estuvieron histo´ricamente ma´s consolidados, debido a trabajos previos en el
crecimiento expitaxial de materiales III-V con similares para´metros de red. As´ı mismo exper-
imentos en puntos cua´nticos definidos litograficamente en heteroestructuras de GaAs/AlGaAs
demostraron la inicializacio´n de qubit, lectura de esp´ın de u´nico disparo y u´nico electro´n (140),
y el control coherente de un solo esp´ın y estados de dos espines (141, 142). De este modo
los sistemas de GaAs que cumplen con los criterios de Di Vicenzo para computacio´n cua´ntica
descritos anteriormente en la seccio´n 5.5.1(143).
No obstante, el GaAs tiene aspectos relevantes relacionados con la presencia inevitable de
espines nucleares en el material hu´esped. Por ejemplo, en heteroestructures de AlGaAs/GaAs,
tanto el Al como el Ga no presentan esp´ın nuclear cero, lo que causa que el esp´ın del electro´n en
un QD (quantum dot o punto cua´ntico) interactu´e con muchos espines nucleares en el material
hu´esped por acoplamiento hiperfino. Este acoplamiento tiene varios efectos adversos entre ellos
la decoherencia del sp´ın del electro´n como resultado del campo magne´tico efectivo aleatorio
generado por fluctuaciones del esp´ın nuclear y la mezcla entre estados de esp´ın electro´nico y
o´rbital electro´nico por la dependencia orbital con el campo magne´tico. La aleatoriedad en el
campo nuclear conduce a una decoherencia con un T2 medido por esp´ın echo ∼ 1µs e 0.1T (142).
Por otro lado, el Si natural consiste en un 95% en 28Si sin esp´ın nuclear y adema´s puede
ser purificado cerca del 100% de iso´topos con esp´ın nuclear cero. Adicionalmente el Si es un
elemento ma´s ligero que el Ga y el As lo que reduce el acoplamiento esp´ın-o´rbita. Los experi-
mentos ESR (Electron Spin Resonance) demostraron tiempos de coherencia mucho ma´s largos
en Si que en GaAs, con un orden de magnitud de segundos (149). Por estos motivos varias
propuestas han sido hechas para qubits de esp´ın electro´nicos basados en Si en puntos cua´nticos
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(146) y en donantes (147, 148). Una de ellas es la propuesta hecha por Bruce Kane en 1998 (12)
que consiste de un red lineal de a´tomos de Fo´sforo (P) incrustados por debajo de la superficie
de un entramado de Si puro. En la propuesta original el qubit es el esp´ın nuclear del donante P
que puede ser manipulado a trave´s del acoplamiento hiperfino con el esp´ın del electro´n ligado.
El acoplamiento hiperfino es variado aplicando campos ele´ctricos en las puertas locales lo que
permite llevar a cabo rotaciones de un qubit. Las operaciones de dos qubits se pueden lograr
usando el acoplamiento de intercambio entre electrones ligados y donantes vecinos y cualquier
compuerta lo´gica puede ser obtenida con la combinacio´n apropiada de operaciones de uno y dos
qubits.
Sin embargo, existen algunos retos presentes al desarrollar nanodispositivos basados en Si. Uno
de ellos esta´ relacionado con el efecto de mu´ltiples valles presentes en la banda de conduccio´n
del Si en volumen, ya que este puede imponer limitaciones a la manipulacio´n del esp´ın y la
coherencia, as´ı como afectar las propiedades de transporte. Tambie´n se ha propuesto codificar
informacio´n directamente en el grado de libertad de valle. Por tal motivo la f´ısica de valles juega
un papel cr´ıtico en la manipulacio´n del grado de libertad del esp´ın de electrones en dispositivos
basados en Si.
En esta parte, hemos analizado a profundidad la composicio´n de valle de los tres niveles ma´s
bajos en energ´ıa de un electro´n ligado a un donor en Si que esta´ cerca de una barrera, y que
se encuentra bajo el efecto de un campo ele´ctrico externo aplicado. Hemos usado un modelo
completo de masa efectiva que incluye los 6 valles de la banda de conduccio´n del Si. Al aplicar
un campo ele´ctrico, un electro´n ligado a un donor puede ser transportado entre el donor y un
estado en la intercara. Nos enfocamos en el rango de campos ele´ctricos en el que se puede
producir esta manipulacio´n, es decir, cerca del (anti)cruce entre el estado ligado al donor y el
estado de intercara.
Como se ha discutido en trabajos previos (71, 182, 208), el campo caracter´ıstico por encima
del cual el estado fundamental electro´nico esta´ en la intercara, as´ı como el tiempo requerido
para que el electro´n vaya del donor a la intercara, esta´n determinados por el proceso de anti-
cruce entre los niveles que involucran al estado fundamental electro´nico. Este tiempo se puede
estimar a partir del taman˜o del gap en el anticruce (determinado por el grado de repulsio´n
entre los niveles), el cual decrece al incrementar la distancia entre el donor y la intercara. Estos
resultados son consistentes con los que hemos obtenido resolviendo el problema completo de
multivalles. Este tiempo de ir y venir es un para´metro clave para determinar la factibilidad
de la computacio´n cua´ntica en la arquitectura con Si-dopado y debe ser o´rdenes de magnitud
menor que el tiempo de coherencia para que permita la realizacin de un gran nmero de opera-
ciones as como la correccin de errores mientras tiene lugar la evolucio´n coherente de los qubits.
Aunque el proceso tu´nel conserva el esp´ın, la coherencia se perder´ıa en el grado de libertad
del valle y/o carga. Por lo tanto, si la informacio´n cua´ntica es almacenada en un qubit de
carga, el electro´n deber´ıa evolucionar adiaba´ticamente del donor a la intercara para garantizar
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la coherencia, mientras que el tunelamiento podr´ıa ser aceptable para qubits de esp´ın. En un
proceso adiaba´tico, la modificacio´n del Hamiltoniano, por ejemplo cuando un campo ele´ctrico
externo es aplicado, es lo suficientemente lento para que el sistema este´ siempre en un autoes-
tado de energ´ıa conocido, y va continuamente del estado inicial al estado final (213).
Una fuerte hibridacio´n ocurre en la proximidad del anticruce entre el estado fundamental con
cara´cter de donor y este mismo con cara´cter de intercara (es decir alrededor de Fch). Esta hi-
bridacio´n da lugar a una mezcla de valles en los estados involucrados. Sin embargo, un estudio
a profundidad de esta´ regio´n presenta que el anticruce en el campo caracter´ıstico en realidad
involucra dos anticruces: uno entre el estado fundamental y el primer estado excitado y el otro
entre el primer estado excitado y el segundo (ver, Fig. 8.7).
Un resultado relevante generado por este trabajo es la fuerte dependencia del cruce y anti-
cruce de los niveles con la fase compleja θ del acoplamiento o´rbita-valle en la intercara. Este
acoplamiento o´rbita-valle esta´ vinculado al campo ele´ctrico, as´ı como a la altura y a la cali-
dad de la barrera en la intercara, y se define como V IV O = −|V IV O|eiθ (descrito en la seccio´n
6.3.1). La fase afecta directamente a la simetr´ıa de los estados y por lo tanto a los gaps de
los anticruces. Aunque esta´ dependencia se esperaba, no es fa´cil cuantificar hasta que´ punto
la fase afecta a la simetr´ıa de los niveles. Sin embargo, el efecto puede entenderse analizando
los casos extremos (θ = 0 o pi), es decir cuando el V IV O es real. En estos casos, cuando el
electro´n esta´ en la intercara, es decir para F > Fch, su funcio´n de onda es una combinacio´n
sime´trica (para θ = 0) o antisime´trica (para θ = pi) de los valles z y −z (ver la Fig. 8.2).
Desde el punto de vista experimental, es muy importante resaltar que no es una tarea fa´cil el
predecir, controlar y manipular la fase compleja del acoplamiento o´rbita-valle, el cual puede
variar con la barrera del material (203), con la rugosidad en la intercara debida a escalones,
interdifusio´n, etc, y con otras propiedades de la muestra relativas al disen˜o y la nanofabricacio´n.
En la bu´squeda de una manipulacio´n factible de qubits en un sistema de Si-dopado/barrera, los
resultados del doble-anticruce presentados en la Fig. 8.9 pueden jugar un papel muy importante.
Por ejemplo, en el limite θ → 0 el estado fundamental esta´ bien separado de los estados excita-
dos. Esto sugiere la posibilidad de lograr un transporte adiaba´tico del electro´n desde el sitio del
donor hasta la barrera en la intercara. An˜adido a esto, este podr´ıa ser un escenario adecuado
para el qubit de esp´ın, en el cual es necesario que la separacio´n de los estados de valle sea ma´s
grande que la separacio´n Zeeman (71). Por tal motivo ser´ıa necesario un valor intr´ınseco grande
del |V IV O|, tal como el que consideramos en las Figs. 8.2 (primera fila), 8.6, 8.7 y 8.9, as´ı como
un valor pequen˜o de d (. 4a∗), para garantizar un gap lo suficientemente grande en el anticruce.
Por otro lado, continuando con el teorema adiaba´tico mencionado anteriormente, el ir y venir
del electro´n entre el donor y la intercara podr´ıa ser prohibitivamente lento para θ → pi, debido
al cruce entre el estado fundamental y el primer estado excitado. Otro efecto relacionado con la
fase ocurre debido al punto variable de fijacio´n en las funciones de Bloch Φu(r) (que consiste en
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el sitio de fijacio´n de las ondas de Bloch en un estado de superposicio´n) (71, 196). Este punto
de fijacio´n podr´ıa ser incorporado como una fase en el V IV O, que producir´ıa una dependencia
perio´dica de la separacio´n o´rbita-valle con d, lo que produce que se cierre el gap del anticruce
en algunos valores particulares de d (71).
En la seccio´n 6.4, hemos mencionado una propuesta que usa el grado de libertad de valle
para definir qubits. Para este esquema de trabajo es requerido un acoplamiento o´rbita-valle
controlable (relacionado con la separacio´n de la energ´ıa entre los estados de los qubits). Esto
es posible si la separacio´n de energ´ıa entre dos estados que tienen la misma funcio´n envolvente
pero diferente composicio´n de valle (por lo tanto, diferentes oscilaciones en la escala ato´mica)
var´ıan significativamente con el campo ele´ctrico externo. Esta situacio´n puede ser alcanzada
por encima de Fch, cuando los dos estados ma´s bajos en energ´ıa son principalmente estados de
intercara que involucran diferentes combinaciones de los valles z y −z. La fuerte dependencia
con el campo ele´ctrico necesaria para los qubits de valle puede ser encontrada cerca de Fch
y se presenta en algunos casos de nuestros resultados. Por ejemplo, en la Fig. 8.9(g) (que
corresponde a θ = pi y d = 4a∗) el cierre del gap entre los dos autovalores produce un ra´pido
decrecimiento de la separacio´n a medida que el campo ele´ctrico disminuye de ∼ 48 a ∼ 46
kV/cm. As´ı mismo, encontramos una variacio´n de la separacio´n entre niveles con el campo
ele´ctrico en el caso correspondiente a un valor pequen˜o del V IV O, como se ejemplifica en la Fig.
8.8. En este caso, la hibridacio´n lleva a un gap relativamente grande comparado con el valor
de V IV O y consecuentemente la separacio´n se incrementa ra´pido de ∼ 48 a ∼ 46 kV/cm. Sin
embargo, la variacio´n de la separacio´n de los niveles con el campo ele´ctrico es ma´s fuerte cuando
la hibridacio´n donor-intercara es grande. Esta hibridacio´n implica una mezcla de valles en las
diferentes direcciones, el cual produce potencialmente decoherencia en el sector de valle. Por lo
tanto, este no es un re´gimen adecuado para el qubit de valle.
En resumen, nosotros concluimos:
• Los principales estados electro´nicos involucrados en el ir y venir del electro´n entre el
donor y la intercara en un sistema constituido por un donor en Si cercano a una barrera
que se encuentra bajo un campo externo aplicado, presentan una fuerte hibridacio´n en
la proximidad del rango de campo alrededor del cruce entre el estado fundamental en el
donor y el mismo en la intercara. El nivel de hibridacio´n depende de la distancia entre el
donor y la intercara (inversamente relacionado con el gap en el anticruce), as´ı como del
mo´dulo del acoplamiento valle-o´rbita (es decir la separacio´n de los niveles en el anticruce)
que esta´ relacionado con el campo ele´ctrico, as´ı como con la altura y con la calidad de la
barrera en la intercara.
• En la regio´n de la hibridacio´n, hemos identificado dos anticruces, cuyas anchuras de gaps
vienen tambie´n determinadas por la fase compleja del acoplamiento o´rbita-valle. Las
fases afectan directamente a las simetr´ıas de los valles. Por lo tanto, las fases determinan
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el cruce y el anticruce de los niveles.
• Los resultados descritos antes, relacionados con el doble anticruce y su dependencia con
la fase del acoplamiento o´rbita-valle, pueden jugar un papel importante para los dispos-
itivos basados en Si, proporcionando la posibilidad de encontrar escenarios adecuados
para la computacio´n cua´ntica.
• Un escenario adecuado para qubits de esp´ın y qubits de carga puede ser: Para θ → 0,
d . 4a∗ y con un valor relativamente grande de |V IV O| (como el que usamos aqu´ı con
λ = 1.36A˚). En este caso, nosotros podemos garantizar que el estado fundamental esta´
bien separado del primer estado excitado, produciendo un gap considerable en el anti-
cruce (inversamente proporcional al tiempo de tunelamiento). Esto permite un ir y venir
del electro´n adiaba´tico desde el sitio del donor hasta la barrera en la intercara. Para
qubits de esp´ın, nosotros tambie´n necesitamos que la separacio´n de valle sea ma´s grande
que la separacio´n Zeeman, condicio´n que puede ser cumplida en este caso.
• Un escenario adecuado para qubits de valle podr´ıa ser: Para θ → pi, d . 4a∗, con un
valor relativamente grande de |V IV O| (λ = 1.36A˚) y F & Fch. En este caso, podemos
obtener dos estados con la mismas funciones envolventes pero diferente composicio´n de
valle y con una separacio´n de la energ´ıa dependiente de F .
• Nuestros resultados proporcionan nuevas directrices para el control del grado de libertad
de valle, por lo tanto para la manipulacio´n pra´ctica de electrones del donor en nanoestruc-
turas de Si consideradas para computacio´n cua´ntica.
En esta´ parte hemos presentado que tanto el mo´dulo como la fase del V IV O afectan claramente el
comportamiento de electrones del donor en Si cerca de una intercara. El valor de θ es muy d´ıficil
de predecir y su ca´lculo probablemente requiere conocimiento de la distribucio´n atomı´stica en
la intercara y una descripcio´n completa de la estructura electro´nica del sistema combinado
Si/estructurado intercara/barrera. No esta´ claro si una medida experimental directa es posible.
Nosotros proponemos que la medicio´n de los gaps separados puede proporcionar una estimacio´n
de θ, tal y como se presenta en el recuadro de la Fig. 8.9.
En an˜os recientes, ha habido un progreso notable de experimentos en la caracterizacio´n de
estados de donor en nanoestructuras de Si. En la Ref. (173) el transporte a trave´s de un canal
con un u´nico donor permitio´ la identificacio´n del estado fundamental de donores neutrales (D0)
y cargados negativamente (D−) que esta´n hibridizados con el estado de intercara. Solo muy
recientemente se ha logrado (214) la manipulacio´n de electrones del donor entre el donor y una
intercara con campo ele´ctrico. En este caso solo el estado fundamental fue identificado.
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Otros experimentos de transporte involucrando dos donores en una nanoestructura de Si (184)
han medido la separacio´n entre el estado fundamental y el primer estado excitado en un donor
(separacio´n o´rbita-valle)
Por otra parte, el estudio de la f´ısica de valletro´nica en Si se ha acelerado recientemente,
as´ı como en otros sistema multivalle tales como Grafeno, Germanio y Bismuto destinados para
el disen˜o de la nueva generacio´n de dispositivos electro´nicos. Por ejemplo, el grado de libertad
de valle en Si es esencial debido a que impone limitaciones a la manipulacio´n del esp´ın y a la
coherencia. La degeneracio´n de valle es frecuentemente un problema para cualquier sistema.
Sin embargo, si la degeneracio´n se rompe y hay un control apropiado sobre la separacio´n entre
los niveles de valle, es posible lograr cierta manipulacio´n de e´ste e incluso pensar en la posibil-
idad de codificar informacio´n cua´ntica (152). Adema´s los valles pueden tener una coherencia
larga. Por estos motivos, nuestro ana´lisis en profundidad de la evolucio´n de la composicio´n de
valle de los principales niveles de energ´ıa del electro´n de un donor cerca de un sistema Si/Si
barrera, cuando un campo ele´ctrico es aplicado como en la Fig. 8.7 aporta nuevos y valiosos
conocimientos relativos a las manipulaciones controladas de valle en dispositivos basados en Si
que involucran donores.
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